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ABSTRACT

Most studies examining the effectiveness
of seatbelts in reducing injury due to auto-
mobile accidents have heen based on police-
level data. Due to the circumstatlt:es sr'tr-
rounding the officer's investigation of the
crash, such data generally contain mrsclassifi-
cation errors relating to belt use and injury
sustained, which can seriously bias any
effectiveness estimates derived from that
data.

In this paper, a methodolory for ana-
lyzing general categorical data with misclas-
sification errors is described and the pro-
cedure applied to the seatbelt effectiveness
question. The trchnique utilizes an original
large sample based on police-reported acci-
dents together with a relatively small supple-
me rtary sample that is cross-classified by the
police and by a more reliable classification
mechanism.

The procedure is illustrated using police-
reported North Carolina accidents for the
first I months of 1975 a^$ the original
sample. The true classification of the supple-
mentary si.mple of accidents is assumed to
be obtained through hospital reports for
injured occupants and through telephone
interviews for the non-injured. Comparisons
are then made of the belt-associated relative
risks thus obtained.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The magnitude of the injury-reducing
potential of safety belts has long been an
issue of controversy. This is due to a variety
of problems which make it difficult to
obtain a definitive evaluation of safety belt

effectiveness. These problems and the dif-
ficulties they impose have recently been
examined by several researchers (such as
Griffin, 7973; Mela, 7974; Kahane et al.,
1975; and Hochtrerg, 1976).

One of the major problems discussed in
Mela (1974) and in Hochbere (1976) is the
bias in the estimates of safety belt effective-
ness resulting from msclassification errors in
the police reports of safety belt usage and/or
degree of injury. These biases can seriously
affect any inference about safety belt effec-
tiveness.

The following discussion explores this
problem a little further, based on the theo-
retical development given in chapter 4 of
Hochberg (1976).

Consider a 2 X 2 table of proportions of
belt usage (yes or no, say), by injury (yes or
ro, say). Let U, B, I, and N indicate
"unbelted,tt ttbelted,tt "injured," and "not

injured." respectively. Denote by n'(I,U) the
true proportion of injured-unbelted occu-
pants and similarly let n(N,U), r(N,B), and
n(I,B) represent the other (true) proportions.
Theoretically, a total of 72 independent
misclassification errors might arise when clas-
sifying individuals into such a tablg. Let
a(I,UlN,B) denote the probability that the
police will report ar actually belted-not
injured occupant as being injured and
unbelted. Similar notation is used for the
other 11 possible misclassification errors.
Finally, the observed biased proportions
based on police reports are denoted by
?( ' , ' ) ' s  ins tead o f  r r ( ' , ' ) ' s .

Formulas that relate the 7(', ') 's to the
?r(',')'s are easily derived; see, for exam-
ple, Hochberg (1976). In that report,
an effort was made to evaluate the resulting
biases in estimates of safety belt effective-
ness, based on the T(',') 's corresponding to a
range of some educated guesses that were
then simulated for the actual values of the
a'( ' , ' ) 's and the a( ' , | ' , ' ) 's.  Thc setup in Hoch-
berg (19?6) was further simplified by the
following two assumptions on the misclassifi
cation errors:



I In no case will an uninjured person be
classified as injured.

r Probabilities of simultaneous errors in
both characteristics are given by multi-
plying the corresponding one-way error
probabilities, €.S.,

s(I ,BlN,U) = a(N,BlN,U) a(I ,UlN,U).

Even under that limited setup and the
restricted simulated values for the z(', ') 's
and f t( ' , ' l ' , ' ) 's,  i t  wr is noted (Hochberg,
1976) that:

r The bias in the resulting measures of
effectiveness could be as high as 150
percent. For example, this is the case
when "injured" indicates fatalities and
one assumes:
- 15-percent belt usage.
- Probability of fatality when using the

belt = .0025 and probability of fatality
when not using the belt = .005.

-  f t (N l I ,B)  =  .10 ,  a (B lN,U)  =  .15 ,  q (U l I ,B)
= .05 and all other error probabilities
equal .01.

r The range of values of the biases was'very
large (from -50 to +150 percent).

Thus, the main impact of that simulated
study and of some pilot surveys (see Hoq:h-
herg, 1976) was the detinite need for a more
reliable information source than merely the
police accident reports for studying the
effectiveness of safety belts.

What, then, are the major alternatives?

1. Draw inference on safety belt effective-
ness entirely from police reported data.
The main motivations tor such an
approach (that has been the prevailing one
until recently) would he:
- There is a large quantity of such data.
- Maybe the biases are not large, either

because of low probabilities for misclas-
sification errors or because those errors
interact in different directions so as to
partially ci ncel one another.

2. Obtain an independent reliable sample by
some better classification mechanism and
base inference entirely on that sample.
That approach is undertaken in Kahane,
et al. (1975), wirere the reader should see
some additional motivations for so doing
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in addition to reducing the effects of
misclassification errors.

One must be aware of the costs involved
when adopting approach (2), because if
estimates of belt effectiveness are to be
entirely based on such a sample, its size
must be sufficiently large to reach satis-
factory accuracy. The risks of using
approach (1) were detailed earlier.

3. Obtain a relatively small (in comparison
to (2)) supplementary sample which must
then be cross-classified by both police
reports and some more reliable source.
Then utilize the methodology in Hochberg
(in press) (to be described in the sequel)
to obtain statistically sound estimates
based on the "Iarge" police-reported data
in conjunction with the "small" supple-
mentary cross-classified sample.

The section on proposed methodology con-
tains a description of the methodology
developed by Hochberg (in press) in con-
j nction with this final alternative. In the
third section, on the effectiveness of safety
belts, the procedure is demonstrated utilizing
actual data fiom North Carolina's accidents
in the first 8 months of 1975 and a supple-
mentary sample of hospital/telephone data.
The fourth section contains a summiry dis-
cussion.

THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The methodology for analyzing general
misclassification categorical clata presented in
Hochberg (in press) makes further use of
Tenenbein's (1970, 1971, Lg72) double sam-
pling scheme originally introduced for esti-
mati rg the parameters of a multinomial dis-
tribution when misclassification errors pre-
vail. The following experimental situation is
assumed. There are two classification devices
available. (The reader should not adhere to
the mechanical connotation of the term
"device.") One device is expensive to apply
and gives "correct" results, while the other
is relatively inexpensive but "fallible." The
experimental setup referred to is very often
met in reality in problems where the distinc-
tion between a true or a false classification



I
device simply relates to making or not
making an extra effort to obtain more reli-
able data.

Such experimental situations are frequently
met by researchers in various domains of
science. For example, Diamond and Ljlien-
feld (1962) discuss an experimental situation
in public health research where the true
classification device is thc physician's exami-
nation whereas the fallible classifier is a
questionnaire completed by the patient.

In real problems, it is often the case that
the true classification device uses different
scales than those used by the fallible device.
The experimenter's knowledge of the degpee
of correspondence between the levels of two
such scales may vary from none to com-
plete. For thc first example, a nominal scale
for a patient's response to a questionnaire
may have four levels, A, B, C, and D, while
the physician's report may use some stand-
ard scale with levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The
correspondence between the patient's scale
and the physician's scale may be clear (for
example, A * '  (1 or 2),  B .*  (3 or 4),  C * '  E,
D + 6) or, as more often is the case, it may
be quite unclear. Note that we refer to
correspondence between these scales as
implied by the a priori definitions of the
scales and their levels. Even in cases where
such a relation is completely known, fixed
bias errors of misclassification may very well
prevail.

The procedures to tre discussed here have
a double motivation in such experimental
situations. First, they can be used to resolve
the problems of misclassification errors. Sec-
ondly, even when mrsclassification errors do
not exist, the procedures enable one to carry
out an efficient study expressing results in
terms of the finer scale utilized in the
relatively small supplementary sub-sample.

The setup considered in Hochberg (in
press) is general in the sense that either
some or all the variables under study can be
subject to misclassification errors, and the
original contingency table can be of any
dimensions.

In our specific application, the ,,fallible"
classification device i$ the police-reported
information and the "true" classification
derives from hospital rcports for iniured
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occupants and intensive telephone interviews
of the non-injured. The question of interest
is that of the effectiveness of wearing ,,lap
only" versus "none" and of .,lap and
shoulder" versus "lap only" in U.S. ancl irr
foreign cars.

The first sample consists of all police-
reported accidents in North Cirolina during
the first B months of 797b. The second,
more reliable sample, was cross-classified by
the two classification devices on the vari-
ables: belt use and injury. All ofher variables
under study (such as, model year of car, sex
of injured occupant, and type of accident)
were assumed to have been correctly
reported by the policc.

Let j1 and j, index the police-reported
status of belt use (none, lap only, lap and
shoulder) and of injury (not injured,
injured),  respect ively,  and let  i  = ( j r ,  jz) .
Simi lar ly,  let  i1 ,  i ,  index thettrue" levels
of belt use and of injury, respectively, as
reported by the more reliable source. and
put i  = ( i r ,  i2).  FinaIIy,  let  I  index the
specific combination of levels of all the
variables under study that are assumed to be
correctly reported by the police. In our
example of the third section, Q assumes only
two values, namely, "U.S, cars" or "Foreign

. cars," due to data limitations. To denote
combinations of these multiple indices we
simply adjoin them, for example, (ij)
indexes a specific combination of pofEF-
reported levels for belt use and injury and of
non-police-reported levels for these two vari-
ables.

Let NJj$ denote the first sample fre-
quenry of occupants with levels j on belt
usage and injury and level f on tyle of car.
$imilarly, let n(ijl i) denote the second sam-
ple frequency 

^6f* 
occupants reported a.s

having injury levels j and car types ! hy the
police while the "trfie" classificatioriJor helt
use and injr-rry was given by i. The corre-
sponding unknown population proportions
are denoted nV "fi[) and B(ij[), respecrively.
To denote quanti-tiEs conffitEO from mar-
ginal tables (such fls, row and column
tables), we omit the unnecessary indices:
a() denotes the sum of all a(je) across all
lev-els j.

Thfl intermediate parameters of interest
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are the a{i[J that describe the overa]l true
distribution 

-of 
occupants involved in acci

dents across the levels of (belt usage) X
(injury) X (type of car). The first phase of
inference in the methodology of Hochberg
(in press) amounts to obtaining efficient
estimators of the aSlJ and the approximate
common distribution of these estimators. In
the second phase of inference, these estima-
tots are further analyzed to obtain true
estimates of safety belt effectiveness across
levels { of car type.

We now outline these two phases of infer'
ence. As noted earlier, in the first phase of
inference, "efficient" estimators for aJj{J are
ol:tained. By that we mean Maximum Likeli-
hood {ML) estimators or some other estima-
tors that are asymptotically equivalent to
the ML estimators. Oue class of estimators
that are asymptotically equivalent to the
ML's is that based on asymptotic weighted
least squares (LS) as in Grizzle et al' (L969).

Since ML estimators are considered most
efficient in our setup, and since we have
found their use in these problems more
convenient than that of the LS principle, we
have used only them in our applications.

The ML estimators dJJIJ of the c(i[) are
obtained by summing across all levels of -j
the ML estimators of the P(ijJl) which ard
given by:

n(i j f l)
p( i : l l  =

N(jf i )  + n( j f l )

N + n  n ( j Q ) '

whete N and n are the total sample sizes of
the first and second samples, respectively.

The asymptotic distribution of the irfiS) is
multivariate normal (being ML estimators)'

Having ohtained the &(!$, one must be
able to trroduce a consistent estimator of

their covariance matrix in order to proceed
into the second phase of infereuce. The
determination of the variance matrk of the
&(it) for both the ML and LS approac:hes
aft*detailecl in Hochberg (in press).

The "True" Effect iveness of Safety Belts for
American and Foreign Cars: An Example

The data for this example is given in tables
1 and 2. The total number of observations for
the first sample is 81 617. These were avail-
able with no extra cffort. (Note that "injury"

in table 1 refers to the standard police K, A,
B, C, 0 scale.)

Table 2 presents belt use and injury infor-
mation for the supplementary sample of
2 372 occupants, cross-classified by police

and non-police data sources. Note that
within each cell of the table, the cases
falling along the diagonal (from top left to
bottom right) reflect agreement between the
two sources of belt information' Those fal-
ling above or helow the diagonal represent
disagreement. The results generally indicate
that the police arc more likely to report "no

belt" and less likely to report "Iap belt" or
"lap and shoulder helt" in comparison with
the response obtained via the hospital or the
telephone interview. (Note that the "non-

police"-reported injury refers to the AIS
scale. )

If only the police-reported data were used
for analysis, the resulting estimated risks and
effectiveness would be as in table 3' How-
everi if the methodology proposed in the
secon(l section of this paper is adopted in
order to utilize the true classification of
occupants in the "second" sample, then the
estimated risks and effectiveness are as dis-
played in table: 4.

Table 1. Pol ice-reported frequencies of occupants in North Carol ina's accidents during the f irst I  months of 1975

Bel t  use

U.S. Fore ign

In  jury
None 

Lu.o 
fuP :ld None LaP LaP and

'  
onlv  shoulder  onlY shoulder

In jured 11 546 1 O74 241 1 700 189 74

Not injured 52 139 6 502 I 664 5 369 691 428
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Table 2. Pol ice and nonpolice cross-classif icat ion of injury and belt use,a control l ing for car type

a U = Unbetted
L = Ldp bel t

LS = Lap and shoufder beft

Nonpol ice

U.S.  Cars Foreign Cars
Pol ice

Not  ln jured Injured Not  In ju red I nju red

LS U LS U LS U L LS

Not in jured:

In iured:

U
L
LS

U
L

LS

1 086
1 3
0

23
2
1

130
1 2 0
1 4

5
3
0

52
24
55

1
0
I

197
4
0

273
3
I

2 6 7
1 8  1
1 6

7 3
2 0 3
3 7

1 0 1
1
I

5
0
0

1 1  2 1
1 3 6

1 2 1

1 0
0 l
0 0

2 9 2
1 1
0 2

3 2 3
0 1
l 1

2
0
4

2
0
2

Table 3. Estimated r isks and effect ivetressa based on pol ice-reported data only

Bel t  useb

Car make U.S. Foreign

LS U LS

In ju red  (%)

STD.

E ffect iveness

STDC

1 8 . 1 3
. 1 5

1 4 . 1 8
.40

2 1 . 8 1
2 .31

1 2 . 6 5
.76

10.76
5.94

24.O5
.51

21.48
r . 3 8

10.6S
6.06

14.74
1 . 5 8

3 1 . 3 6
8.59

aEffect iveness of  "L"  = 100 x

Effect iveness of  "LS" = 100 x

%jnju.v _tor _!_11: 3j1y_rylqjiL
% in ju ry  fo r  "N"

% injury f_or "L" -|4I1!_rylqj!q
% in ju ry  f  o r  "L"

oU = Unbel ted;  L = Lap bel t ;  LS = Lap and shoulder bel t
CSTD = Standard Deviat ion of  Est imate

If the estimated risks and effectiveness of
table 4 are the true ones. then the hias in
the police-bir"sed estimates is quite substan-
tial. Hence. the Iow Standard Deviatiorr of
Estimates (STD's) of the estimates in table 3
are not true indicators of acclrracy. Rather
than looking at the STD's, we must compute
the mean square error (MSE) of each esti-
mator (MSE = variance + lbias): ). In doing

so for the police-reported data, we find that
these are too large and thus do not enable
very accurate statistical statements on belt
effectiveness.

Unfortunately, due to the small size of
our supplementary sample, this limitation
also applies when attcmpting statistica-l valid
inferences from table 4. This is further dis-
cussed in the following summary section.

h
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Table 4. Estimated risks and effectivenessa based on the two-sample methodology

Bel t  useD

Car make U.S. Foreign

U LS LS

ln iu red  (%)
STDC

Effectiveness
STDC

30.50
.s0

2 1 . 3 3
2.05

30.10
7 . 1 1

16.26
2.86

23.77
1 5 . 6 6

38.99
3.20

29.77
7.46

23.64
20.69

16.79
4.95

43.62
22.36

aE f fec t i veness  o f  " L "  =  100  x
% in iury for  "N" -  % in iury ' for  "L"

% i n j u r y  f o r  "N "

bU = Unb" l t "d;  L = Lap bel t ;  LS = Lap and shoulder bel t
"STD = Standard Deviat ion of  Est imate

D I S C U S S I O N

As we saw in the third section, few
conclusive statements can be made regarding
safety belt effectiveness as a result of the
investigation. This is due to the large stand-
ard deviations (STD's) of the estimates
which, in turn, are partially due to the size
of the supplementary sample. As noted ear-
lier, th: supplementary sample used to
demonstrate the methodology presented in
this paper consistcd of only 2 372 occu-
parrts. As HSRC discovered, it was no little
task to collect the supplementary hospital
and telephone interview information on even
this (relatively) small sample size.

It now appears that, in ortler to make
statistically significant statements on safet5r
belt effectiveness using this two-sample
methodology, one should probably have
(roughly speaking) a three-fold or four-fold
size supplementary sample. Thus, the data
presented in this paper should be regarded
,-rrimarily as a tool to demonstrate a new
technique, rather than as decisive evidence
of safety belt effectiveness.

It should be noted, at this point, that the
sample size also limited the extent to which
the data could be broken down during anal-
ysis. For the purposes of this paper, the data
on injury level and belt use were broken
down by only one variable-car type (U.S.

Effectiveness of ,.LS', = 100 x % iIJ-�ry lii,:!" 
--z:i4"'flgl'*ls-

% injury for  "L"

versus foreign). The small sample size pre-
cluded the possibility of studying the effects
of any two or three of these variables simul-
taneously.

Similar problems of low accuracies for
belt effectiveness when the data are brokcn
down by several factors of interest wcre
encountered in the Restraint Systems Evalu-
ation hoject (RSEP) (Reinfurt et al., 1976).
In this study, seatbelt effectiveness was
evaluated based on a single sample of 15 818
weighted occupants involved in towaway
crashes. The data were of a "Level II"
nature, with special emphasis placed on
obtaining accurate measures of safety belt
use.

While increasing the size of the supple-
mentary sample will improve the accuracy of
the belt effectiveness estimates based on the
two-sample methodology, additional research
is needed to further improve upon the tech-
nique. More specifically, research is needed
to incorporate smoothing models for the
entries in the supplementary sample, based
on (hopefully) only a few parameters for the
misclassification errors. The methodology as
it now stands does not allow for using
model-predicted estimates of the frequencies
in the supplementary cross-classified sample
prior to "mcrging it statistically" with the
original sample.

It is very reasonable to expect that the
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very large number of miselassification errors
(that introduce too marry degrees of free-
dom in the procedures described) coulcl be
structured by arl appropriate statistical
model, resulting in lower STD's for the
predicted frequencies. The author hopes to
be ahle to carry out this research in the near
future.
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SEMINAR THREE

ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE

A New Approach to Vehicle
Dynamic Analysis of Severe Steering and Braking Inputs--

R .  W E I S S N E R  a n d  U .  S E I F F E R T
Rcscarch and Development  Vol l (swagenwerk
AG, Ccrmany

INTRODUCTION

In the United States in 1974 3.9 percent
of all accidents involving 14 percent of all
fatal accide-'nt$ concemed vehicles overtum-
ing without a preceding collision on the
roadway [1]. This demonstrates that such
accidents belong to that group characterized
by potentially severe occupant injuries.

A high percentage of these occurrences
transpired after the vehicle had left the road,
whereas approximately one-sixth were
caused by forces generated at the tire/road
interface. It is prohable that a large percent-
age of such accidents can be attributed to
tripping mechanisms of various types.

fhe low frequency of vehicle dynamics-
relale:d upsets indicate that upset resistance
requirements must not be permitted to detri-
mentally affect other dynamic properties of
a motor vehicle, such as responsiveness and
accident avoidance capabilities.

This paper describes possible procedures
for the evaluation of vehicle behavior prior
to an upset due to the friction between the
tire and road surfaces. Suitable test mcthods
are also described, including a closed-loop
method and an open-loop method. The
results are merely intended to demonstrate
the practicability of the test procedures
described and not to analyze the perform-
ance of a specific vehicle or vehicle type.
Both open- and closedJoop methods were
used because each approach has its particular

advantages. With the aid of the closed-loop
method, it is possible to obtain information
about operating functions such as steering,
braking and accelerating which can cause the
upset, without major test expenditures. The
open-loop method offers, in addition to this,
the opportunity for a systematic investiga-
tion of vehicle reactions to reproducible
operating functions developed in the closed-
loop tests.

SELECTION OF UPSET-RELATED
D R I V I N G  M A N E U V E R S  . I

Vehicle upsets on the road are usually
caused hy collisions with other vehicles or
obstac:les, or by mechanical tripping. The
least frequent cause is the effect of tire side
forces.

The test procedures for vehicle upset
resistancc related to vehicle handling charac-
teristics should not include on-road collision
situations with subsequent upset. , Further-
more, steerirrg and/or brake maneuvers in
upset resistance tests should be within the
space limits grven by the dimensions of
roads, and should not be disproportionate to
prudent driving practices under given condi-
tions.

Three types of steering/braking input
maneuvers are felt to be useful because they
are assumed to reflect realistic situations
tzl. At this time there are no relevant
statistics available.

I Severe lane change maneuvet with sinusoi-
dal steering input

r Sinusoidal stecring input maneuver during
cornering at a given lateral acceleration
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I Drastic steering
maneuvers

and braking input

Severe Lane Change Maneuver

The severe lane change maneuver with
sinusoidal steering input is a sudden maneu-
ver to avoid ollstacles on a straight course.
The individual phases in this maneuver are:

r Driver recognition of the situation;
r Drivcr stcering input to initiate avoidance

maneuver;
I Corrective steering input to resume pre-

vious course and vehic:le directional con-
trol.

The steering input is the simplified config-
uration of a sinc wave. Figure 1 shows the
individual phases of such a manevuer within
a sine wave.

Sinusoidal Steering Input During Cornering

The sinusoidal steering maneuver during
cornering is an obstacle avoidance mancuver
performed in a steady-state turn, with the

avoidanee eourte being directed toward the
insidc of thc tum. The individual phases are
similar to those in the obstacle avoidance
maneuver conductcd on a straight cour$e
with the exception of the prevailing steering
input when the vehicle cntcrccl thc turn. It
is assumed that the driver applies steering
input during the steady-state constant radius
driving pattern without having r:hanged the
position of his hands on the wheel. This
assumption, however, does not necessarily
reflect clriver behavior under acfual operating
conditions on the highway.

Figure 2 shows the individual phases and
the simplified steering-angle input during
such a mancuver.

This type of maneuver was conducted
only in openJoop testing within the scope
of this study.

Drastic Steering and Brake Maneuver

The drastic steering and braking input
maneuver is a sudden obstacle avoidanr-e
maneuver that may have to tle 1tt-'rformed on
highways. This manellver requires sudden
reduction of the vehit--le velocity to avoid a

Figure 1. Phases of avoidance maneuver on straight road, simplif ied steering input.
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Course correcti0n

Stab i l  i za t ion

Closed-Loop Method

Closed-loopr tests producing upsets were
performed with vehicles of various types and
sizes by experienced tcst engineers. The test
cars were in standard conclition except for
some modifitlations made for driver protec-
tion. All vehicles were equipped with outrig-
gers. Two typical maneuvers were per-
formed:

r Straight approach, followed try a sinusoi-
dal sequence of steering inputs (steering
oscillation). simiiar to the mcthod
described above

r Straight approach, followed by a sinusoi-
dal sequence of steering inputs with
brakeiock and release during the second
half of the sinc wave, as rlescribed above

Open-Loop Method

Programmable Driving Machine. A pro-
pgammable driving machine was developed for
the experimental verification of the open-

Zero steering wheel angle

collision. The vehicle's intended course is
obstructed by obstacles or other vehicles.
Figure 3 shows the individual phases of the
maneuver with the simplified time histories
of input functions.

Thc closed-Ioop tests have been performed
in such a way that the brakes were applied
and released during a sinusoidal sequence of
steering inputs.

M E T H O D S  F O R  A N A L Y Z I N G
S T E E R I N G / B R A K I N G  M A N E U V E R S

Two basic methods can be employed for
the experimental evaluation of the maneu-
vers described trlreviously:

r The closed-loop method, in which the
driver translates information according to
the driving task and situation into satisfac-
tory driving inpuls

r T'he open-loop method, in which vehicle
reaction is evaluated in light of definitely
reproducible driving inputs

F er:ogrr it ion
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Avoidance and recognition
of the brak inq necessity
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I  rak  ing

Zero steering wheel angle

Zt r r  l r rake  l ine  pressur t

ln i t ia l  s i tua t ,on

Figure 3.  Phases of  a s imulated drast ic  s teer  and brake maneuver,  s impl i f ied steer ing and braking input .

loop method. The use of the driving machines
in moto" vehicle driving tests is useful and
indicateu in the following situations:

r When driver influence is to be eliminated
as a factor, or when driver input, percep-
tion, or behavior is not necessary for the
evaluation of vehicle performance

r When good test reproducibility by drivers
cannot be achieved for the formulated
test purpose

r When driver safety can be compromised

As the driving machine replaces the driver,
the machine must be able to drive (acceler-
ate), steer, and brake the vehicle. Further-
more,

r The weight of the driving machine should
not substantially exceed the weight of a
driver plus seat

r The configuration, dimensions, and adjust-
ment devices of the machine must be so

designed that the machine can be
exchanged quickly and easily between
vehicles

o The performance capability (operating
forces arrd speeds) should exceed those of
a driver under the circumstances of the
test

r The vehicle veloeity should be fairly
variable between 0 and 100 km/h. and the
machine should be able to maintain a
constant vehicle velocity during the actual
vehicle dynamics test. The adjustment
speed of the throttle should be adapted to
the Iongitudinal vehicle dynamics.

AII these requirements are met by the
system developed by Volkswagenwerk AG.
Figures 4 and 5 show the entire test appara-
tus consisting of vehicle, on-board equip-
ment, and control stand.

The driving mac:hine is remote-controlled
by radio to start and maneuver the vehicle.
Once a given test velocity has been reached,
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Figure 4. Test setup. Figure 6. Test vehicle during test,

ing machine. It was to be determined
whether the maneuvers described previously
could be driven with the drivrng machine.
Simultaneously, it was noted whethcr the
tesf vehir:le entered an upset situation under
the influence of the corresponding steering
and/or braking maneuver. An upset was
defined as contact of the outboard end of
the outrigger with the pavement.

The first randomly selectcd test vehicle
for the initial open-loop test series was a VW
Golf described by thc following data:

Figure 5. Instal lat ion of the dr iv ing machine in a VW
Golf  .

proglammed test procedures catr be applied
to conduct certain maneuvcrs. The control
functions include steering, throttle opera-
tion, ancl braking input. The end of the test
can be determined either by progtammed
test duration or, for safety reasons, by an
override via wireless remote control F'ot
safety reasons, two independent hydraulic
brake circuits i:an be used to operate the
brake system. Figure 6 shows the remotely
controlled vehicle during a test.

F I R S T  T E S T  R E S U L T S  i

Test Vehicle for Open-Loop Tests

The first test series utilizing the open-loop
method primarily served to evaluate the driv-

In no case did the maneuvem conducted
in the open-loop series lead to an upset
condition. More precise parameters for
vehicle upsets will be sought in futurc test
series and will then be compared to actual
driving situations.

Severe Lane Change Maneuver

Open-Loop Tests. Figure 7 shows the vehi-
cle control inputs given by the driving
machirre.

Because a vehicle shows the most severe
yaw reaction to steering input at its natural

Wheelbase
Tlack width; front

rear
fires: Continental TS
Tire pressure Pv/h
Disc wheel
Axle load, front

rear

2,400 mm
1,390 mm
1,350 mm
1 5 5  S R  1 3
1.8 /1 .8  a tm.
5J  X 13 ,  ET 45
605 hp
374 kir
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Asw:  s teer ing  whee l  ang le  =  9S" ;  135q;  180 ' ;225o

t l  i  p e r i o r J  =  0 . 5 8 8 ;  1 . 1 7 ; 1 . 7 6 ; 2 . 3 5  s e c

v:  in i t ia l  veloci tv  = 40 mi/h

Fisure 7. 
l:T":il?:"rers 

for the severe lane chanse

yaw frecluency, the stceritrg input frequency
should therefore approximate the natural
yaw frequency. This requirement results in
the following equation

t ,  = K r *
'€

where f* is the natural yaw frequency of ap-
proximately 0.85 $and K. is a factor.

ti

The parameter eombination inputs v, Asw,
and L, were each repeated five times.

In no case did the test vehicle reach a
critical situation.

Closecl-Loop Tests. A sinusoidal sequence
of steerirrg inputs resulted in upsets for the
vehicles lisbed in table 1.

The time history of the steering input is
described qualitatively in figure I.

Vehicles upset by sinusoidal sequence of steering inputs

Figure L Steering input during closed-loop testing.

U
J

z
J

w
U
I
ts

=
U
U

h

Ar*  =  approx imate ly  300 ' ,  vary ing  due to

veh ic le  s ize ,  s teer ing  ra t io ,  whee lbase

t r  =  dPProx imaIe lY  two second$

Asw;  s t f f r ing  whee l  ang le

t  : t i m e

F - * - I l -

Table

Type o f  veh ic le
Approximately

curb weight
t tb l

h
S

S
T Maneuver

l n i t i a l
ve loc i ty
lmph l

Compact
Subcompact
Subcompact
Subcompact

2 500
1 600
1 900
2 100

0.381
0.423
0.43
0.426

0.467
0.469
0.425
0.441

Steer  osc i l la t ion
Steer  osc i l la t ion
Steer  osc i l la t ion
Steer  osc i l la t ion

45
30/32
25123

37

Cn= Center of gravity

S = Track width

h = Height of C, above ground S

= Wheel base

= Longitudinal distance between
front wheel center and Cn
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Sinusoidal Steering Maneuver During Corner-
ing

Figure I shows the time history of steer-
ing angle input into the test vehicle. The
given lateral acceleration was 0.4 g---a rate
that can sometimes be attaincd during fast
cornering. Prior to reaching such lateral
accelerations, of course. a driver would
receive informational feedback indicating the
severity of the maneuver in which he was
engaged.

The input parameter combination v, A*1ry,
and t, were each repeated five times. The
test vehicle did not enter a critical driving
situation during these test runs.

Drastic Steering and Braking Maneuver

Open-Loop Tests. The time histories for
steering wheel angle and brake line pressure

Figure L Test parameters for the sinusoidal steering
maneuver whi le cornering.

Table 2.

U

;
z{
il
U
T
=
7

I
U
u

o

Ar* ,  :  in i t ia l  s teer ing  whee l  ang le  to  ma in ta in
a lateral acceleration of a, = 0.4 g

A=*  :  s teer ing  anq le  =  90o;  135 ' ;  180" ;225"
t r  :  p e r i o d  =  0 . 5 8 8 ;  1 . 1 7 ;  1 . 7 6 ; 2 . 3 5  s

v :  in i t ia l  ve loc i tv  =  40 ;  50 ;60  mi /h

for the drastic steering and briking maneuver
ate shown in figure 10.

Table 2 shows the parameter combinations
of the various tests performed.

Three runs were performed for each param-
eter combination. None of these tests resulted
in a critical situation-

In contrast to the closed-loop maneuvers
described next, a brake application was made
during the first half of the sinusoidal steer
input. Future tests will be similar to the
closed-Ioop tests in this respcct.

Figure 10. Time histories of steering wheel angle and
brake app l ica t ion  fo r  the  dras t ic  s teer  and
brake maneuver .
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t? :  t ime lag unt i l  onset  of  braking
tbr  :  durat ion of  braking

! ,0 ;  braking force r ise t ime = 0.1 s
Asw: steer ing whcel  angle
p :  brdke l ine pressure

Dras t ic  s teer ing  and brak ing  input  maneuver

t, ' [sl
t ,  [sJ tu,. [sl Asw

lol ( m i / h )

* . , 3,, 3 *
B ' 1 I , , 3.,

'1. ' t7

1 . 7 6
2.35
1 . 1 7
1 . 7 6
2.35
2.35
2.35

0 . 1 5
0.21
0.29
0.1  5
0.21
0.29
0.29
0.29

0.3
0.43
0.58
0.3
0.43
0.58
0.58
0.58

0.45
0.64
0.88
0.45
0.9
0.88
0.88
0.88

0 . 1 5
0.21
0.29
0 . 1 5
0.21
0.29
0.29
0.29

0.3
0.43
0.58
0.3
0,43
0.58
0.58
0.58

180
180
180
225
228
225
225
225

40
40
40
40
40
40
50
60
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Closed-Loop Tests. A sinusoidal sequence
of steering inputs with brake lockup and
release during the second half of the vehicles
listed in table 3.

Steering wheel angle and brake application
followed a time function which is qualita'
tively described in figure 11.

CONCLUSION

It may be possible to examine the upset
resistance of given automobiles by use of
specified steering and braking inputs in spe-
cific non-tripping situations.

The maneuvers to be selected have to be
reasonably close to conc:eivable driving situa-
tions.

U
J

I{
J
U
U
I
B

7

E
U
u
l-
6

U

l
U7
6
U

U
z
=
r
v
{ Ar*;  Steer ing wheel  angle

p ;  Brake l ine pressure

Figure  11 .  S teer ing  and brak ing  input  dur ing  c losed-

loop tes t ing .

Table 3. Closed loop test results with braking.

Type o f  veh ic le
Approximate
curb weight

( t b l

h
s

Su

1
Maneuver

I n i t i a l
ve loc i ty
(mi lh)

Subcompact
Subcompact
Intermediate
Compact
Subcompact
Compact
Subcompact
Compact
Fu l l  s i ze

2 000
2 600
2 900
3 000
2 000
2 500
2 600
3 000
3 800

0 373
0  3 7 1
a 374

o +oz
0 365
0 367
0  3 7 1

oiqz

o +ss
o 424

0 469

Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer+brake
Steer*brake

50
50
50
50

43/37
40
45
44
50

cs

S

= Center  o f  g rav i tV

= Track width

= Height of Cn"bou* ground

1 = Wheel  base

S = Lonqitudinal distance between
u 

froni wheel center and Cn
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Further research into the qualities and
capabilities of the normal (average) driver
needs to be done.

They must not adversely affect vehicle
design so as to exert a negative influence
upon vehicular handling and response charac-
teristics or accident avoidance capabilities.

With the aid of the closecl-loop method it
was to be determined which of the steering
arrd/or braking maneuvers that can be
executed by a driver can lead to vehicular
upset. The open-loop method, made practic-
able by miniaturization and other progress in
the electronic field, now, however, permits
evirluation of vehicle response to specific
reproducible inputs under controlled pre-
selected conditions. Future efforts will have
the aim of determining more specific para-
meters for vehicle upset maneuvers. Bath
will undoubtedly play important roles as
research tools in the future.

Crosswind Sensit ivity: A Study

Complimentary use of open- and closed-
loop evaluations reasonably permits the
systematic examination of the behavior of
vehicles under realistic conditions. Accident
cause investigation must provide information
identifying those steering and braking
maneuvers that precede actual vehicular
upsets and data concerning driver hehavior
as well as steering and braking inputs in
vehicular accidents. Development of such
data will enable relevant test paramcters .[or
the closed- and open-loop methods to be
quantified.

R E F E R E N C E S

7. Accident Facts,1976 Edit ion.
2. "Research $afety Vehicle Phase 1." Con-

tract No. DOT-HS-4-00843. Final Report.
Volkswagenwerk AG.

| "Breakaway test" intended to define the
behaviour of a highly+ngaged vehicle
when cornering in the acceleration and
deceleration stage

r "Braking in a tum" test to define the
directional control of the vehicle when
decelerating

r Yaw velocity of the vehicle in the trans-
ient state in order to evaluate the steering
response speed

I "Crosswind sensitivity" test intended as
deviation from the straight path of the
vehicle

This is undoubtedly an interesting set of
tests, which ate, ho'rvever, insufficient for a
clear determination of the car safety
features. We notice particularly that the
results of some of these tests depend on the
driver's skill, while other tests can be con-
sidered as sufficiently ohjective. Regarding
the former, the criticism is obvious; for the
others the difficulty arises in determining
the acceptability limits of the parameters
conceming road holding hecause the behav-

Carried Out Through The Driver Vehicle System

D R .  L U C I A N O  C H I D I N I
Al [a Romeo
Mi lano ,  l t a l y

INTRODUCTION

Considerable efforts have been made to
define the essential features of a vehicle
from the viewpoint of accident avoidance.
Theoretical and experimental studies are
aiming mainly at the replacement of sub-
jective sensations, not always correlative to
valid safel,y criteria, with objective evalu-
ation methods.

The more or less satisfactory results of
these studies. from various motor vehicle
firms, led to the definitions of their own
testing methods and to proposals of general
rules from university institutes and public
administration. The most interesting pro-
posals made up to now are:

I Measure of the understeering of the
vehicle during steady state
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iour of the driver/car system, in real road
o.;erating conditions, is not yet well known.
For tlte above rea$ons, Alfa Romeo has
conducted an extensive, experimenl,al study
of l,he real behaviour of the driver/car sys-
tem and, simultaneously, to the study of a
mathematical model capable of generalizing
the obtained experimental results and giving
clear, quantitative indicatiorrs ott the acce,'pt-
ability limits of the vehicle dynamic
features. We have obtained some encouraging
resuJts that we presented in the previous
Experimental Safety Vehicle (ESV) confer-
ences [1, 2] .  We now intencl to concentrate
on a particular aspect of accidence avoid-
ance: crosswind sensitivity. In this report we
will consider the problem during straight
driving, cornering, and overtaking maneuvers;
we will evaluale the influence of the most
important vehicle dynamic paramelers in
connection with different driving behavior
and different drivers' skills.

T H E  D R T V E R / V E H I C L E  S Y S T E M
S C H E M A T I Z A T I O N

We will briefly summarize the basic con-
cepts that have inspired our mathematicai
model of the driver/vehicle system. The
mathematical simulation of car behaviour,
although complex, does trot present any
difficulty, however, from the conceJrtual
point of view, the simr.rlation of the driver's
behaviour is difficult to ohtain.

In our model, the driver is engaged only
with the steering wheel and makes continu'
ou$ corrections in Lhe immediate position
and the deviation that the vehicle, in a
certain time and according to the driver's
evaluation, will assume with respect to the
desired path. In other words, the driver
anticipates the control to compensate for
the delay of the vehicle response.

During his estimation, the driver makes
appraisal errors on his position and acts on
the steering wheel with a given delay. Proper
error and delay coefficients characterize the
driver.

The above-mentioned appraisals are made
in connection with all the data that are
useful to the driver, such as road edges, lines

defining the lanes, vadous obstacles, and so
on; the errors in these appraisals are com-
puted with probability methods [1, 2]. The

mathematical  model,  br ief ly explained
above, presents mally difficulties in calcula-
tion that can only be surmounted with high
powered and high sPeed comPuters.

All the characteristic data of the vehicle,
the ririver, and the road must be supplied to
the computer, which, mathematically, simu-
lates the driver's behaviour and, step by
step, supplies the path of the vehicle with
the relative slip angles and accelerations.

By hanging the characteristics of the
driver, the car, and the road, it is possible to
study many cases that would be difficult to
perform experimentally with the necessary
characteristics of repeatability and safety for
the test driver.

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS

In our simulation we considered a skilled
driver and an unskilled one. The definition
of the skilled driver's characteristics (that is,
the definition of the driver's time constant
and driver's characteristic distance that is
linked to the precision in the evaluation of
the extrapolated path) has been obtained by
a satisfactory theoretical and experimental
compatison during overtaking maueuvers at
high speeds [1].

According to our results, a skilled driver is
characterized by:

r Time response (including the physiological
delay):  0.7 t  0.8 seconds

r Charactcristic clistance: 100 t 150 metres

The unskilled driver is characterized (by

extrapolation) by a doubled time response
and a halved characteristic distance. It is our
opinion that these valucs characterize a par'
ticularly unskilled driver.

V E H T C L E  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S

The vehicle used in the simulation is a
rear-drive, medium-size sedan (Alfa Romeo
2 000), the data of which are shown in
reference 3. The definition of the vehicle
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characteristics, in the understeering basic
configuration, has been obtained by the
comparison of theoretical and experimental
resr.rlts in steady-state tests (steering pad at
various lateral accelcrations and speecls) and
transient tests (steering wheel step inpur at
different speeds and lateral accelerations,
response 1,o a given steering law, and so on).
As far as the vehicle basic configuration is
concerned we have considered different
understeering degrees and different positions,
verticerl and longitudinal, of the cenhe of
pressure (cp : the point of application of
the sidewind force, table 1 and figure 1).
The steady and transient state responses of
the vehicle (in the hasic aerodynamic config-
uration) are shown in figures Z and B in
connection with the previous ESV limits. It
can be seen that every vehiclc llalls into the
previous acceptability limits. We reca_ll that
the definition of the oversteering vehicle is
purely convcntional and related to the con-
sidered vehicles. As far as the basic configu-
ration is concerned we have considered the
following longitudinal positions of cp:

(1) cp at the front wheels
(2) cp at half of the half front wheelbase
(3) cp at one quarter of the half front

wheelbase

In cases (1) and (4), it has been considered a
cp height of 0.b0 m., while in the configura_
tion (3) the height of cp has been chansed
to t  0.25 m. { f ig.  Z).

TEST DESCRIPTION:  STRA|GHT PATH
R U N

The vehicle is running at 70 milh along a
straight path when it is sutrjected to a lateral

Table 1. Vehicle charater ist ics

Vehic le Longi tudinal  Vert ical
posi t ion (cp) posi t ion (cp)

a-Base understeer ing 1t4 0.SO m
b-Less understeer ing 114 0.S0 m
c-More understeer ing 114 0.S0 m
d-Oversteer ing 114 0.b0 m
e-Base undersreer ing 1lZ 0.80 m
f-Base understeer ing 114 0.?S rn
g-Base understeer ing I  t4 0.7S m
h-Less understeer ing 1tg 0.80 m

wind step; the front of the wind is ZO-feet
wide and the speed is b0 mi/h. Road dimen-
sions, corresponding to those of a motor_
way, are shown in figure l. The simr.rlation
provides the path of the vehicle in the
open-loop test and in the ,,closed_loop" 

test
obtained by the considered drivers-

"Open-Loop" 
Test

In figure 4 the paths of the vehicle in the
considered configurations are plotted versus
time.

With the same position of cp
b, c, d) the lower deviations
straight path take place with
understeering vchicles.

(vehicles a,
from the

the higher

For these vehicles the static margin {ratio
to the wheelhase of the distance between
the car's center of gtavity and the point of
application of the total lateral forcls) and,
therefore, the stability is increased. With the
same understeering degree (vehicles a and e)
the removing of the cp from the cg towards
the front wheels is equivalent to a greater
unstabilizing effect; l,he effective static mar_
gin of the vehicle (that is, considering also

l i l  i l  l l l l i l  l

-

l=l (E;WJ
t \ t - o  ! _ r - - - t ' t'  L 'H,  _LJ u

'\'- 0.25.

\ '0.50 m
' 0 . 7 5  

m

l a l  i  I
t - b t  I
[ - c  I
- J

Legend
Vehicle speerl 7Q mi/h

Wind speed 50 milh

Wind f ront  width 6 m

a  =  1 /S
b = 1 / 4

c =  1 / 2

Figure 1.  Test  condi t ions and road d imensions.
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aerodynamic forces) is reduced and then
greater lateral deviations take place [3].

The influence of the vertical positions of
cp (vehieles a, E, f) is, on the contrary,
negligible.

"Closed-Loop" Test

In figures 5 and 6 the paths of the

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R s

vehicles obtained for the considered drives
are plotted.

With the same position of cp (fig. 5
vehicles a, b, c, d) the skilled driver has no
difficulty in keeping the vehicle on a straight
path; in figure 5 we have referred only to
vehicles d and b that present the greater
deviations. For the unskilled driver, the
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Figure 2. Steady state yaw response versus tangential velocity.
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ffiftl.n''

T IME ( s )

Figure 4. Open-loop test path deviation versus time.

lower deviations are obtained with the more
understeering vehicle (vehicle c). With the
basic understeering vehicle (vehicle a) it is
necessary to use all the available road sur-
face; with the less understeering vehicle
(vehicle b) and, even more, with the over'

Figure 5. Closed-loop test.

steering one (vehicle d), the unskilled driver
is not able to keep his car on the road. With
the same understeering depXee, as already
seen in the open-loop test, the influence of
the vertical position of cp (fig. 6, vehicles f, g)
is negligible for the unskilled driver also.

The removing of cp from the cg towards
the front wheels is not much felt by the
unskilIed driver, provided that the vehicle ha.s
a sufficient understeering degree (fig. 5
vehicle a7 fig. 6 vehicle e) unlike what
happened in the cotrespondent "open-loop"

test.
The longitudinal position of cp is more

important for the unskilled driver, with
lower unclersteering vehicles (fig. 5 vehicle b,
fig. 6 vehicle h) because of the reduced
initial static margin.

It is interesting to point out that the
unskilled driver is strongly engaged with
vehicle h (less understeering), which in the
openJoop test has lower deviations than
vehicle e (basic understeering). The greater
engagement is shown by the swinging path
and by the trend of the steering wheel angle
that, for brevity, has not been plotted in the
diagram. In figure 7 we show the paths and
the steering wheel angles for two cases in

Figure 6, Closed-loop test.

TtME (s )

Ski l led  dr iver

t i t

2 3

:ii;il,::::i#*tiii
-;/-

l 3
T IME (s )

Ski l led  dr iver
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l l l l l l l l l l  S tee r i ng  whee l  ang le

Ski l led  dr iver

Figure 7. Open-loop-closed-loop correlation.

the open- and closed-loop tests. It can be
noted that the skilled driver, too, is highly
engagecl in controlling the oversteering
vehicle, as shown by the steering-wheel angle
diagram.

TEST DESCRIPTION OF THE CORNER-
I N G  M A N E U V E R

Maneuver Without Crosswind Step

Before examining erosswind sensitivity, a
cornering maneuveri at high lateral ac-celera-
tion for vehicles a, b, c, was simulated in
order to evaluate the performances obtain-
able by the considered drivers.

The test conditions and the road dimen-
sions are shown in figure 8, while the results
are shown in figures 9, 10, 11. It stands to
reason that the skilled driver has no diffi-
culty in keeping the car on the road in all
cases describing very regular paths.

The different understeering degrees of the
vehicles affect only the amplitude of the
steering wheel angle necessary to perform
the maneuver.

The unskilled driver, on the contrary,

E X P E  R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E T ' I I C L E S

Figure 8. Test conditions and road dimensions-
corner ing maneuver,

Figure 9. Cornering maneuver-vehicle a.

Vehic lc  speed 60  mi /h
La le ra ldcce le ra t ion  0 .65 .q
Steer ing  whcc l  ang le  i i l ,  i i i l l

Win(l sF)eed
Wind { ron t  w id th
Vehicle speed wilh crosswind step
Veh ic le  speed w i thout  c rosswind  s tep

50 mi/h
6 rrr

50 mi/h
60  m i / hfirl

[-11
ft-lr
l:'' 1

t m
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performs the maneuver only with vehicle a
(basic understeering); bad road holding,
caused by the exces.sive understeer, inhibits
the driver in keeping the car on the road
when leaving the corner (fig. 11). Low sta-
bility, due Lo the insufficient understeer,
inhibits the driver in keeping his vehicle on
the road despite the large opposite lock used
in the final part of the maneuver (fig. 10).

Maneuver With Crosswind SteP

In figures 19, 13, and 14 the Paths and
the steering wheel angles for vehicles a, b, c,
and the considered drivers are plotted. On
the same figures, the paths of the vehicles in
the corresponding tests without crosswind
step are drawn in dashed lines. The skilled
driver performs the maneuver with all the
vehicle following paths that are almost the
same as those obtained without the cros-
swind step (f igures 12, 13, 14).

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C F I N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

Figure 11. Cornering maneuver-vehicle c.

Th e u n skilled driver performed the
maneuver correctly with vehicles a and c
(basic understeering and more understeering
vehicles, figs. 12 and 14), and with vehicle b
(less understeering, fig. 13). When leaving
the corner, the driver was forcecl into large
countersteering maneuvers trying to correct
the divergent trend of the path. 'lhese

increasing countersteering actions quickly
cause a loss of adhesion on the rear wheels.

D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  T H E  O V E R T A K I N G
M A N E U V E R

Maneuver Without Crosswind Step

The cornering maneuver and high-speed
overtaking maneuver have been simulated to
evaluate the obtainable performances.

The test condilions and the road dimen-
sions are shown in figure 15, while in figures

1 ?5'

Unsk i l led  dr iver

u n r l i l l q d  d r i v e r

Veh ic le  speed 60  mi /h

Lateral acceleration 0.65 g

Figure 10. Cornering maneuver-vehicle b.
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;  *"  
Unski l led dr iver

Path with crosswind step
Path wi thout  crosswind step
Steer ing wheel  angle

Figure 12. Cornering mane[Jver with crosswind
$tep-vehicle a.

Figure 13.  Corner ing maneuver wi th crosswind
step-vehicle b.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

,  Unski l led dr iver

Figure 14,  Corner ing maneuver wi th crosswind
step-vehicle c.

16, 17, and 18, the paths and the steering
wheel angles for vehicles a, b, c are plotted.
Due to the engagement of the test. the
skilled driver performs the maneuver only
with vehicles a and c (basic understeering
and more understeering, figs. 16 and 1T).
Vehicle b (less understeering, fig. 1?) loses
adhesion on the rear wheels during the first
part of the maneuver; in fact, the low
stability of the vehicle obliges the driver to
make continuous r-'orrections with increasing
steering wheel angles.

The unskilled driver performed the test
only with vehicle a (basic understeering),
even if the path exceedecl the pre-established
limits of the track for the overtaking
maneuver (fig. 16).

With vehicles b (less understeering, fig.
17) and c (more understeering, fig. 18), the
driver was not able to keep his car on the
road.

Maneuver With Crosswind Step

Figures 19, 20, and 21 show the paths
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NOTE. Wind speed:
Wi i ld f  ront  width:

50 rn i /h
o m

: .1  : "1 : : .  : : .  -  l :uu  u t  t i l t .  :

Vehic le speed wi th crosswind step:  50 mi/h
Vehic le speed wi thout  crosswind step:  60 mi/h

Figure 15,  Test  condi t ions and road d imensions over tak ing maneuver,

Figure 16. Overtaking maneuver-vehicle a.
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F-+i:-'-. ;+i--:-a
n til 't\ l \r
LHAJ

NOTE.  Veh ic le  speed:  60  mi /h

Figure 17. Overtaking maneuver-vehicle b.

and the steering wheel angles for vehicles a,
b, c. On the same figures, the paths obtained
in the corresponding tests without crosswind
step are drawn with dashed lirres.

With the established speed, the skilled
driver performed the test with all the vehi-
cles and without crossing the limits of the
pre-established track (figs. 19, 20, 21). The
unskilled driver performed the maneuver
only with vehicle c (more understeering)
exceeding, nevertheless, the limits of the
track (fig. 21).

With vehicle a (basic understeering, fig.
19) the driver was not able to keep the car
on the road in spite of the large steering
wheel corrections.

Vehicle b (less understeering, fig. Z0) loses
adhesion on the rear wheels during the final
part of the maneuver. In this connection it
is.interesting to notice the divergent trends
of the path of the vehicle ancl of the low

steering wheel angle that confirm the low
stability of the car.

C O N C L U S I O N S

For crosswind sensitivity in a straight path
run, the following conclusions are presented:

r With the same position of cp but changing
the understeering degree, the open-loop
and closed loop tests give the same indica-
tions, allowing a correlation to be estab-
lished.

r With the same understeering degree but
changing the cp position on the above-
mentioned example, a correlation is poor.

r The same thing happens when simultane-
ously changing the understeering degree
and the cp position.

r We think that the open-loop test might be

6 1 8
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Figure 18. Overtaking maneuver-vehicle c.

Unskilled driver
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60"
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Figure 19. Overtaking maneuver with crosswind step-vehicle a'
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Figure 20. Overtaking maneuver with crosswind step-vehicle b.
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Unsk i l led  dr iver

i : : l  i

Figure 21. Overtaking maneuver with crosswind step-vehicle c.

proposed provided that the allowable
lateral deviation is rr,'duced; however, such
a reduction might penalize the solutions
(as in vehicle e) that, in the closed loop
test have an acceptable behaviour.

The same conclusions may be reached for
crosswind sensitivity in cornering and over-
taking maneuvers for the considered vehicles.
In all the examined situations. the under-
steering degtee of the vehicle appeared to be
a very important parameter.

The results of this report give a further
confirmation of the objective complexity of
the general problem of road holding; but,
above all, in our opinion, they show what a
correct basis to reach a regulation in active
safety matters may be.

What we mean is the formulation of a
series of open-loop tests correlated with real
maneuvers and situations in which the driver

is always engaged. To this end it is our
opinion that the mathematical simulation of
the driver-vehicle system has been and will
be, in the future, an essential tool.
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Min imum Brak ing  and  Hand l ing  Per fo rmanceCriter ion Levels for

LYMAN M.  FORBES
Ford Motor  Company
Dctro i t ,  Michigan

ABsTRACT

Since L970 an extensive research program
has been in progress within the United
States to identify appropriate criterion Ievels
for minimum braking and handling perform-
ance of passenger cars. The predominant
methodology has been oriented toward skid
pad performance measures on the assump-
tion that vehicles that perform well in skid
pad maneuvers will have fewer accidents
than poor performers. This approach has
been adopted because accident reporting and
investigation procedures have not been struc-
tured in a way that would permit positive
identification of the role of vehicle handling
factors in accident causation.

When indirect measures of safety perform-
ance are used, vehicle design should be
evaluated in context with other elements of
the driver-highway system that influence
braking and handling qualities. A pilot study
was conducted using indirect measures of
safety performance. The results indicated
that tire-pavement traction is the dominant
factor in vehicle braking performance on
public roads. This finding is consistent with
other published evidence that small differ-
ences in pavement friction levels produce
detectable differences in accident rates. It is
c o n cluded that accident data sensitive
enough to detect such effects should also be
sensitive enough to detect differences in
accidcnt ratcs produced lty vehicle comeringi
and braking capahrilities.

BACKGROUND

In November 1970, the Highway Safety
Research Institute (HSRI) of the University
of Michigan, published results from a National
Highway Ttaffic Safety Administration
(NH'ISA) research conl,ract [1] that outlined

the overall technical approach for evaluating
passenger car handling and braking qualities.
This approach, summarized below, appears to
have guided subsequent government research
and rulemaking actions ;

. Standards for handling and braking
quality should be based on vehicle per-
formance rather than design considera-
tions.

. Tests of vehicle pcrformance should be
objective and drivers should be excluded
from the control loop when vehicle per-
fornrtrnce is tesled.

. Test severity should be sufficient to grade
vehicle performance at the "limit" of
tire-road adhesion.

r Pass/fail performance criterion levels
should be selected to discriminate against
"outlier" vehicles that have poor accident
records.

Present efforts by NHTSA to establish
braking and handling requirements are based
on skid pad performance under the assump-
tion that vehicles that perform well in skid
pad maneuvers will have fewer accidents
than poor performers. 'fhis approach has
been adopted because, according to NHTSA
"Present accicient reporting and investigation
procedures arc not structured in a way that
would permit positive identification of the
role of vehicle handling factors in accident
causat ion."[2]

Some researr:hers apparently feel that the
problem of relating accident data to vehicle
characteristics is inherent in the complexity
of vehicle-in-use phenomena. Ervin and Segel
state ". . . that such a correlation is not
likely to be realizable either in the near or
far term and perhaps rlever, since vehicle-in-
use factors can conceivably mask whatever
differences in handling qualities may have
been extant in the as-new vehicle popula-
t i o n , "  [ 3 ]

On the other hand, an equally feasible
speculation is that vehicle parameters do not
play a very important role in accident causa-
tion. At least, the range of parameters char-
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acteristic of U.S, passenger cars may not
affect accident rates. Nor may the poorest
performing production passenger vehicle
validly represent the boundary of minimum
safe Jlerformance on public roads. At any
rate, these arguments will never lte proved or
disproved by using information that is
developed by having skilled test drivers or
aui;omatic controllers exercise production
passenger cars at fhe limits of their cornering
and hraking performance on skid pads. The
answers, if there are any, will he found by
studying what takes place every day on
public roads.

A number of studies by various highway
engineering agencies have shown that small
differences in pavement friction can produce
detectable differences in accident rates. [4,
5, 6, 7l Accident data sensitive enough to
deter.:t such pavement effects should also be
sensitiv.r enough to detect variations in acci-
dent rates cau$ed by the braking and corner-
ing properties of passenger cars. If accidents
are ctrused by inaclequate maneuverability,
and maneuveratrility can be degraded either
by vehicle clesign or by pavement propertics,
then accident data that detect submarginal
pavement should also detect inaclequate pas-
$enger car designs. To date, the influence of
car handling parameters on accident data has
not been apparent. However, a comprehen-
sive reappraisal of present accident reporting
ancl ir,vestigation mcthodology for the eval-
uation of passcnger car braking ancl comer-
ing is being conducted for NHTSA try HSRI.
Ber:ause the development of a proper mcth-
odology must necessarily precede the acqui-
sition of appropriate data, evidence that will
conclusively define the degree of relationship
between vehicle handling and accident c:ausa-
tion is not likely to be seen in the near
future.

If criterion levels for minimum passenger
car braking and cornering performance must
be establisherd in the absence of valid acci-
dent data, care should be used when substi-
tuting indirect measures of safety perform-
ance. Also, the indirect measure should be
incorporated into an evaluation model that
will put the accident avoidance potential of
vehicle design into perspective with other
driver, highway, and traffic factors that t:an
be corrected with accident data.

The performaflce model might be pat-
+.erned after one developed in the Federal
Highway Administration's (FHWA) skid
reduction program [8]. The model is il lus-
trated in figure 1. It is designed to establish
relationships between pavement friction
levels and accidcnt rates. The model could
be adapted to include passenger car design
parameters. In figure 1, we have expanded
the box entitled "Vehicle and tire perform-
ance modcl" to include vehicle design
factors that might influence the accident
avoidance potential of pa.ssenger cats.

One important output from the FHWA
model is a performarlce measure called the
"distribution of margin of safety" shown
near the bottom of figure 1. In this specific
FHWA application, the "margin" refers to
the difference hetween the severity of
maneuvers performed by drivers on public
roads and the levels of pavement friction
available to perform those maneuvers. In
other words, the model demands that levels
of minimum performance be derived from
field observation data that define what kinds
of maneuvers are being performed by drivers
on public roads and at what levels of
severity.

A  S T U D Y  O F  B R A K I N G  E F F I C I E N C Y
U S I N G  I N T ) I R E C T  S A F E T Y  M E A S U R E S

Ford performed a short traffic observation
study to demonstrate how the "margin of
safety" concept can be applied to vehicle
brake performarrce as well as pavemcnt fric-
tion evaluation.

The principal indirect measure of safety
performance was the proportion of drivers
who exceeded speeds that would allow them
to stop in time if a vehicle or pedestrian
were stan,"ring in the road just beyond a
blind turn in an expressway exit ramp.

Obiect ive

A short traffic observation study was con-
ducted l,o demonstrate how the concept,
"margin of .safety," can be applied to vehiq:le
braking performance on wet pavements.
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Optimizat ion process

Vehicle/tire performance morlel

Weiqh t  d is t r ibu t ion

Power/wci!Jht
Co heigh t/track
WheeltJase

Load/ to tE l  we igh t
{Jndersteer
T i re  p ressure  imba lance
Erake im balance
Rol l  s t i f fness
Static nrar(tin

D is t r ibu t ion  o f
demand {or each

maneuver

|  t r r i r i leuvers

Dis t r ibu t ion  o f
ffargin of sJfety

Asscssr r re r r t  t ry

loca l  h ighway

enq ineer i r rg  t rc rsonne l

Figure 1.  Vehic le t i re  evaluat ion process shown wi th in FHWA Plan to Def ine Fr ic t ional  Requirements to reduce
skidd ing accidents (  DOT-FH-8275).

Method

Traffic speeds were measured for a total
of 5 hours on the southbound exit ramp of
Interstate 94 at Oakwood Boulevard in Dear-
born, Michigan, during tluly and September
7976.

The expressway exit contained one blind
turn. Vehicles or pedestrians standing on the
road beyond the turn could not be seen by
drivers who had just entered the ramp. The
ramp is illustrated in figure 2.

During the 5-hour period of traffic obser-
vation, no vehicles or pedestrians stopped on
the exit ramp just past the hlind turn. No
accidents were observed; however, the ramp
terminates at a T-intersection with a stop
sign. It was observed that vehicles could
accumulate at the stop sign and form a
standing platoon that extends back to the

blind turn. If so, drivers entering the erit
ramp above certain speeds could not avoid a
collision by using limit braking. The propor-
tion of drivers who were under these maxi-
mum speeds was used as the indircct
measure of safety performance.

Figure 2. The expressway exi t  ramp.
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Results and Interpretat ion of the Study

Figure 3 shows driving speeds on the
ramp 312 feet upstream from the blind turn.
Separate cuwes are plotted for wet and dry
pavements. Speeds on wet and dry pave-
ments were nearly identical. By visual
inspection alone, these drivers had no way
of knowing if the wet-pavement friction of
the exit ramp was extremely low. It can be
concluded, therefore, that wet-pavement fric-
tion can va-ry over a wide range without
influencing traffic speeds. What does change
with the level of friction is the "distribution

of margin of safety." In this example, the
margin of safety is defined as the proportion
of drivers under the maximum speed that
would allow them to stop short of a vehicle
standing in the blind turn 312 feet ahead.

The maximum speed for cars with 100
percent "braking efficiency" on high wet-
friction concrete (1.tp"ak B0 = .76) was cal-

culated to be 54.9 mvh.t From figure 3, it
can be seen that approximately 97 percent
of the drivers who used Lhe ramp were
under the maximum speed.

The manimum speed for a car with 80
percent braking efficiency is 51.4 mi/h on
high-friction wet concrete. Approximately
91 percent of all drivers who used this ramp
were under this speed.

Clearly, the "margin of safety" does

t The concept of braking efficiency, as it is applied
in this example, wa's defined recentlv by Ervin and
Winkler in an NHTSA research contract report [9].
By their definition, a vehicle with 100 percent
braking efficiency can exactly equal the "ldeal

Braking Distance" of a standard or "mean passenger
vehicle." The "mean vehicle" is equipped with t ires
that have had thcir peak hrake force cocfficients [10,
11, 121 cal ibrated on specif ied standard pavements

[13]. The "ideal braking distance" is intended to
represent an upper perfbrmance troundary that is
unlikely to be exceeded in practice,

Figure 3. The cumulative speed distribution on an expressway exit ramp.
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depend on passenger ear braking efficiency.
However, the magnitude of the elfect on the
"margin of safety " is far less than that
caused by low-friction wet pavements. For
example, the maximum ramp spced for cars
with the theoretical maximum 100 percent
braking efficiency would drop to 45.7 :milh
if the pavement had low levels of wet fric-
t ion  (such os ,  lpeak  B0 =  .47 ,  o r  ASTMoo =

30). Over 34 percent of all drivers exceeded
this speed on the exit ramp.

If car-; were capable of having the theoret-
ical maximum 100 percent braking effi-
ciency, on low-friction wet pavements they
would experience a large perf<lrmance reduc-
tion as the tires wear down from highway
use. For example, if the braking efficiency
were to drop from 100 to 90 percent due to
tire wear, the manimum ramp speed would
be only 41.7 mi/h. Nearly two-thirds of all
drivers who used the exit ramp exceeded
this speed.

Discussion

The pilot study described above was con-
d ucted t  o d em o nstrate how indirect
measures of safety performance can tle
applied to evaluate the relative safety bene-
fits that might result if various elements of
thc total highway-driver-vehicle system were
to be changed. The results suggest that wom
tires and low-friction wet pavements are by
far the most important factors in degrading
vehicle braking performance. Published ar:ci-
dent studies tend to support this conclusion.

Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 summarize data
from three different studies of pavement
friction and wet-weather accident rates. [5,
6, 7l The studies all indicate that accident
rates rise rapidly when pavement skid num-
bers fall below 30 to 35.

These published accident studies define
pavement friction levels by usirrg standard
locked-wheel skid number methodology.
Unfortunately, the skid number cannot be

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S
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Figure 4. Comparison of fatal and injury accidents

and coefficient of friction at 20 mi/h [7] .

hanslated into peak tire traction coefficients,
which are required try NHTSA's braking
efficiency concept. Therefore, the published
accident data can only be used to suggest
trends between accident rates and vehicle
braking efficiency. The trends suggest that
accident data sensitive enough to detect dif-
ferences in pavement skid numbers should
also be sensitive to differences in necessarv
car braking efficiencies.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA.
T I O N S

Currently available evidence indicates that
tire-pavement traction is the dominant factor
in vehicle braking on public: roads. More
research is needed to establish the relative
influence of vehicle, tire, and highway pro-
perties on vehicle handling and braking per-
formance. A major paft of these future
research efforts should attempt to establish
the types and severities of maneuvers that
are performed by drivers on public roads.
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Figure 5. Belationship found in Germany between the relative accident frequency on a wet road surface and the
place in the frequency distribution of braking distances (and skidding resistances) on 32 test road
sections [5] .
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Figure 6, Average wet surface accident rate of 94 test
sections (gror.rped by skid number) versus
skid number with average annual daily
traffic of 3 000 [6].

Figure 7, Five-point moving average of wet surface of
accident rate versus skid number with
average annual  dai ly  t raf f ic  of  3 000 [6] .
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Driver  Capabi l i t ies  in  Vehic le  Handl ing

R. [ .  RASI\4U55EN
Gcncrii l  Motors Engineering Staff
Dc t ro i t ,  M ich igan

ABSTRACT

Many studies of accident data assign a
large portion of culpability to the human
part of the driver-vehicle-environment sys-
tem. Howcvcr, detrriled and quantitative
analyses of the driver's contribution to acci-
dent causrttion or acciclent avoidance are not
generally available. Field accident clata have
not been able to provide sufficienI insighl to
driver behavior. A possible supplement to
field data is clinical clata on clriver behavior
acquired from carefully planned experi-
menta-l scenarios in a proving ground envi-
ronment.

The considerations important to planning
of clinical driver behavior studies are discus-
sed, together with limitations of this
approach. Recent studies conducted by
industry and government are summarized. A
study conducted by Calspan Corporation
under General  Motors sponsorship is
reviewed in detail.

Clinical driver behavior studies wilI con-
tinue since there are fcw altematives. How-
evrlr, the rcsults should be c:ompared with
field experience and design prar:tice to sup-
port  their  appl icabi l i ty.  The cl in ical
approach may be useful for evaluating
advanced driver training.

INTRODUCTION

A casual review of the literature dealing
with vehicle handling implies that most of
the research has been directed at the vehicle
while most of the problems have been
blamed on the driver. Concern for the
driver's role in safe and efficient operation
of the vehicle was expressed by early
workers in the field [1, 2] but systematic
studies of driver behavior are a recent pro-
duct of the rapidly expanding human factors

engineering discipline. Accidcnt investigation
and causation analysis provides strong justifi-
cation lor a morc systematic and quantita-
tive understanding of the capabilities, limita-
tions, and problems facecl tty the driver.
These various studies, all ascribing a domi-
nant causal role to the driver, were sum-
marizeir in an earlier paper by Bundorf [3].

While the trt:c:ident investigtrt,ion c(lm-
munity has directed attentictn to the drivef,
there is litr,le specific information in the
accirlent data that helps with conception or
evaluation of countcrmeasures that address
driver problems. The highly intcractive
naturc of the vehicle and the driver makes it
difficult to separate their respective contri-
butions through analyscs of field data. The
exception is, of (:ourse, the area of driver
impairment associated with clrugs and
alcohol. However, if all impairecl drivers had
an affinity for one type of car, we might
still be wondering whcther alcohol or han-
dling was producing the problem; just as we
might wonder whe:ther youth, handling, or
somc othcr factor produces the high over-
involvement ohserved with sports cars [4].

It can be argued that field acciclent data
are the only dependable source for causation
information and countermertsures evaluation.
However, expcrience so far with achicving a
useful understanding of the precrash situa-
tion from Multi-Disc:iplinary Accident Inves-
tigation (MDAI) data has been disappointing
l5l. Particularly for driver-oriented prob-
lems, some alternative allproach is clearly
needed to at least supplement field accident
dala. The medical profcssion faces similar
problems in developing methods for preven-
tion of disease. Medical research proceeds
through carefully controlled and duplicated
cxpcrimcnts in a clinical environment. In
reccnt ycars, industry and government have
tumed increasingly to this approach as a
mean$ for understanding and controlling the
prohlem of motor vehicle accidcnts.

This paper will summarizc and classify
some of the past work of this nature and
outline problems and limitations of clinical
studics of driver behavior. A new sludy,
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conducted by Calspan Corporation for Gen-
ertrl Motors (GM) will be described in detail.

B A C K G R O U N D

Driver performance is a logical application
for research in the man-machine interface.
People trained in this discipline hegan to
apply themselves to the driver in tl're 1960's.
There is very little publishcd work prior to
that time. Studics of driver pe rformancc
might be classified as follows:

r Anthropometry
r Strength
r Reaction time
I Transfer function analysis
I Maneuver level use
r Response to vehicle changes
r Accident avoidance behavior

Studies of driver anthropometry deal with
the space occupied by thc driver, entrance
and egress, reach capabilities, and eye loca-
tions associated with direct and indirect
vision. Large pogrulations of subjects havc
been studied through the efforts of the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) [6] .
A large body of literature has been puh-
Iished on the driver strength situation in an
attempt to define the steerittg and brake
force capabilities of the weakest and strong-
est portions of the population. This work
inclucles a variety of test tcchniques and a
wider variety of tesL results. Thc cxtrcmcs of
driver strength for motivated conditions in a
vehicle are stil l very uncertain. Driver reac-
tion times are easily mcasured in the labora-
tory; however, studies comparing anticipated
and s rrprised reaction times for driving con-
ditions show signific:ant differences and wide
subject var iabi l i ty [7] .  Extensive and sophis-
ticated work leading to a mathematical
model of some aspects of the tlriving task
has been puhlished by Weir and McRuer
[8]. This work is presently being extended
to include emergency maneuvers and changes
in driver characteristics with vehicle changes.
Preferred levels of lateral and longrtr"rdinal
maneuvering use must be identified for high-
way design and spced signing. This work is
summarized in refercncc [9] .

The driver's reaction to ehanges in vehicle
characteristics has been sluclied by Mortimer
and Olson [10] and Hoffman and Joubert

[11, 12].  These data show surpr is ing dr iver
adaptahility to changes in the sensitivity of
steering and brake controls. The most diffi-
cult area of accidcnt avoidance behavior has
been studied in work published recently by
Rr"rndkvist  [13] and Hayes [14].

This review of clinical studies of driver
bchavior mentions only a small portion of
the best known research arrd contributors to
the field. It is likely that published work of
this nature does not rcpresent the total
effort.

P L A N N I N G  S T U D I E S  O F  D R I V E R
B E H A V I O R

TIre literature descrihed previously indi-
cates that the results of driver stuclies are
significantly influenced by the methodology
employed. This is a problem peculiar to
testing of people that is much less evident in
evaluation of hardware. Among the most
significant factors that must be considered in
planning driver research are the following:

I Vehicle configuration (simr"rlators)
r Subject sample
r Subject instructions
a Tasks
r Motivation
r lrarning
r Performance metrie
r Real and perceived risk

Any test configuration from a laboratory
buck to a full scale vehicle amounts to a
simulation of the population of real vehicles.
A compromise must be reached between the
control and repeatability offered by the lab-
oratr>ry simulator [15] ar"rd the ficlelity of
the full scalc vehicle. The variable response
vehicle is an attempt to combine the advan-
tages of the laboratory buck and a full scale
veh ic le  [16 ,  17 ] .

The subject sample would ideally repre-
sent the driving population to the extent
possible. Economic considerations and other
practical constraints make it difficult to test
large populations and gain access to the
extremes of the clistribution of drivers.
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Motivation and risk considerations must
also be compromised in test planning. Driver
performance as a function of motivation is
thought to be representcd h;r thc character-
istic described in figure 1. A driver will not
approach ultimate capatlilify for an easy
task. A tar;k that geatly cxceeds driver
capability will also result in a minimal
effort. The arca of interest usually lies
between these cxtrcmes, but there is no
systematic way to design tasks that produce
this type of performancc. Obviously, motiva-
tion must be achieved withoul employing
significant real ri$k or even great perceivcd
risk. Contests and rewards are used to artifi-
cially sfimulate motivation with some degree
of sur:ccss.

Performance of people frequently changes
as they arc heing tested. The influence of
this leamirrg is well documented in strength
testing and similar phenomena have been
obserued in rcplications of driving tasks. It is
usually necessary to prepare a subject to
some degree for a particular test, but the
influence of familiarization on results must
be considered.

Driving tasks should simulate to thc grcat-
est extent possible, the real worlcl situation.
This is also a compromisr:. Most full scalc
work is done on courses miuked with traffic:
crones. Visual cues for cone (:ourse driving

Figure 1. Relationship between task difficulty and
performance.

are unreal. It is difficult to sustain motiva-
tion during extensive cone course tcsting.
Replacing cones with rubber barrels or
guardrails may produce changes in perform-
ance, but it also alters rcal risk.

T h  e  p r o b l e m s  a n d  c o m p r o m i s e s
mentioned hcre wouid seem to limit the
applicability of clinical testing of drivcr
trehavior. Howcver, thc problems of opti-
mizing the system withoul these data or
trying to derive them from field information
are even more formidable. The limitations of
clinical testing must tre considered whenever
particular data from unique studies arc
applied. Field data and vehicle design trends
shctuld also be checked lor consistency with
clinic:al results.

oB,ECT|VES OF THE MAN-OFF-THE-
S T R E E T  P R O G R A M

General Motors has done extensive testing
and analysis of the driver-vehicle interface
situation for many years since there is an
obvious need for this information in product
dcvelopment. Most of Lhe past work, as
descritrecl in the Backgrountl section, was
directed at specific aspects of driver behavior
and was accomplished with rclatively limited
subject populations. A logical extension of
this work was a more comprehensive study
with a large driver sample directed speci-
fically at prccrash or accident avoidance
behavior. A program was organizcd with
Calspan Corporation to measure thc driving
ch aracteristics of the man-off-the-strcct
(MOTS) in this context.

The basic objective of this program was to
obtain a variety of measuremcnts and
observations of the behavior of typical
drivers when motivatecl to drive aggressivcly
()ver a road course that included a variety of
mancuvcrs considercd to be potentially
associated with Ioss of control ac:cidents.
The interactive nature of drivers and vehicles
was studied by testing with vehicles familiar
to drivers, with vehicles unfamrliar to
drivers, and also with a vehicle modificd to
have increased real and perceived rnancu-
vering capability.

l'he program was expectcd to yield speci-
fic information on driver carrabilities and
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changes in their capabilities that might occur
with changes in vehicle atrd road conditiotts.
The results should also point to areas for
driver improvement that might be addressed
by an advanced driver training program. An
obvious extension to this work would be to
apply advanced driver training methodology
already developed by General Motors [181
and measure ils ability to modify driving
behavior.

METHODOLOGY

The nature of the experiment will be
outlined here very briefly. Further cletails orr
the work can be derivcd from the projcct
report t19l available on request from Cal-
span Corporation.

Veh ic les

The MOTS project was expected to
encompass Lhe full range of driving situa-
tions from normal, conservative clriving
through complete Ioss of control. It was
therefore necessary to do this work in full
scalc vehicles rather than in laboratory simu-
lators or a variable response vehiclc with a
l imited range of val idi ty.  The 1972 Chevel le
sedan with a most popular set of optional
equipmcnt was selected as a car familiar to
many people. Two Chevelles identical except
for color were selected. One car wa.s left rn a
standard condition, while the other was
modified to provide increased maneuvering
capability that, could he perceived by a
driver and measured through olljective Lests.
Modifications consisted of readily available
equipment that could tre easily applied to
the vehicle. These include large, high per-
formance tires, stiffer anti-roll bars, reduced
stecring ratio, and other minor adjustments.
Hxcept, for ther steering gear and tires, the
modified parts were similar to those avail-
able in optional suspension packages.

The cars were evaluated subjectively to
insure that differences were readily detec-
taltle. A series of control response and task
performance tests were thcn pcrformed to
docurnent in a quantitativc way, the differ-
ences in maneuvcring performance. These

Table 1. Standard and modified vehicle properties

Propertv 
Standard Modi f ied

'  vehic le vel t ic le

Ro l t co rnp l i ance  9 .8 ' / c  5 .3 ' / g
Lsteral acceleretion response

t imeE
Steer i  ng sensi t iv i ty--gt 's /1 00'
Maximum lateral  eccelerat ion

steadv state--constant  radius
Lane change maneuver d istance*

4$  m i / h

O.46 s O.4O $
o.4l 0.97

0.84 g o.72 g

78.5 fr 66.1 ft

sData apply to 60 mi lh.

data are summarized in table 1. The prop-
erties apply to a nominal one to two pas-
senger load condition as tested at GM. The
properties for the MOTS work trl Calspan
were somewhat different due to the weight
of instrumentation and obserrrer, hut differ-
ences should be similar.

Subiects

About 100 volunteer suhjects were
obtained, moslly from the Calspan staff.
Three subject groups were formed from this
polrulation, including itbout 50 people that
were jr"rdged to be familiar with the standard
Chevelle vehicle and 25 people judged
unfamiliar, with the rest applied to the
moclitied (unfamiliar) car. Subject Sroups
were formed so that their age and sex
distribution approximated that of the ltJew
York State driver population as determilred
from license records. Age distribution is itrdr-
cated in table 2.

Subject ages ranged from 17 to 77 years
and 62 percent of the subjects were ma-le.
Eifficulty was cxperienced in obtaining suffi-
cient subjects in the oldest bracket. Logis-

633

Table 2. Subject age distr ibution

Age bracket
(vears) Percent of total

1 6 - 1 9  I
2Q-24 12
25-40 45
25-90 31
60 and older
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tical problems influenced the makeup of the
group tested in the modi-fied car and this
group was limited to 15 suhjects that were
somewhat youngcr than the ideal sample
population.

Motivat ion

Subjects wcre instrut:ted to drive as if in a
hurry, but the need for accuracy was also
stressed in the instructions. Time from start
to finish and an estimate of obstacles struck
was provided at the end of each trial. Sr.rb-
jects were told that an award would he givcn
for the best, overall pcrformance considering
speed and accuracy for all trials. Details of
the scoring system were not provided. Sub-
jects were totd to continue driving after
striking an obstacle which tended to reduce
the importance of the ohstacles, but was
necessary for completion of the experiment.

Learning

Subjects wcre given five trials through the
1.Z-mile course. Familiarization with the
vehicle arrd the course were minimized prior
to testing through use of a map and one
slow tour of the course.

Ins t ruc t ions

Subjects were free to select their own
pacc and strategy throughout the experiment
uncler motivation for both spced and
accuracy provided by the award system. No
advice or spccial instructions were provided
other than the minimum required for safe
and orderly testing.

Tasks

Considerable effort was devoted to the
development of tasks that fit the Calspan
facility, were simulations of real situations,
permitted a range of driving speeds, and
were spaced for minimum task interaction.
The course is described in figures 2 and 3.
Tasks are listed in ordcr of presentation on
the driving course in table 3,

Figure 2. Experimental  dr iv ing course.

Performance Metr ic

The cars were instrrtmented for FM tape
recording of speed, Iateral acceleration, lon-
gitudinal acceleration, brake line pressure?
steering wheel angle, and time. The observer
marked a chart for obstacles struck during
each trial. Many of the trials were filmed
from a tower adjacent to the coursc. The
observer also recorded lap times and some
additional information on driver hehavior.

R isk

The program was completed without any
known trauma associated with the test or
surprise ol:sttrcle task. One minor accident
was experienced iu l,he gravel section rcsult-
ing jn suspension damage to the modified
car. The region around the course was kept
frec from substantial obstacles and the cars
were freclucntly inspected and maintaincd.
Tire wear was rapid and tires were changed
frequently.

RESULTS

Data obtained frr-rm the MOTS project
should be viewed as an indication of phe-
nomena that may exist among real drivers
on real roads. There is no way to tre certain
that volurrfeer (lrivers operating test vehicles
on a reduced risk course perform in a realis-
tic fashion. Some of the data show trcnds
similar to field information and other data
conflict with field information.
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Task Descript ion

Off-road recovery

Large radius arcs

Avoidance

Gravel turn

Wet surface

Ess tu rn

Smal l  arc

Su rpr ise

Stop section

Traversal  of  a 4- inch longi tudinal  curb

A u-turn of varying radii

A blocked lane with a shortened re-
entry gete

A u-turn of 90-ft radius with a rough
gravel surface

A blocked lane avoidance requir ing a
firaneuver over wet seeled asphalt

Joined 75-f t  and 1 So-f t  radi i

A u-turn of 150-ft radius

Launching of  a p last ic  barrel  into the
path of  the car 100 f t  f rom a t r ip
swi tch on srra ight  road.  (Used for
some sub.iects)

Braking to a marker cone in a 640-f t
radius curve at  the end o{  the course

Table 3. Driving tasks

Driver, vehicle, and road phenomena are
interactive. The MOTS proiect was mainly a
driver study, performed, in part, through
manipulation of vehicle and roacl character-
istics. The results will be discussed in that
context.

Vehicle Effects on Driver Behavior

Characteristics that varied in the MOTS
project were driver familiarity with the vehi-
cles and vehicle maneuverability. There was
very little difference in the performance of
drivers familiar with the Chevelle and those
considered to be familiar with significantly
different cars, Average triat times were 1Zg
seconds for familiar drivers and 180 seconds
for unfamiliar. Differences in trial times were
not statistically different.

There were 35 opportunities for obstacle
contact during the five trials given each
subject. Failure rate is definecl as the num-
ber of recorded course violations dividecl by
the 35 oppoftunities. 'Ihe familiar drivers
experienced a 7 percent failure rate and the
unfamiliar drivers experienced an [3 pcrccnt
rate.

This is a failure rate of about one for two

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

miles of driving. Vehicle damage surveys
imply a real roacl failure rate of about one
for 12 000 miles. Llnfamiliar drivers elrcoun-
tered greater difficulty with the wet maneu-
ver, recording a 4 percent higher failure rate
and over twice thc percerrtage of loss of
c  o  n  t r o l  e v e n t s -  U n f a m i l i a r  d r i v c r s
approached this maneuver only 0.9 mi/h
slower than familiar drivers. In this experi-
ment, drivers approachecl the unfamiliar car
with confidence and performcrl rrormally
with it urrtil adverse road conditions were
encourrtered.

Modified vehicle data must he interpreted
with thc aforementionecl reservations ahout
the subjecL sample. The modified vehicre was
different in several aspects of its perform-
ance and there is no way to determilre
which vehicle parameters influencecl suhject
behavior. Subjects werc prohably unawarc of
its maximum lateral capahility since none
approached the 0.72 g steady state level and
nearly all drove helow the level of capability
associated with the standard car. Subjects
allparently responded to the perr:eived capa-
bility resulting from roll stiffness, response
time, and steering sensitivity.

The modilied vehicle was driven more
aggressively tlian the standard vehicle, even
when a comparable age group of stanclard
vchiclc clrivers was formed for a more valid
comparison. Increased aggressiverlelis was
observed over all part.s of the course. Trial
times were similar for thc first trial, but
were rcduced to a greater degrcc with the
modified vehicle in the faster fourth ancl
fifth trials.

Failure rates for the modified-vehicle
grollp were similar to that of a comparable
group of standard car drivcrs (10 percent
versus I percent). Failures in the modified
car happened at a higher speed than those of
the standard car as shown in figure 4. Suh"
jecl.s who drove the modificd car at spccds
comparable to standard car subjects were
morc accurate with it. Subjects driving morc
aggrcssively produced failure rates similar to
fhr:se of the standarcl car subjecLs. The
eI'fect of increasccl maneuvering capaltil ity
seemed to depend on the driver and his
response to these vehicle characteristics. The
more capable vehicle contributed to accu-
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racy when driven normally but, if driven
more aggressively, a level of risk comparable
to the typical vehicle was obseled.

RoaC Effects on Driver Behavior

All drivers increased their speed as they
became familiar with the road course.
Ninety-eight percent of the Iastest runs
occurrecl during the fourth and fifth trials.
The recluctio.r in trial time averaged about
20 percent from the first trial to the fastest
trial.

Failure rates for the large group of fami-
liar drivers are noted for the various tasks in
table 4.

The condition of changing road friction
was involved with the highest failure rates,
reaching 28 parccnt with the modified car.
These data will be analyzed in more detail in
the section to f<:llow. Maneuvets involving
transient turning associated with a blocked
lane or change in road curvature produced
more frequent failures than maneLrvers
involving steady cornering such as the
various u-turns. The gravel turn appeared to
intimidate drivers since first run lateral accel-
erations were about 13 percent lower than
those for the small radius arc.

Other  Dr iver  Phcnomena

Data from familiar and unfamiliar drivers
were pooled to produce a large body of data
that ctlttld be used to examine the influence

Figure  4 .  E f fec t  o f  t ime- in -course  on  fa i lu re  ra te  fo r

comparab le  s tandard  and mod i f ied-veh ic le
groups  ( runs  4  and 5 l
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Table 4. Failure rate$ for drivinq tasks

,  Percent  fa i lu res
I  asK ( fami l ia r  g roup)

Wet sur face 16.0
Avoidance 10.4
Ess turn 7.2
Smal l  arc 6.8
Off-road recovery 6.4
Large radius arc 2.0
Gravel  turn 0.4

of age and sex on driver performarrce. Tahle
5 shows that age and seli have a very
significant influence on failure rates obserued
during the last two trials. Table 6 shows a
more detailed analysis of age and sex differ-
ences for both failrrre rate and aggressiveness
as measured by average trial time.

T'hc pattem of these data is qualitatively
similar to that observed in accident statistics.
The problem with the young driver seems to
manifest ilself as atr imhalance betwcen skill
and agg'ressiveness.

AII of the steering motion data were not
analyzed, data for 30 standard vehicle
suhjects werc studied for the Avoidance
Maneuver part of the course. The avcrage of
the maximum steering rates for successful
runs was atrout 520 degrees/s. This steering
rate was associatcd with an average peak
maneuvering severity of about 0.46 g. The
expert drivers used steering ratc:s up to 800
degrees/s for maneuvers in thc range of 0.6 g
in this part of the course. L)ata for seven
typical driver runs with colrrsc violations

Table 5. Familiar driver failure rates by sex and age
(runs 4 and 5)

Drivers tlJ:[ilil" n

Females 4.1 42O
Ma les  1? .3  616
Difference 8.2
16-24 years 1 6.8 196
25-44 years 9.8 441
45 and over  4.0 399
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Table 6. Failure rate and aggressiveness as a function of age and sex

Drivers
(years)

Fai lure rate
( percent) I ' 1 l u

Mean TIC
(secon ds) n z b

M a l e : 1 6 - 2 4
25-44
45 and o lder

F e m a l e : 1 6 - 2 4
25-44
45 and older

23.2
13.9
5.2
8.3
3 ,6
2.4

112
273
231
u

1 6 8
1 6 8

117
1 1 5
124
1 2 9
132
1 4 8

t o

39
33
1 2
24
24

- Number o{ exposures to tesks.
: Number of runs.

showed average peak rates of 850 degrees/s.
Eleven observations of runs involving loss of
control in other parts of the course showed
stcering rates in excess of 1 000 degrees/s.
Course violations do not appear to be asso-
ciated with a limited driver ability to steer
at high velocities.

Most clrivers were willing and able to use
full throttle and nearly full vehicle hrake
capability for straight road maneuvering.
Average longiludinal clecelerirtions in fhe
range of 0.56 g' to 0.62 g were ohrserved for
braking malteuvers under these conditions.
Drivcrs under real road conditions have been
estimated to encounter this level of braking
about 10 times per year [10]. While average
lateral accelerations for these motivated and
minimum risk conditions were somewhat
higher than the 0.3 g levels observed in real
roads, they were generally about half of
vehicle steady state capability. Drivefs seem
very reluctant to subject themselves to
lateral accelerations in excess of 0.5 g
regardless of motivation or conditions.

In order to estatrlish the maximum capa-
bilities of the tast vehicles on this course,
two experienced GM test drivers were sent
to Calspan during the test program for the
pllrl)ose of cstablishing thc best possiltle
pcrformance values. The drivers drove each
car for up to seven trials until they felt that
a best run had been achieved. Successful
task speeds for the starrdarcl car are com-
pared with the best speeds attained by srrb-
ject drivers in talrle 7.

Trial time comparisons are summarized
table 8.

Table 7. Best speeds for variou$ tasks with test
dr ivers at rd subiect  dr ivers

Table 8. Trial t imes for subjects and test drivers
( fastest  runs wi thout  fa i lure)

Mean

Subjects and Drivers l.if: n
( s )

Al l  s tandard car  subjects 125 75
All modified car subjects 1 14 '14

Standard car subjects l ike
modified car subjects for
age and sex 122 1 5

Standard car test drivers 104 1 5
Modified car test drivers SB 2

Subject driver best runs averaged about 16
percent slower than vehicle capability based
on trial times.

The wct task data were analyzed in more
detail sincc it produced the most control
difficulty. Forty-seven percent of thc sub-
jects were unsuccessful in at least onc trial
for this task. Half the rurrs attemptcd at

d n ,

b n ,

Test drivers Subject drivers
I  asK (mi /h )  (average)

Off-road recoverv 51 40
Large radius arcs 40 31
Gravel  turn 25 23
Wet surface 44 35
Smal l  arc 37 31
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Figure 5. Wet task fai lure distr ibut ion for standard
vehicle subjects.

specds above 40 mi/h resulted in some form
of control loss. Sjince the task could be
driven successfully at 44 mi/h, perforrnance
on this tcst must relate to driver capability.
Figure 5 shows a distrihution of successful
and uusuccessftrl runs fclr the standard car
drivers at variorrs speeds. Some drivers rvere
sucrcessful at sJreeds 10 mi/h faster than
speeds where other drivers had difficulty.
Table I shows the distritrution of failures by
run number. There were a number of fail-
ures on cautious early runs,

Most subjects were observed to brake
aggrt'.ssively well into the wet arca. Some
also applied throttle in the wet arca at the
end of the task and then lost control. Note
that all subjects were Buffalo, New York,
area residcnts who could bc t.xgler:ted to lre
familiar rvith slick road driving.

Tab le  9 .  E f fec t  o f  learn inq  on  wet  task  fa i lu res

Run Number Number of  Fai lures

I
2
3
4
5

1 4
1 7
1 6
1 8
20

The surprise ejection of a plastic object
into the vehiclc path was applied tn 34
subjects during the lat,er stages of the pro-
ject. This task was accomplished during a
straight single lane portion of the ciourse
where speeds averaged about 55 mi/h. The
task had fixed geometry so it was more
difficult for the faster drivcrs. Only one
driver avoided the obsl,acle. This was a
female, driving 11 mi/h below the average
sp eed, who initiated a steering input
resllonse afl,er a 1,O-second reaction time.
The mean reaction time of all drivers was
0.65 sccond, but several had reaction times
in excess of 1.0 second. Llne driver exhitrited
no nreasurable reactirlrr hased oll steering
and braking records. About 75 percent of
the drivers applied brakes initially and some
of these then added some steering input.
Twenty-scven percent of the subjects cxperi-
enced some degree of control loss as a result
of this task. This was judged by a spin or
gross deviation from the intended path after
striking the plastic obstacle. Measured reac-
tion times varied I'rom 0..35 second to 1.7
seconds, nearly a factor of five. The experi-
menters juclged that the task should have
been easily accomplished by a driver with
average reaction times, tlriving at the average
speecl, if a stccring inprrl was appropriately
applied. Most of the subject drivers did not
adopt this stratcgy

POTENTIAL SIGNTFICANCE OF MOTS
R E S U L T S

A large amount of information on driver
behavior for some vehicle and road condi-
tions has been obtained in a clinical test.
AJth ough this test environment differed
from real world drivinff, it may be useful to
suggest some potential implications of this
infornration to the possibilities for improving
the performance of the driver-vehicle-road
system.

MOTS data imply that there is little
advantage to standardization of vehicle
characteristics for reasons of familiarity.
Drivers adapted quickly to the characteristics
of the unfamiliar vehicle and the modified
vehicle. Familiar drivers generally did no
belter than unfamiliar rlrivers.
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Road configurations with consistent fric-
tion properties and geometries that minimize
the need for transient maneuvering should
he of benefit. l)rivcrs may respond more
prudent ly when roads are ot lv iously
degraded as in the case of the rough gravel
surface. The wet road was apparently not
sufficient waming to achieve a pn-rclent level
of maneuvering behavior.

MOTS data imply that a large improve-
ment wor-rlcl result from imparting the skill
and prudcnce oI the older ddver to the
yoltng drivcr. Self ratings of driving ability
lry MOTS subjccts implied a positive and
optimistic attitude toward thc driving task.
Forty-one prercent rated bhemselves al.rove
average, while orrly one drivcr in 90 admit-
ted to below average ability. Of the two
driver age groups with the highest failure
rates, {i0 percent of the drivers ratcd them-
selves as above average. Bctter matching of
prudence with skill is one potential benefit
from an advanced training prosram where a
driver experiences the limits of his skill in a
safe environment.

Drivers are clearly nr.rt prepared to utilize
the maximum lateral capability of present
vehicles in a transient or steady state con-
text. They do not quickly adapt to reduced
friction conditions, the aclvatttages of c:oordi-
nated braking and steering, or methods for
recovering lrom a skid. A number of drivers
have very long reaction times that, can <lnly
be compcnsatcd by climination of surprise
conditions through visual search and prob-
lem precliction procedures. Drivers are not
prepared naturally to select the most effective
control element for an emergency situation.

Most of thcse problems might he effec-
tively treated with well-known advanced
training lrrocedures that arc prcserrtly used
to er verry limited exlerrt.
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An Est imat ion
Driver-Vehicle

of the Complexity of the Control-Loop Environment-
Consequences for Research and Legislation

KURT ENKE
Passenger Car Development
Daimler-Benz AG

ABSTRACT

The multitude of activities in the area of
vehicle dynamics covering the sector of cal-
culation as well as measurement technique
can lead to the wrong conclusiotr, namely
that today we would be able to measure and
describe vehicle dynamics objectively. In
truth the whole field is of such a huge size
that we have just been able to measure and
describe vehicle dynamics ohjcctively.

A special consideration of the control-
loop environment-driver-vehicle gives insight
into the real relations.

The possibility of bad processing of infor-
mation by the driver is much higher than for
the vehicle and the part of the still improv-
able vehicle behaviour that will be utilized
by the driver is very small. 'lhis leads to the
realization that, by measures to the vehicle,
only a few additional accidcnts can be
avoided.

The small scope of significanee of today's
known test methods and the lack of know-
ledge about the rclation between test results

and safety lead to the conclusion that
exhaustive statistical investigations of driver
behaviour pnor to accidents have to be
undertaken and that, after accomplishing
this, handling rules directed toward the spe-
cific obiectives will be useful.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

For a num[rer of years, public authorities
and people in research and industry, have
been trying, by means of tests and measure-
ments, to prove and explain numerically the
driving behaviour of automobiles. There is
hope that a yardstick for the active safety of
automobiles will be obtained in this way.

This is understandable because a great
quantity of scientific works in the area of
handling behaviour-done by industry as well
as independent institutions-which are often
very well done, Ieads us to expect that
vehicle handling, at least to a great extent,
can be scientifically explored.

The latest insights into our real lack of
knowledge, particularly on the relationship
to safety, show us more and more clearly
that thc slate of our knowledge---compared
with the total  complex of vehicle



dynamics-is by far smaller than we had
formerly assumed.

Today we must state that we are in a
phase of uncertainty on the correlations
within the complex of vehicle dynamics and
driving safety and on the importance of the
single components of vehicle handling sys-
tems.

Since it will hardly be possible to get
better yardsticks in the near future with the
aid of scientifically well-grounded data, we
are dependent on useful estimations to get
at least an approximate idea of the rela-
tionships in this system.

Such estimations are tried subsequently,
based on a consideration of the control-loop
environment-driver-vehicle.

CONTROL-LOOP ENVI ROM E NT-
DRIVER.VEHICLE

Figure 1 shows the whole control loop
together with all information paths in its
principal function.

The basic elements of environmental
information are indicated at the left side of
figure 1. They consist mainly of optical and
of acoustic information (wind, driving and
engine noise, hom signal$, and so forth).

They are received by the eyes and ears of
the driver and pass through several stages in
his brain; perception, processing, and evalua-
tion lead to commands to move the arms,
hands, legs, and feet.

Information pas$es in paths of different
lengths from the short, unconscious, almost
automatic reaction, to the long conscious
action-then a decision filled with doubts
and oscillations is made between different
possibilities. Often an initial reaction that
has taken the short path will be corrected
by a different long-time action.

Just as different drivers have different
kinds of processing, one driver has variable
processing, influenced by alterations of his
physical condition and his emotions (at the
top in fig. 1) and by varying stress due to
$ensory impressions from the cnvironment
("extcrnal influences on procerising" in fig.
1 ) .

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E I  I I C L E S

Such influences may effect a switchover
to reaction patterns of different quality,
delineated by different planes for the
information-flow in the brain of the driver.

For each driver these "planes" are differ-
ently programmed, that is, the proccssing
patterns are di.fferent, particularly the areas
that are impressed by specific experiences.
Similarly, the mechanism of switching over
by interior and cxternal influences varies
within wide limits. This mcans that one
input of information can result in a multiple
and ambiguous scale of possible muscle reac-
t ions.

The wide range of variations also becomes
evident from the extraordinarily good adapt-
ability of man to different vehicle behav-
iours.

The vehicle behaviour per se, although
complex enough, is extremely simplc in
comparison to humarr behavior, ard the
range of variations is only a fraction of that
of a driver.

Inputs via the steering wheel, pedals, and
levers result in dcfinite vehicle motions. The
influences from tires, Ioading, and mainte-
nance conditions are fixed input data for the
processing during one ride; road surface,
weather conditions, and the state of vehicle
motion are varying inputs with a very impor.
tant effect on the vehicle reaction.

The control loop is closed in three ways.
The first and most direct way is by the

motion of the vehicle that the driver $enses
through touch, ltalance, and hearing.

Thc mol,ion of a vehicle is not pcrceived
directly in an optical way. The vehicle's
motion is only observed in relationship to
the road and its borders and to other vehi-
cles. That is the second most important
closing path of the control loop.

The third way is the longest one. Other
road users are influenced by the motion and
by the signals of the vehicle and move in
reaction to it. This "superposed" motion of
other road users is mixed with their normal
motion and the motion of one's own vehicle
and .comes this way to the eye of the driver.

The task of the whole conhol loop is to
always keep sufficient distance from the
edge of the road and other road users and
not to obstruct them in doing the same.
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Traffic rules and traffic signs have to be
observed. Safety is endangered if the func-
tioning of the control loop, in this sense. is
disturbed.

AII efforts in aetive safety have to be
directed toward improving functioning and
making it insensitive to disturbances. Many
measures in this direction may be compre-
hended immediately and conclusively with-
out considering the closed loop environ-
ment-driver---vehicle one by one; for exam-
ple, more room for traffic on the roads.

Many other measures are of a more com-
plex nature, such as variations in vehicle
b eh aviour. Furthermore, they influence
other areas of the control loop and, there-
fore, must be judged more objectively than
is usually necessary. The following considera-
tion of the control loop in more detail may
be helpful.

Q U A L T T Y  O F  T N F O R M A T T O N  A N D
PROCESSING

Only a part of the information that reaches
the driver is useful.

Figure 2 shows roughly how the totat
information flow might be split up in useful,
useless, and disturbing or misleading infor-
mation.

First, the driver shall be considered. In an
ideal case during the whole processing of the
information all indifferent and disturbing
information would be filtered out, the mis-
leading information would be detected as
such and also suppressed, and only correct
and useful information would be used. Thus
the appropriate reactions would come out
via the short way and correct processing,
evaluating, and action would be the result
along the long, conscious way.

Figure 2' Control loop: environment-driver-vehicle with two extreme variants of
( l  =  ideal  good;  l l  =  ext remely badl .

information processing

Processing

I ldeal/good

F ina l  re$u l ts

l l  Extremely bad

l-_l-,.4J.-s=
=;::::

r  Phys ica l  l im i t

Uti l izEt ion
by today's
veh icles

Inforfttation Actions
E Useful Correct
@ Ind i f fe ren t  Use less
E D is tu r t r ing  or  Wrgnq

mis lead ing
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In reality we have to deal with poorer
qualities of processing in a huge multitude
of variations due to the changing condition
of the driver, differing external influences,
and also because of the many different kinds
of drivers.

This begins with inexact perceptions,
where bits of useful information ate not
observed and disturbing information is more
easily received. During further processing on
the short and long ways, useful information
may go into a wrong channel and misleading
information may take its place. Even after
correct processing, wrong decisions may be
made and incorrect actions may be carried
out.

In the worst case, useful and misleading
information change places, the perceived
information is wrongly processed, the result
is erroneously evaluated, and improper
actions are pcrforrncd. There is not much
chancc that the result will be accidentally
correct. To he sure, this rarely happens, but
we can see what innumerable possibilities of
action-orrect, less correct, or wrong-exist
for the driver.

This also includes, just as an example, the
not infrequent cases where drivers do not
react at all when suddenly frightened by a
situation that seems to be dangerous.

Compared with a driver, the behaviour of
a vehicle is far more simple. The range of
possible steering maneuvers, differing accord-
ing to mode, intensity, and velocity of steer-
ing wheel and pedal actuations (multiplied
by the number of the possiblc combinations
of operating conditions) is enormous. The
range of vehicle reactions is correspondingly
manifold.

For instanee, we must only think of the
multitude of tires, road surfaces, atrd
weather conditions.

It must be stated generally that for most
vehicles the physical limits are fairly easily
reached in many disciplines. Doubtless, some
differences and imperfections still exist. But
this is only a small fraction of the whole of
all vehicle characteristics, and in almost
every case, only the motions near the physi-
cal limit are affected. This can be expressed
by ttre plate for the vehicle in figure 2.

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

It is reasonable to expect that vehicle
behaviour can be improved by a better adap-
tation to man's ability. Unfortunately, it is a
consequence of the physical laws that even
optimal vehicle behaviour varies as the physi-
cal limit is approached. If, therefore, the
clriver has experience only in the normal
driving area far from the physical limit, it is
hardly possible to have him not be surprised
by differerrt vehicle behaviours. A vehicle
that does not surprise the driver would
therefore be a vehicle whose behaviour in
the limit area is pulled down to the normal
driving area. But such a behaviour certainly
would have to be refused by subjective
judgement and we must call it bad objec'
tively too, because it would be very fatigu-
ing for the dnver and would have to be
called unsafe frtr this reason.

Obviously today we do not even know all
the components that are the basis for the
often very perfect adaptation of today's
vehicles to the human abilities. It so often
happcns that variations built during vehicle
development from which an improvement
must be expected in theory, in fact result in
a deterioration of adaptation to man, to the
great surprise of the errgineers.

A part of this adaptation is also the
quality that the car "forgives" drivers' mis-
takes, that is, the vehicle partia[y compen-
sates for them.

During the further flow of information,
the components of vehicle motion pass
through different filters that belong to the
vehicle (windows, seats, steering wheel, and
so forth) and then go back to the driver
who uses them for further actions and reac'
tions. The quality of the filtering also plays
an important role in good information trans'
fer.

Finally, the quality of signalling to other
road userE must be mentioned. Here the
driver's influence is more essential than the
vehicle's equipment.

TEST METHODS AND CONTROL LOOP

Today we cannot make an objective state-
ment on the significance of the test method
for traffic safety because of the lack of data.
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But we can get a clue to which part of
safcty can be covered in the best case by
estimating that part of the control loop that
is in operation during a test. That can,
however, only be a rough estimation.

Procedure 1, Open Loop, Object ive
Judgement

This is a test proeedure in which all driver
influence is excluded and the control loop is
open (fig. 3). From the environment. one or
two road surface conditions and possibly the
wind are taken into consideration.

A certain steering input is fed into the
vehicle and the resulting vehicle motion is
measured and evaluated. Vehicle load and
sometimes tire pressure are varied. During the
test only a small part of the whole vehicle is
in operation.

If wc compare this test with the whole
control loop (fig. 1 and fig. 2) we realize
how little such a test or even a couple of
them can uncover even in the best test.
Significance is even lower for the still more
complex field of safety, because all maneu-
vers tested are only minimally relevant to
the causc or avoidance of accidents.

Procedure 2, Closed Loop, Objective
J udgement

In this test the driver must perform a
certain maneuver and keep within a certain
marked lane. The driver and his reactions are
taken into consideration (fig. 4).

For the vehicle, we have the same precon-
ditions as for procedure 1. The driver is
usually experienced; however, only a small
part of his whole processing apparatus, the
"short", unconscious part, is in operation. A
small part of the closed information flow is
also .working. Obviously such tests are much
nearer to reality than tests without a driver,
but they are often disliked for they are
complicated and have bad reproducibility.

Relevance for safety is still very limited if
we look at figures 1 and 2, particularly
because the processing pattem in a real
emergency situation is surely different from
that operating in a test.

Procedure 3, Closed Loop, Subjective
J udgement

This test method is used bv automobile
manufacturers cluring the development of
their vehicles. It consists of extended test
rides on test tracks in real traffic and covers
an alea much greater than that covered by
single tests. Evaluation is done subjectively
in almost a]l cases.

Almost all information is taken into con-
sideration; the different processing pattems
of many drivers are also considered. Practi-
cally, we have to take figure 1 or a good
version of figure 2.

There is a much greater chance that
hidden weak points can be detected that will
only come out under a rare combination of
conditions.

It can be assumed that by this method all
disciplines that are important for driving are
evaluated and improved. Only with regard to
safety, we are unsure even with this pro-
cedure in answering the question how direct
the relation to safety is in fact in the
individual cases. In more than a few cases it
is open whether safety is touched at all or if
we are just cultivating an easy and comfort-
able driving.

STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

If we look at the last 20 years of vehicle
development, we must acknowledge the r:orr-
tinual progress of handling qualities. This
statement is based on subjective experience
according to procedure 3.

Today there are scarcely more than 10
test proccdures of Wpe 1 and 2 for single
maneuvels.

Of the huge amount of possible combina-
tions of maneuvers and operation conditions
in real traffic, these test methods can cover
only a very narrow part of the whole spec-
trum. We are far from being able to establish
a general survey of the highly complex vehi-
cle behaviour by analytical measuring
methods, not to mention the far more com-
plex control loop as a whole. The driver-
vehicle-environment relationship was dis-
cussed earlier.
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So we are still obtaining-nd with visible
Buccess-practically all our knowledge on
vchicle handling by the comprehensive
method 3. This method also leads--although
we cannot prove it with figures-to the fact
that we a-re near the physical limits of
today's technology and that marked differ-
ences are only present in very small areas.

As far a$ any clarification of the relation
between vehicle handling and safety, it is
not clear whether we are able to proceed
much beyond the findings made possible by
procedure 3.

Statistical data on driver behaviour prior
to real accidents, which might help us in this
direction, is not available today. How little
hope exists of finding more rea"sonahle mate-
rial becomes clear immediately, if we try to
formulate questions in the area of active
safety for an accident investigation form.

After a few questions we are already at
the end and we can predict that the answers
that are expected and the quantitative accu-
racy will be unsatisfactory.

We have to admit that today we still do
not have an objective yardstick for vehicle
handling improvement and that we continue
to obtain our knowledge on still unprovable
ateas by subjective judgements. Only indirec-
tly can subjective estimations lead to
assumptions on the value of objective test
results conceming safety. However, we do
not know to what extent an offered
improvement is really utilized by the driver.

Also, our knowledge of objective data
about the adaptability of drivers to differ-
ently behaving vehicles is extremely small.

C O N C L U S I O N S

By utilizing the control loop, which is in
operation during driving in traffic, arrd by
considering the related estimations, we can
recognize the following facts:

r The control loop is of exfueme complexity
and ambiguity; the number of the possible
combinations of circumstances that can
lead to its failing is immensely high-

r The vehicle has a simple strucfure com-
pared with the driver's, but it is still very

)
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complicated and the number of possible
operating conditions is very high.

r Only very small parts of the whole
amount of handling disciplines are still
unprovable, mostly in limit areas in which
the normal driver has no experience.

I Measurement methods for individual han-
dling disciplines cover only a narrow
band, either of the wide not unprovable
area or of the small still unprovable range.

. The relation between objective test results
and traffic safety is unknown.

These facts result in the following con-
sequences for industry research and legisla-
t ion:

r The number of operating conditions of the
control loop in practice is so immense that
for development purposes procedure 3,
which consists of extended rides in traffic
in different regions and seasons, cannot be
dispensed with.

For the legislator it is completely impos-
sible to cover the whole of vehicle handling
by objective tests.

r Normally it would be nonsense to imme-
diately make a rule from a test that has
been agreed upon in some association
groups. There are always great difficulties
to be expected with the test itself and the
effect on safety cannot be predicted.

If the lawmaking process is not proceeding
very carefully, negative effects are prob'
able; the danger that well-balanced vehicle
configurations could be made worse and
that technological development might be
frozen should not be underestimated.

r Due to the predominant importance of
driver behaviour, efforts itr research
should be directed toward the areas of
driver behaviour prior to accidents, and
the frequency of typical driving situations
prior to the accidents.

r With such material available, a well-
grounded study should follow on the
question of which vehicle measures might
lead to real improvements in safety. For
such measures, regulations might be useful
that pay attention to the maintenance of
a good overall compromise.
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r In view of the difficult subject, it would
be advisable to ask for the support of as
many experts as possible, fixing no arbi-
trary final dates and using only the state
of research as the guideline.

For more than 90 yeals it has been
necessary to leave the development of vehi-
cle dynamics solely to the initiative and
responsibility of industry, which has clone a
good job of it. We, from Daimler-Benz. feel
things should continue this way.

data bases from several recent experimental
programs sponsored by NHTSA. One was
conducted by Texas Transportation lnstitute
under the direction of Mr. Gordon Hayes
[2]. This work was summarized at the 1gZ4
Experimental Safety Vehicle (ESV) Confer-
ence in London [3], and the results have
also been reported to the Society of Auto-
motive Engineers (SAE) in the United
States. The second main source of data
comes from a program accomplished by
Systems Technology, Inc. [4]. This work
was also outlined at the 1974 ESV Confer-
ence in a paper presented by Mr. Richard
Klein t5l. The third project listed was
ac c om pl ished by the Highway Safety
Research Institute (HSRI) under Mr. Robert
Ervin; it emphasized open loop maneuvers
up to the limit of performance, with an
automobile steering device tGl. Technical
reports detailing the expcrimental procedures
and results of all three programs are avail-
able from the National Technical Informa-
t ion Service [2,  4,  6] .

The first two programs listed involved an
extensive series of full scale experiments
with instrumented vehicles, typical drivers,
and a range of driving tasks. These tasks
included regulation against a random direc-
tional disturbance, maneuvers such as a lane
change, and the avoidance of obstacles
appearing unexpectedly in the path of the
vehicle. Measures of driver control behavior
and vehicle motions were recorded on mag-
netic tapc, and these data are being analyzed
in the present Systems Technology, Inc.
(STI) study.

It should be noted that, as part of this
effort, we have conducted an extensive

Review and Correlat ion of Driver/Vehicle Data

D A V I D  H .  W E I R  A N D  D U A N E  T .  M c R U E R
Systems Technology,  Inc.
Hawthorne,  Cal i forn ia

ABSTRACT

The results of combining and evaluating
driver/vehicle response and performance data
from recent experimental studies are discus-
sed and illustrated. Open-and closed-loop
data are used to infer the behavior of drivers
in various driving tasks and to determine the
manner in which vehicle factors influence
this behavior. Procedures a.re presented for
establishing and predicting satisfactory or
unsatisfactory vehicle performirnce regions
and limits germane to driver/vehicle dynamic
performance. Implications from the data are
used to tentatively identify saf'ety-relevant
vehicle performance characteristics, require-
ments, and criteria to provide guidance for
future test programs.

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes some of the high-
lights of a curent program to review and
correlate driver/vehicle response and per-
formance data. The program is sponsored by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA), and the Contract Tech-
nical Manager is Mr. Francis Dilorenzo [1].

In this work we are concentrating on the
directional handling properties of automo-
biles in steering control tasks. The analysis
and correlation activities consider data from
several source$. Notable among these are the
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review of the literature and the frndings of
researchers other than those whose data have
been mentioned. This includes all the prior
ESV and Research Safety Vehicle (RSV)
work, as well as the work of other research
organizations and manufacturers in the U.S.
and abroad. Out of this have come a number
of useful ideas and results, and we are trying
to use them to the extent we can.

The overall objectives of this current work
are summarized below. The first task has
been to collect, review, analyze, and corre-
late the data. In the process, we have sought
to develop an integrated and unified view of
handling considerations for steering control.
From this we are trying to derive answers to
the third objective, which is to identify
performance measures that are safety
related. The final objective is to provide
guidance for future reseatch planning and to
advise the NHTSA in areas related to han-
dling requirements and considerations.

In this paper we will show a few high-
lights of the work to date and will empha-
siee some key factors and parameters in the
interactions between the driver and the vehi
cle.

Q U A N T I F | C A T | O N  O F  V E H I C L E
D Y N A M I C S

For the first technical point, let us tum
to the problem of describing the directional
dynamics of the vehicle (see equation).

r r
6 * *  "  6 *

GrN6 ,u  ( s  +  1 /T . )

where:
T, is the yaw time constant
Te is the effective time constant
Uois the forward sPeed

g is the wheelbase, a + b
p is the axle load ratio, bYo, laYo,

l" is approximately mab
.  p -  7

R = lil is the understeer/
uor (1/rr) 

* ';;;;;, 
grudi""t

These dynamics are needed in order to cor-
relate the performance data and to differen-
tiate the types and sizes of cars. In our
work, the transfer characteristics of the car
are emphasized, modeled in the frequency or
time domain. Another approach is to look at
some output property such as the peak
lateral acceleration (a") in a lane change,
and we retum to that later. It should be
noted that the main interest in this paper is
on nominal operating conditions with lateral
accelerations up to about 0.5 g, and we are
not concemed here with limit performance
or loss of control.

The equations summarize the transfer
characteristics for steering control. As is
often the case in vehicle handling, only a
few parameters are needed to describe the
important response properties of the car,
and these are shown here. At the top is the
yaw velocity response to steering wheel
input transfer function for a two degree of
freedom model. The parameters consist of a
gain (G"N6.-.), a numerator yaw time con-
stant (T,), *and 

a damping ratio (f r ) and
natural frequcncy (c,.r1) in the clenominator
or characteristic equation. Although this a
simple expression, arld one which can be
used to quantify the dominant directional
response properties, even more insight can
be obtained by recognizing that the denomi-
nator terms are functions of the yaw time
constant in the numerator.

This is shown in the second equation,
where two additional parameters are intro-
duced. One is the axle load ratio (u), which
is the produc:t of thc effective rear tire side
force coefficient (Yo" )' and the distance (b)

=.' (-b)
(s  +  1 /T , )

FL \ " / . \ ' r

= Gl (o) --J-r ) s w '  ' T u s  +  1 t ltt th* notation of SAE J6?0d, Yo is ealled Co,



froril the mass center to the rear axle,
divided by the product of the conesponding
values at the front (aYo, ). The other para-
meter (K) is the stability factor (oversteer/
understeer gradient), which is positive for
understeer and negative for oversteer. From
this equation it can be seen that the yaw
velocity to steer angle transfer function has
three main parameters. The stability factor
(K) can be determined from steady state
tests [8] and it is relatcd in tum to the yaw
time constant and axle load ratio, as shown
at the bottom. Since the covariation of p
and T, is known once K has been measured,
only one parameter (u or T.) needs to be
determined from suitable transient or fre-
quency response data.

The third equation is an even simpler
form that is useful in some cases. It contains
only two parameters, the steady state gain
IGta...,(0)] and an effective directional time
consdaht (T*). The gain can he determined
from steady state tests, while T* can be
obtained directly from directional response
data (as a phase lag or an equivalent time
lag).

RESULTS FOR REGULATION TASKS

Having summarized those steering dynam-
ics of the vehicle that are imporbant in
nominal driving situations, let us now con-
sider some experimental results for the
driver/vehicle systcm. A simple block dia-
gtam is shown in figure 1. Consider first
what are often called regulation tasks, where
the driver is steering the car in an effort to
follow the desired path, in the presence of a
disturbance.

In the STI experiments, response data
were obtained for the driver/vehicle system
while a simulated, random appearing, cross-
wind disturbance was acting on the car [5].
The resulting driver plus vehicle describing
functions tell us a great deal about the
driver's behavior and Lhe system perform-
ance. For example, we obtain, directly,
measures of the system band width and
stability and can deduce measures of the
drivet's anticipation (lead generation), gain,
effective time delay, und so forth. The

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Dis tu  rbance

Path and motion feedbacks

Figure l .  B lock d iagram

I

experimental data for the system [4] show
that the driver adjusts his characteristics to
maintain system handwidth constant as vehi-
cle dynamics are changed. However. the
system stability, as measured by the phase
margin, varies with vehicle dynamics.

Data showing the variation of phase
margin with the effective time constant are
given in figure 2. The vertical axis is the
system phase margin in degrees. Larger
values imply more driver/vehicle system
damping, and better path following perform-
ance, both of which are desirable. These
data for 16 driver subjects, male and female,
four vehicle configural,ions, and several repli-
cations show a clear correlation between
stability margin and the directional dynamics
of the vehicle.

In addition, driver rating and performance
data for the four contigurations tested indi-
cate that the two with effective time con-
stants less than about 4 rad/s are poorer

o
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Figure 2. Dependence of driver vehicle system stabil-
ity on vehicle dynamics (f r = constant).
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than the two that respond more quickly.
This is indicated on the figure as a region of
transition.

RESULTS FOR MANEUVER TASKS

Turning next to driving tasks and situa-
tions involving maneuvers and other discrete
responses, and referring to the block diagram
(fig. 1), we are now dealing with various
desired path inputs, rather than disturbances
acting on the vehicle. In the data base being
considcred this includes single and double
lane changes, turns and exits, slaloms, and
obstacles appearing unexpectedly in the vehi-
cle path. For such tasks, different kinds of
response and performance measures are per-
tinent, although the important vehicle
dynamic propcrties may be the same. The
measures include ones which describe the
form of the response such as reaction time,
time to peak, and settling time; peak ampli-
tude, ratio of peak amplitudes, and maxi-
mum rate; as well as time averages such as
mean square, autocorrelation function, and
energy spectrum. These kinds of measures
can be applied to both the driver steering
output and the vehicle motions.

A number of such measures ate being
extracted from the data for analysis and
corrclation t1l. Figure 3 illustrates the
results with a plot of peak lateral accelcra-
tion (an ) vs the inverse effective yaw time
constant. Combined data from both the STI
and the TTI experiments arc shown. Note
that the TTI data for the unexpected
"dropped box" are taken at 50 mi/h while
the STI "unexpected obstacle" was pre-
sented at 30 mi/h, yet the trend is consist-
ent. Furtherrnore, the STI obstacle appeared
only rarely, and was truly an unexpected
and surprising occurrence.z The TTI drop-
ped box, on the other hand, was one of
several small flags which dropped in front of
the car on every experimental trial, and the
task was expected by, and familiar to, the
driver.

"The STI data points shown arc for "steer only"
responses' and runs where the driver braked as well
are not shown,

S E C T I o N  4 ;  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

Figure 3. l l lustrat ive boundary of opt imum vehicle
response at 5O mph, from subjective ratings
(re{.  4}.

These data are for about 48 typical driver
subjects, and a total of I different vehicle
configurations in the combined results. The
median value is shown on the plot, and the
data points suggest the scatter among sub-
jects. Despite the scatter and experimental
differences, the trend of the data shows that
higher accelerations are used with, and
achieved by, the vehicles that respond more
quickly. The median suggests that there is a
transition to higher levels of maneuver activ-
ity in the region of 4 to 5 rad/s. Remark-
ably, lhis is very close to that shown pre-
viously as a transition region in regulation
tasks (fig. 2).

C O M B I N E D  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

Thus far, we have defined some key vehi-
cle parameters and shown some examples of
response and performance data. If we now
consider the additional information from
subjective rating data, the kind of relation-
ship shown in figure 3 is obtained. The
vertical axis is the steady state yaw velocity
gain (multiplied hy the wheclbasc), while the
horizontal axis is the yaw time constant.
The optimum region is based on workload-
related subjective ratings ftom an experi-
enced test driver, subsequently validated for
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six boundary eonditions by 16 subjects [4].
The region shown is formed by combining
considerations of steering gain, and handling
response, and performance in regulation and
transient maneuver tasks. Note that, at 50
mi/h, the upper and lower horizontal seg-
ments of the boundarT correspond approxi-
mately to neutral steer and 3.4 deg/g under-
steer, respectively.

The results in Figure 3 are tentative, and
we are attempting to refine them as part of
the cunent analysis and correlation effort.
To date, therc is sorne indication that the
lower line may move down a little providing
a larger optimum region. Note, also, that the
right-hancl edge corresponds to an inverse
yaw time constant ranging from 3 to 4
rad/s, which is consistent with the transition
region seen in figures 2 and 4 (after convert-
ing T* to T. for those vehicles).

In figure 3 the iso-opinion contour has
been plotted on coordinates of gain versus
yaw time constant. This was appropriate,
but some of the other vehicle parameters
discussed in Figure 1 could have been
chosen, as well. For example, the gain might
have been replaced by the stability factor,
K, or we could have normalized the para-
meters and the figure with forward speed. In
short, possible altemative formats are still
being considered. In any event, thesc kinds
of composite plots serve to unify the results
and display the cortelations and interactions,
which are otherwise obscure.

C O N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S

In conclusion, we have tried to present
the flavor of our work and to illustrate some
of the kinds of results that are being
obtained. As a final point, it should be
noted that the complete results and recom-
mendations from this applied research effort
will be documentcd, and suhscquently dis-

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

tributed if approved for release by the
NHTSA.
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Inf luence of Tire Propert ies and
Rear Axle Compliance Steer-on Power-off  Effect in Cornering

DR.  HANS-HERMAN BRAESS and G.  RUF
Porsche Aktiengesel lschaft-stuttgart

I N T R O D U C T I O N

During rapid comering, fl sudden reduc-
tion in speed might be necessary. In most
cases, it would be sufficient to slightly
release the accelerator pedal, that is, to
change from engine driving force to engine
braking force. As experierrce has shown,
such a powering-off in cornering may result
in sudden course deviations.

Due to the interaction of longitudinal and
lateral vehicle dynamics quite a number of
effects occur such as changed axle and tire
load distribution, changcs of the lateral
forces zurd the self-aligning torque of the
tires, as well as kinematic and elastic changes
of the wheel position [1, 2]. Very often,
the overall effect is an oversteering reaction,
that is a turning of the vehicle into the
curvc provoked primarily by thc diminution
of the rear axle lateral force.

ELASTO.KINEMATIC REAR WHEEL
LINK CONCEPT

The measures taken to corrtrol the afore-
mentioned driving situation are based on the
supposition that, in casc of an understeering
reaction, it should be possible to activate the
lateral force reserves of the ()uter rear wheel
by rapidly increasing the toe-in angle imme-
diately upon p()wering-off (see fig. 1).

The method of increasing the toe-in angle
during powering-off is similar to that applicd
with front axles, that is, analogous to the
fictive negative steering offsct [3], the
"fictive" swivel axis of the whecl is situated
outside the track (see figs. 2 arrd 3).

The swivel axis can be positioned to pro-
duce a toe-in change with lateral force.
These properties permit the configuration of
quite a number of wheel suspensions. As

far as basic examinations a-re concemed,
however, the version shown in figures 2 and
3 is especially appropriate, as it allows sepa-
rate extensive variations of both the elastic
and the kinematic parameters. The results of
preliminary test bench examinations, driving
tests [4], and calculations [5] have shown
that it is possible to change the longiLudinal
force in the aforementioned way. This justi-
fies the further development of the elasto-
kinematic wheel link concept. The next step
is the examination of the tire properties.

E X A M I N A T I O N  O F  T H E  T I R E  P R O P E R .
T I  E S

The point of departure is the dependence
of the lateral force on the slip angle (fig. 4)
and on the longitudinal force. The tires
tested on the Porsche tire rig [6] exhibited
behaviour already discussed in corresponding
literature [7] .

As far as transicnt side slip is concemed,
Forsche has already carried out, extensive
ilreasurements. There is no information avail-
ible o,r transient dependence on the longi-
tudinal force. The same applies to the over-
all transicnt behaviour during powering-offo
as it concerns the side force behaviour with
simultancous change of the vertical load, the
longitudinal force, and the slip anglc.

So, tests were made on an appropriate tire
rig in order to provide at least an approxi-
mate idea of what is going on. Due to the
multitude of tire force functions that occur
during normal operation and vary according
to the respective cha-ssis tuning, tire data,
and driving conditions, a limited number of
situations could onlv be simulated on the
tire rig.

Based on previously effected driving tests
and dynamics calculations, one input func-
tion each was preset for the change of
longitudinal force and slip angle, whereas
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Figure 1. Slip angle and lateral force of the outer rear wheel (quasi-steady-state principle graph).

Figure 2. Basic view of the elasto-kinematic toe changes. ;
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Figure 3. Basic view of the elasto-kinematic rear wheel l ink concept (double wishbone suspension).

Figure 4. Tire rig transient input functions; longitu-
dinal force, slip angle, vertical load.

several input functions were provided for the
vertical load.

On the longitudinal force curve, the tire
rig does not allow quicker and yet repro-
ducible changes. Thc functions were repro-
duced by means of electronic function gen-
erators and used to control thc tirc rig.

The test results can be summarized as
follows:

r With constant vertical load and longi-
tudinal force, the lateral forcc follows the
slip angle with only slight time Iag (fig.
5). This is a consequence of the: low slip
angle veloci ty [6] .

r According to figure 6, the side force cuwe
declines strongly with low cotrstatrt verti-
cal loacl and constant slip anglc, duc to
the longitudinal force change, whereas
with constr.nt high vertical loads the
lateral force curve rises slightly. It has
been shown that the radial tire perform-
ance increasingly resembles the cross-ply
t i re behaviour [7] .
In the case of constant slip angle and
constant longitudinal force, the lateral
force decrea.ses as a function of the verti-
cal load, as expected (not il lustrated).
When superimposing the threc transient
input functions (fig. 7), one will clearly
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Figure 5. Lateral force time history.
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forces. According to slip angle frequency
investigations made by Porsche, this is
also true of higher slip angle velocities (of
the order of 1 degree/s), occurring with
the elasto-kinematic wheel alignment.
The hypothesis of activating part of the
lateral force reserve of the highly loaded
rear outer wheel by increasing the slip
angle can be realized.
Similar to the lateral force, the self-
aligning torque was first examined, espe-
cially the particular factors by which it is
influenced. 'fhe overall response can be
seen in figure 8.
The strong decline of the self-aligning

torque immediately upon initiation of the
powering-off is caused by the change of
longitudinal force and vertical load, whereas
later on it is attrihuted to the increase of
side slip. This reaction is desirable in the
present context because the reduction of the
self-aligning torque means the increase of the
(elastic) toe-in and thus of the slip angle.

After the initially mentioned hypothesis
has been basically confirmed by the tire rig
measurements, the design of the test vehicle
axle, illustrated in figure 3, shall be
explained in detail.

D E T A I L S  O F  A X L E  D E S I G N

Let us start with the basic problem
treated in this paper, that is, the toe-in
change during powering-off. Figure I shows
that during powering-off the instantaneous

Figure 8. Al igning torque t ime history with simulta,
neous change of al l  the input functions of
f igure  4  a ,  b ,  c .

t

Figure 7. Lateral force time history with simulta-
neous change of al l  the input funct ions of
f igure 4 a, b,  c.

see the strong influence exerted by the
longitudinal force at low vertical loads,
whereas with high vertical loads, the
Iateral force reduction is almost com-
pletely balanced by vertical load charrges,
and the lateral force increases by longi-
tudinal force changes.

r When compared to figure 1, which shows
a stationary process, figures 5 and 7 prove
that the transient slip angle increases
immediately result in increased side
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Figure 9. Toe-in change with changing longitudinal forces.

center of the movement of the lower guide
arm and the tie rod is situated outside the
track. In addition, the upper four-joint link-
age exerts a toe-in moment on thc hub
carrier. so that there arc two far:tors that are
responsible for keeping the wheel in toe-in
position.

In this context, it is of special importance
that the lever arm force value, influencing
the toe-in change during powering-off with
straight-ahead driving, differs in general from
the one occurring in corncring. The reason
for this phenomenon is thc lateral displace-
ment of the tire contat:t palch as well as
changes of the pressure and shear force
distribution. Further on it is of advantage
that the toe-in change during braking (with

the brake on the hub carrier) can be tuned
independently (see fig. 9b).

This possibility is important because vehi-
cle reactions to braking dccelerations of
varying degrees in corncring are hasir:ally
di f ferent [5] .

Further, this elastic wheel link system is
characterized by a generally desirable under-
steering with lateral force increase. Figure
10a shows again the interaction of the lower
arm elasticity and the upper arm toe-in
moment.

Figure 10b shows that during powering-
off thc negative caster offset and thus the
lateral force understccring might irrcrease. It
remains to be mentioned that the proposed
whccl link system permits also an appro-



Figure 10. Toe-in change with lateral force (a) in-
crease of the negative caster offset upon
changing f rom engine dr iv ing to engine
braking force (b).
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priate tuning of the antisquat/antidive prop-
erties, that is, the realisation of a prosres-
sively increasing antisquat effect during
bounce and a progressively increasing antilift
effect during rebound (fig. 11).

Based on the aforementioned considera-
tions, a corresponding experinrental axle was
constructed, as shown in figure 12.

It was first submitted to bench tests with
differing elastic and kinematic conditions in
order to be tuned with the tirc properties
and to provide a basis for the interpretation
of the driving tests (fig. 13).

The results can be summarized as follows:

In the interest of dynamically efficient
toe-in changes, the toe-in of the torsional
rigidity of the rear wheel suspension must
be inferior to that of today's suspensions.
The realisation of this objective necessi-
tates a thorough tuning in orcler to satisfy
all handling requirements.
In this framework there are certain limits
to the tuning of the fictive swivel axis
position and the toe-in changes.
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Figure 12. Experimental rear axle installed in the test
car,

Figure 13. Examples of toe- in changes upon changing
the longitudinal force (test bench results).

In general it can be said that the rear
outer wheel permits toe-in increases up to
about 20 to 30 feet which, according to the
tire tests, results also in an increase of the
lateral forces. An eventual change of the
inner wheel toe-in is of very little influence.
flere, the vertical load is of importance. Its
effects can also be optimized within the
possibilities of the present wheel suspension.

D R I V I N G  T E S T  R E S U L T S

For testing of the experimental rear axle
(fig. 12) European sedan of the upper

category with a modified front a:rle was
chosen. Thc vchicle was equipped with the
usual driving test instruments, incluciing a
slip angle and a toe-in measuring device.
With a radius of 30 m, the initial lateral
acceleration of all tests amounted to 8.3
m/sz, which corresponded to about g0 to g5
percent of the ma-{imum lateral acceleration
that could be obtained. Upon powering-off,
the steering wheel was rnaintained in the
position corresponding to the stationary cor-
neting condition.

During driving tests, extensive variations
were carried out on the Lira and rear axle
adjustments. In the framework of this papcr,
we shall confine oursclves to two typical
results.

Figure 14 shows two different wheel posi-
tions relative to the wheel suspension, with
and without wheel spacer (25 mm thick) as
well as the respective distances of the wheel
centers a and h from the fictive swivel a:cis.

Uporr powering-off, the toe-in increase of
the (smoothed) toe-in change curves is faster
and more intense with thc "negative" lever
arm than with the lever arm b. The maxi-
mum value obtained of more than 15 feet
corresponds to the test bench results. As the
sidc force deflection steer was practically
not changed by Lhe wheel spacers, the differ-
ences of toe-in change time of up to 0.8
second upon powering-off, are to be attri-
buted to the effects of the longitudinal
force. The suhsequent toe-in changes caused
by the lateral force change are almost identi-
cal in both cascs. This favourable toe-in
change curve rcsults in reproducible and
distinctly improved road holding (fig. 15).

S U M M A R Y

The present results as well as the other
data obtained in the course of the investiga-
tions have proved that the elastokinematic
concept is a means of influencing the han-
dlin g characteristics.

Tha gencral handling of the test vehicle
qualified as quite satisfactory, although the
rear axle had not yet been developed to its
optimum level.

The next important step to be taken after
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Figure 15. Influence of the toe-in time histories (fig. l4l on the power-off effect.

the satisfactory tuning of the rear axle for
behaviour under powering-off would be its
tuning for defined braking in the curve.
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Use of Indirect Vision System's

R.  l .  DONOHUE
General Motors Environmental  Act iv i t ies Staff

ABSTRACT

Driver behavior in obtaining information
through rearview mirrors and head tums was
analyzed for novice, young experienced, and
mature drivers during daytime driving on a
freeway route. No significantly different
mirror sampling pattems were obsenred
when the horizontal fields of view of the
plane left side mirror and inside mirrors
were increased by 25 percent. In a system
with a convex mtror mounted on the right
side. the mature driver utilized the convex
mirror more frequently than the young
experienced and novice drivers.

An analysis of recent data on the effect
of training with a convex mirror on the right
side by drivers who are uninitiated and by
those who are experienced with convex
mirrors will also be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Although a driver's primary visual task is
monitoring the forward scene, information
that appears at the sides and to the rcar of
the vehicle is also needed to perform many
maneuvers. The acquisition of indirect vision
information involves both the type of mirror
system and the driver's skill in using the
mirror system. Several innovative reat vision
systemsr have been investigated by Burger
et al. [1]. They found that mirror systems
with a large center plane mirror and corre'
sponding field of view facilitated efficient
gathering of rear scene information. When

I  In the United States, plane (unit  magnif ieation)
mirrors are required inside and on the driver 's ( left)
side of passenger cars [y Federal Molor Vehicle
Safety Standarcls (FMV$$). Passcnger side mirrors
are not normally required. Furthcrmore, almost al l
of the mirrors instal led on thc passenger's (r ight)
side are plane.

using small center-mounted plane mfurors,
however, drivers made more frequent and
longer glances to the mirror and direct
glances to the rear scene.

Kaehn IZ] has reviewed a series of experi-
ments wherein drivers evaluated passenger
cars equipped with periscopes and three
types of outside convex mirror systems. One
of the results of these studies was that an
adjustable right outside convex mirror
proved useful .  Furthermore, previous
research by Mourant and Rockwell [3] has
indicated that novice drivers do not use
mirror systems as frequently nor as effi-
ciently as experienced drivers.

In order to determinc the effect on mirror
usage of all three of these parameters;
namely, mirror size, driving experience, and
the addition of a convex mtror, General
Motors has supported a research program at
Wayne State University for the past several
years under the direction of Dr. R. Mourant.
The results of the early phases of this
reseatch have been previously reported [4].
This review will summarize some of the
latest findings of that research2 program and
indicate the direction of future studies.

M E T H O D

Experimental Design

A repeated measures design on three types
of drivers was followed. 'lhree novice. three
experienced, and three mature drivers drove
four vehitrlc mirror systems once over a
freeway routc and once over a city routc for
a total of 72 runs (9 drivers X 4 vehicle
mirror systems X 2 routes).

Types of Drivers. Drivers were classified as
novir:e, experienced, and mature, based on
their total miles driven. The drivers averaged
2 000. 71 000 and 250 000 total miles
driven, respectively. The average ages of the

2Parts of this review have been submitted to the
Joumal of Safety Research for publication.
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Table 1.  Hor izonta l  f ie lds of  v iewa of  vehic le mir ror  svstems

System
Left
s ide
mirror

l ns ide
m i r ror

R igh t  s i de
convex
mirror

Vehic le

A
B
c
D

1 2 . 8
1 6
1 6
1 9

27
38
38
38

1 9

1973 Buick LeSabre four-door sedan
1973 Buick LeSabre four-door sedan
1973 Buick LeSabre four-door sedan
1971 Chevrolet  lmprala four"door sedan

with modif ied upper body structure

aMeasured as per SAE Recommended Practice J1O5O.

novice, experienced, and mature drivers were
20, 25, and 46 years, respectively. All sub-
jects were licensed drivers and had 20120
visual acuity.

Vehicle Mirror Systems. The four vehicle
mirror systems studies are shown in table 1.
For all systems, the vertical field of vicw of
the left side mirror was 7 degrees and the
vertical field of view of the inside mirror
was 5 deglees (as measured per Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) Recommended
Practice J1050). 'fhe radius of c:urvature of
the right side convex mirror of System C
was 40 inches (102 mm). The mirror was
mounted 40 degrees to the right of straight
ahead of the driver on the fender and had a
remote control adjustment. The small rcar
pillar of System D provided the drivers with
a large field of view when making direct
observations of the rear scene, particularly
to the right side of the vehicle. For all
systems, the test subjects were instructed to
align the inside mtror to provide ma:rimum
field of view and were instructed to adjust
the left outside mtror so that a portion of
the left side of the car could be seen in the
inboard edge of the mirror. In this latter
alignment, the left side of the car provides
the driver with a reference to which other
images (cars, freeway lanes, and so forth) in
the mirror can be oriented.

Driving Routes. Figure 1 is a schematic of
the freeway route which was 13.8 miles (22
km) long. Each segment of the route except
exit and entrance ramps contains at least
three 12-foot wide lanes. On each run a
subject made one complete loop of the
freervay, starting and ending at Wayne State
University (Warren Avenue ramp).

Data  Co l lec t ion  Equ ipment

A closed circuit television system consist-
ing of three television cameras, special

Figure 1. Freeway route.
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effects electronics. an electronic eounter, a
video monitor, and a video tape recorder
was installed in thc rear paii$enger compart-
ment of the test car (fig. 2).

The course forced the driver to execute
four left merges and one right merge. The
drivers also made right and left lane changes
during lhc natural course of driving the
route. Note that the left merges consist of
moving the car from an eutrance ramp to
the right or low speed frecway lane while
the right merge moves the car into the left
or high speed freeway lane. Also, the accel-
erating lane for the right merge on this
course is shorter than the accelerating lanes
on the left merges. These differences could
have an effect on the results.

The city route, which was 8 miles (12.8
km) long, included a business district, resi-
dential ateas, attd a warehousing district. The
course forced the drivers to ma-hc four right
turns and one left turn. However, Ieft and
right lane changes were made at the discre'
tion of the driver.

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

Procedure

For each of the Systems B, C, and D,
subjects wcre trained for a period totaling at
least 2-112 hours of freeway driving. Thus,
each subject had about 125 miles of driving
experience in which to become familiar with
the routes and c:ars prior to actr.tal data
collection. During training with System C,
the experimenter instructed the subject to
use the convex mirror as a '(go or no-gott
device; that is, if a subject did not see a
vehicle in the convex mirror. then it was
safe to proceed with the malteuver. How-
ever, if a vehicle was visible, the subject was
to determine its position before completing
the maneuver hy looking in the inside mirror
or by a direct look to the rear. Suhjects
were tested first with Svstenr A and then
sequentially to System D first on the free-
way and then on the city route.

One camera viewed the driver's eyes
through a front surface mirror mounted on
the instrument panel while a second camera
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Figure 2. Television recording system.
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viewed the road scene ahead of the vehicle
and the third camera monitored the road
scene behind the vehicle. The video display
ftom each camera appeared simr-rltaneously
in three different sections of each television
frame (fig. 3). Each frame was also num-
bered by the electronic counter. An experi-
menter seated out of view of the driver in
the rear passenger compartment could moni-
tor thc scenes from all three cameras simu'
Itaneously as the information was being
videotaped.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During each data collection run, the sub-
ject driver acquired information under two
diff erent circumstances; when traveling
straight ahead, and when merging into the
lane and making left and right lane changes.

The data collection time for each maneu-
ver was initiated at L4 seconds prior to the
execution of the maneuver. The execution

E X P E  R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

time was defined to oceur when the leading
edge of the test vehicle crossed the lane
marking.

Mirror Glance Durat ions

The glance duration is a characteristic of
an individual's visual processing system. The
mean glance duration times for the novice,
expcrienced, and mature groups were not
statistically different for any of the maneu-
vers. The mean glance duration for different
maneuvers, however, are statistically signifi
cant (at .05 level of confidence). Mean
glance durations for the left merge maneuver
were significantly longer than mean glance
durations for the straight ahead driving and
the right lane change

The results are expressed in terms of total
time per maneuver; that is, the product of
mean frequency and the mean glance dura-
tion. Since mirror glance duration is not
affected by the amount of driving experi-
ence, differences between driving groups are

Figure 3. Video display as seen by experimenter'
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mainly due to the number of mirror glances
made. Mean milror glance durations are
given for each maneuver and are indicated
bv D.

Travel ing Straight Ahead

If a driver glanced to a rnirror andlor
made a direct look to the rearward scene
and then did not execute a maneuver (lane
change or merge) within 14 seconds, the
behavior was classified as traffic monitoring
while driving straight ahead. In that classi-
fication ncirre of the drivers ever made duect
looks to the side or rea-r of the car. Direct
looks to the side or lear were only made in
connection with the execution of lane
changes and merges.

Figurcs 4, 5, and 6 present the total time
per run as a function of driver type for
Iooks to the left side. inside and convex
mirrors while driving straight ahead. The
total time per run is the summation of all
the glances during the mn avcraged over the
three subjects in each driver type. The
glance duration averaged over all drivers, D,
is listed on the graph.

From figure 4 it is apparent that the
matute drivers spent more time monitoring
their left side mirrors for both the freeway
and city routes than did the experienced and
novice drivers. This result is in agreemcnt
with previous findings [3] . On the other
hand, the novice drivers spent more time
monitoring the inside mirror (fig. 5) on the
freeways than did the experienced drivers.
This occurred l)ecause one novice driver
made an abnormally large number of glances
to the inside mfuror. Post-test questioning
revealed that the driver was acting upon his
driver training instructor's suggestion that a
good driver is always aware of traffic behind
him. Since that novice driver averaged 146
glances per run alld the mature drivers
averaged 58 glances per run, we conclude
that he was carrying the instructor's com-
ment to an extreme. For the convex mirror
glances (fig. 6) the pattem was similar to
that of the left outside mirror. Mature
drivers spent more time per run sampling the
corlvex mirror than did expericnced and
novice drivers.

looks--+traight ahead driving.

Figure 5. Total tirne per run for inside mirror looks-
strai ght ahead driving.

Figure 6. Total time per run for convex mirror
looks-straight ahead driving.

These results suggest that mature drivers
have more spare visual capacity than experi-
enced and novice drivers. They use thLs
capacity to sample their left outside and
convex minors and thus become aware of
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potential traffic hazards. The novice drivers,
however, either have not heen trained to use
these mirrors and/or must simply spend
more time sampling straight ahead in order
to maintain their position on the road.

Lane Change and Merge Manuevers

On both the city arrd freeway routes the
decision to execute manouvers was made by
the subject driver. The specifi(: routes chosen
forced drivers to execute some milleuvers'
For the freeway route all driver types
executed about the same number of maneu-
vers. However, for the city route mafure
drivers made more left and right Iane
changes than novice drivers.

In thc l4-second period prior to executing
a left lane change or left merge, a driver
may acquire indirect information by: (a)
glancing to the left side mirror, (b) glancing
to the inside mfuror, or (c) Luming his head
and making a direct look. The time drivers
engaged in seeking information prior to
executing the marreuvers is shown in figures
?, 8, and 9, respectively, as a function of
driver type.

Figure 7 shows that for the freeway left
merge and all left lane changcs the mafure
drivers spend more time gathering informa-
tion via the left side mirror than did the
novice drivers. Thus, novice drivers' reluc-
tance to use the lcft side mirror while
driving straight ahead was continued when
they acquired information prior to left side
maneuvcrs. As illustrated in figure 8, aI
driver types made infrequent use of the
inside mirror in connection with left side
maneuvers. Figure 9 shows that novice
drivers spent more time making direct looks
than did mature and experienced drivers,
particularly for the freeway left merge and
left lane change-

Taken together, figures 7, 8, and I indi-
cate that mature and novice drivers employ
different information gathering techniques
just prior to maneuver execution. Mature
drivers rely on the vehicle's mirrors while
novice drivers make direct looks to the
vehicle's left rear.

Figure 10 presents the total time
(summed over left and inside mirror glances

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

Figure 7.  T ime spent  g lancing in  le f t  s ide mir ror  pr ior

to a left side maneuver.

F igure 8.  T ime spent  g lancing in  the ins ide mir ror
prior to a left side maneuver.
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and direct looks) spent ohtaining indirect
vision information prior to a maneuver' For
every type of maneuver, novice drivers spent
more time gathering information than did
experienced or mature drivers. Also, as
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Figure 10. Total time for obtaining indirect vision
information prior to a left side maneuver.

shown in figure 9, for the freeway left
merge, novice drivers spent one second more
per maneuver glancing to the side than did
mature drivers.

Figures 11 thtough 14 ptesent data for
the maneuvers to the nght side, Figure 11
shows the time spent glancing to the inside
mirror prior to executing freeway right
merges, freeway right Iane changes and city
right lane changes. For the freeway maneu-
vers, the mature drivers spent more time
looking in the inside mirror than did the
experienced and novice drivers. This may be
due to maturc drivers being more careful
when making maneuvers to the right side-
Also, all drivers spent more time viewing
through the insicle mirror than looking direc-
tly to the right or viewing through the
outside convex mirror.

Figure 12 shows the time drivers spent
making direct looks to acquire information
for right side mEuteuvers. The result$ are
similar to thosc for left side maneuvers (fig.
9) in that novice drivers speut more time on
direct looks than did mature drivers.

Figure 13 shows convex mirror use prior
to the right side maneuvcrs. For freeway
right lane changes, bath maturc and experi-
enced drivers made considerable use of the
convex mirror. Although some of these
glances may be due to a "curiosity" effect,
the data presented are for the period just
prior to a malleuver being executed. During
this period a driver must determine whether
or not it is safe to perform a maneuver.
Thus, it is likely that the mature and experi-
enced drivers considered the convex mirror
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N = Novice

Figure 11.  T ime spent  g lancing in  the ins ide mir ror
pr ior  to  a r ight  s ide maneuver '

F igure 12.  T ime spent  making d i rect  looks pr ior  to  a

right side maneuver.
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Figure 13. Time spent glancing in the convex mirror
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to be a useful aid in eonnection with right
side maneuvers. The novice drivers either
were unable to use the convex mirror ot
they chose a sampling strategy that relied
heavily on direct glances. Thus, as with left
sid e m aneuvers. different driver types
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Figure 14. Total time for obtaining indirect vision
information prior to a right side ma-
neuver.

employed different information gathering
techniques.

Figure L4 presents the total time for
obtaining information prior to a right side
maneuver. For the freeway maneuvers both
the mature and the novice drivers spent
more time gathering information than did
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the experienced drivers. This may be due to
mature drivers being cautious and novice
drivers being inefficient samplers with
respect to right side maneuvers.

Mirror System Differences

Figure 15 shows the average frequency
and mean duration (in brackets) of left side
mirror looks. inside mirror looks and dircct
looks for the freeway left lane change.
Mirror Systems B and C had the same
configuration for left side maneuvers, a large
inside and large left outside mirror. Thus,
the results should be similar arrd the data
show that they are. System D resulted in
less time being spent in sampling the lcft
side mirror than Systems A, B, and C.

The result from System D was questioned
because, if a larger mirror size indeed
reduced mirror usage, we would have
expected a reduction in mirror usage (from
System A) for Systems B and C as well. This

Figure 15. Mirror system differences for the freeway left lane change.
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did not oeeur. However, the reduction in
time could have been caused by a leaming
effe ct since the ca-r with System D was
always the last vehicle driven by the test
subjects.

A completely separate study was under-
taken to determine whether the large left
outside mirror indeed rcduced the total
information gathering time for left lane
changes. The mirror usage behavior of 20
new subjects was measured over the same
freeway course with left outside mirror pro-
viding a Z0-degree horizontal field of view
and a production outside mirror with a
L5-degree field of view on a 19?6 Chevrolet
Nova.

Although the results from this study have
not been thoroughly analyzed, preliminary
results indicate that the mirror usage times
were not smaller when the larger left outside
mirror was used. T'he results of this separate
study will be published at a later date.

Figure 16 shows comparisons for the free-
way right lane change. Systems B and C
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were again physically identical except that
System C had a fender mounted convex
mirror. When the time spent sampling the
convex mirror (System C) is added to that
of the inside mirror. it can be seen that
Systems A, B and D are virtually equivaient.
When using System D, subjects spent about
the same amount of time sampling the inside
mirror as System C, but took more direct
looks. There appears to be a trade-off
between direct looks (head turns) in System
D and convex mirror use (with much less
head tum) in System C; and fewer head
tums and more inside mirror looks with
Systems A and B. It is interesting to note
that total time needed to obtain information
was about the same no matter which system
was used.

Extended Study With Right Outside Convex
Mirror

We are presently engaged in a study to
investigate more thoroughly the behavior of

Figure 16. Mirror system differences for the freeway right lane change.
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drivers when executing right lane changes
and merges with a convex mirror. For this
study, we have instrumented a car to give
four simultaneous images of the traffic
scene; the front scene, two rear scenes as
seen from each side of the car, and the
driver's head and eyes as hefore. In this
instance, a driver is given a car with a right
outside convex mirror mounted on the door.
The driver's mirror behavior pattern is meas-
ured before the driver has any experience in
driving the vehicle with the right outside
convex mirror. Then at intervals of 200
miles of experience up to a total of 1 200
miles, the driver's mirror behaviotal pattern
is examined.

To date only two test subjects have been
run, one who is a young experiencecl driver
with no previous convex mirror experience,
and another, a mature driver who has con-
siderable driving experience in Europe with
convex mirrors. Although more subjects
need to be run to build an adequate data
base on which to draw conclusions, we do
see a consistent pattem developing.

The total time spent in obtaining informa-
tion needed to execute a right lane change
with the convex mirror appears to remain
unchanged or reduced slightly compared to
the time required with a conventional mirror
system. However, the drivers have changed
their mirror use behavior. Both drivers sam-
plead information from the door-mounted
convex mirror as frequently a$ tiom the
inside plane mirror. In one instance, the
driver no longer relied on a head tum and in
the other case. the amount of head tum was
reduced considerably. Furthermore, an inter-
esting pattern of a combination outside con-
vex to inside mfuror glances is developing
which indicates that the drivers are acquiring
considerably more information with this
mirror use pattern than they would if the
convex mirror were not used.

These conclusions are only preliminary. A
confirmation of these obseruations arrd a
detailed analysis of the pattem of mirror use
must wait until the program is completed.

SUMMARY

To date, these studies have Elven us
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insight into the driver's hehavior with mirror
systems. We find that the driver likes to
look in the direction that he wants to move
the car; that increasing the size of the mirror
does not necessarily reduce the information
gathering time although he is obviously get-
ting more information because of the larger
field of view. We found also that thc expe-
rienced and mature drivers have more effi-
cient vision information gathering pattems
and use their mirrors, whereas the novice
driver uses the mirrors for marreuven but
does not depend strictly on the mirrors for
making dccisions. Finally, it appears that the
convex mirror can be used for making lane
changing and merging decisions by mature
drivers and with some additional driving
experient:e by experienced clrivers; and
indeed, it appears to improve the vision
information gathering process of those
drivers who are utilizing them-

The studies at Wayne State University will
continue and the results of these research
programs will be published on a timely basis.
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LILAC-Low Intensity Large

J .  A .  R E | D
Trarrsport & Road Research Laboratory,
Crowthorne

ABSTRACT

The paper describes means for controlling
vehicle headlamp intensity to provide a
'town beam' for use in lighted sheets' Two
systems have been developed to meet the
recrlmmendations of the Intcrnational Com-
mission on Illumination (CIE) for "a town
beam which is intermcdiate in intensity
between that of the currently used Iow
beam and side lights. Such a light should
have a luminous intensity between 50 and
100 cd and should have an area similar to
that of current headlights." One system is a
manual orre consisting of a relay zurd
resistor, which wa.s first proposed in the
early 1960's. -fhe other is a recent develop-
ment of an automatic system, which con-
trols headlamp intensity automatically to
suit the ambient streetlighting' A full sca-le
trial of 1 000 units is proposed for the
winter of 1976-77.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In Great Britain approximately 76 per

cent of night accidents occur on streets
having a system of fixed lighting and 90 per
cent of pedestrian casualties at night occur
in lighted streets. The flxed lighting (rall vary
from, +t one extreme, low-power sources' a$
found, for example, on roads in housing
estates, to highly sophisticated installations
on main traffic routes and in city cetrtres.

When driving on poorly lit roads at night
it is essential for drivers to use their low

lCrown copyright 1976, Any views expressed in

this Paper are not necessari ly thosc of the Depart-
ment of the Environment. Reproduccd by permls-

sion of Her Britannic Majesty's Stat ionery Off ice.
Extracts ftom the text may be rt:produced, except
for commercial purposes, provided the source is
acknowledged.
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Area City Lightt

beam headlamps. However, when driving on
the better lit roads is considered, the ques-
tion of what is the trest type of vehicle front
Iighting to use is not so easy to answer. Side
(or clearance) lamps are inadequate to mark
a vehicle and to indicate its movements; on
the other harrd, low beam headlamps used in
such circumstances grve little hclp to the
driver and can cause glare to other road
users.

There is general agreement in lighting
circles that what is required for driving in
well-lit areas at night is a 'city light,'having
ar, intensity less than that of a normal low
beam headlamp but higher than that of a
sidelamp. At the 18th Sessional Meeting of
the CIE in London in 1975, a joint  commit-
tee concemed with visual signalling, road
lighting and automobile lighting came to the
fol lowing conclusion [1]  :  

" I t  is recom-
mended that a 'town beam' be introduced
which is intermediate in intensity between
that of the currently used low beam and
side lights. Such a light should have a lumi-
nous itrtensity between 5fJ zurd 100 cd and
should have an area similar to that of
current headlights."

In this paper, two systems proposed by
the Transport and Road Research Latrora-
tory for rcalising such a 'town beam'will be
described. They are known by the generic
name of 'LILAC' (Low Intensity Large Area
City Lieht).

M A N U A L  S Y S T E M  ( " D l M - D l P " )

This system was first proposed in the
early 1960's [2] .  I t  consisted of a relay and
resistor (value about 1 ) (fie. 1) which,
whcn introduced into the headlamp circuit
(fig. 2), caused the intensity of the low
beam headlamps to be reduced to about 10
per cent of the normal value. This reduction
is equivalent to an intensity of about 100 cd
in the 'straight ahead' direction. The deci-
siorr to change from reduced intensity to
normal intensity (or vice versa) was left to
the driver to tnake. The systcm was tested in
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NOTE. Ddshed l ines show addi t ions to exist ing c i rcui t

Figure 2.  Ci rcui t  d iagram for  f  i t t ing manual  system.

a trial in London in 1966, using 800 vehicles
t3l but, although there was an encouraging
reduction in acrcidents, the trial wa,s not
large enough to produce a statistically signi-
ficant result. However the trial did show
that the system was reliable (no equipment
failures were reported) and that the electri-
cal load imposcd by the system wa.s not
likely to drain thc battery.

AUTOMATTC SYSTEM ( , ,AUTODtM")

An objection to the manual system that
was voiced when it was first proposed was
that a driver might forget to switch from
teduced to normal intensity low beam when
entering a poorly lit or even an unlit stretch
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of road. In such circumstances he would
have insufficient light to see by and an
accident could occur hefore he realised his
error in not switching to normal intensity
low beams. To remove the burden c.rf deci-
sion making from the driver, the Transport
and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL)
decided to look into the possibility of devel-
oping a system that would automatically
respond to variations in the quality of the
street lighting. As preliminary tests appeared
promising, a contract was entered into with
the firm Joseph Lucas Ltd. The contract
required the firm to "investigate the feasi-
bility of a system for automatically controll-
ing the intensity of vehiclc headlamps." The
system would have to satisfy the folkrwing
condit ions:

1. It must respond to variations in the
quality of the fixed street lighting
but not to the light from the head-
lamps of other vehiclcs or to daylight
(to enable the headlamps to be used,
if necessary, as "running lights").

2. The maximum reduction of the
intensity of the low beam headlamps
must not be less than 10 per cent of
the normal full intensity value. This
intensity reduction must take place
slowly to eliminate the possitrility of
the system responding to the light
from one or two isolated luminaires.
The "dimmed" intensity should vary
between 10 and 100 per r:ent of the
nornra_l full intensity value, depcnd_
ing on thc quality of the ,good'
street lighting.

3. Orr leaving a well-lit area and enter-
ing a poorly lit or unlit area the
headlamps mr.rst brighten up at once.

4. The system must not cause the hcad-
lamps to iirighten up in a welllit
area when encountering isolated unlit
luminaires.

Design and Instal lat ion of Automatic System

An example of a prototype systerm is
shown in figure 3. It consists of a photo-
diode detector connected by a flying lead to

Figure 1. Manual system instal led in the vehicle.
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Figure 3. Prototype of the automatic system.

a metal box that contains the eontrol elec-
tronics. The detector is mounted at the top
of the windscreen, behind thc rcar view
mirror (fig. 4), within arr arca swept by the
wipers. The metal box is mounted on my
convenient metal surface in the vicinity of
the dash. Irrstallation irr existing vehicles is
simple, only four connections having to be
made to the vehicle's electrical system.

A block diagram of the automatic system
is shown in figure 5. In order to satisfy the
first condition of the automatic control
system, a method of discriminating between
the light emitted by fixed street lighting
luminaires and that emitted by other light
sources had to be devised. As the majority
of light sources used in street lighting instal-
lations are discharge lamps that "flash" at a
frequency (100 Hz in Europe) that is twice
the frequency of the electricity supply, a
solution was found by designing the system
so that it only responded to light signals
emitted at a frequency of 100 Hz.
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iti{i.l:!*iil.? ji-',lriiFrlijr:ii

Ttansducer. The transdueer us€s a silicon
photodiode, connecled in the short circuit
mode, as detectot. This mode gives a Iinear
relationship between illuminance and diode
current. An AC amplifier and 100 Hz filter
remove the DC light component so that the
peak-tr.r-pe:alt amplitude of the resultanL 100
Hz sinewave can be used as a measure of
street Iighting quality. Full wave rectification
and filtering Lhcn gives a DC signal that is
proportional to the illuminance from the
fixed street lighting.

Time constant and signal processing cir-
cuit. The third and fourth conditions ask for
conflicting requirements in terms of response
speed. Passing from good lighting to poor
lighting requires a fast response whilst on
the other hand there should be no response
at all when a single unlit lumuraue is
encounlert:d. The second condition c:an be
easily satisfied. A compromise solution to
the conflicting requircments of the third and
fourth conditions has been effected in the

*'*s f,f'45--*F
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signal processing circuit hy introducing a
delay of approximately 2.b seconcls when a
reduction in the signal from the transducer
occurs. If, after this time, the transducer
signal remains Iow (signifying a genuine
reduction in lighting quality), then a fastttbright-up" fesllotrse occurs. Conversely, if
the transducer signal has recovered after the
delay period (as in the case of a single unlit
luminaire), then the processed signal is
allowcd to remairr at the value that it had
before the heginning of the reduction in the
transducer signa-I.

"Loss of 100 Hz" detector. A delay of
2.5 seconds is unacceptable when passing on
a high-speed road from a well-lit to an unlit
section of road. To cater for this case the
system includes a circuit that ensures that
the headlamps will revert to their full bright-
ness as soon as the 100 Hz signal is lost,

200 Hz wave generator and comparator.
Headlamp intensity is varied in the auto-
matic system by lrulsing the headlamp fila-
ments with a variable merrk/space ratio 200
Hz waveform. The choice of 200 Hz was
made to prevent any optical feedback taking

Figure 5. Block diagram of the automatic system.

Figure tl. Detector f itted to windscreen.
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SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARs

place between the light emitted by the head'
iu-pr and the photodiode. 'fhe processed

signal from the time constant and sigrral
processing circuit provides one of the inputs
to a comparator; the signal from the 200 Hz
triangle wave generator provides the other
input. It is thus possible to gcnerate levels
on thc triangular waveform by means of the

processed signal voltage. By limiting the
iang" of the processed signal the switching
mnge can be limited to a control band

within which controlled headlamp intensity

is required. This method of operation ls
shown in figure 6.

Tr ial  of  Automatic SYstem

The contract requires 50 systems to be
provided for design proving, followed by the

iupply of 1 000 systems which are to be

,m*d it't a full-scale trial that will (1) test the

reliability of the system, (.2\ enable the

subjective opinions of users to be obtained

Figure 6. Control of headlamp intensity.

//////
F u l l v  d i m m e d

Erntro l  vol ts  1 '

C o n l r o l  v o l t s ' 2 '

V o l t s ' l o w e l '

Vo l t s 'Uppe r '

Ful l  i i l tens i ty

(a) Generation of switchtn! levels on triangular wavetorm by control voltaga
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and, if possible, (3) assess any safety bene-
fits that might accrue from using the system.
At the time this paper was prepared (July
L976) production of the 1 000 units was
about to commence. It is intended to fit
most of these units to Post Office vehicles
based in the London area, fitting to take
place during September and October 197G.
As the Post Office vehicles work on a 'round

the clock' basis this trial should provide a
thorough test of the reliability and accepta-
bility of the automatic system. If the trial is
successful it is hoped to extend it through
the winter of. 1977-78 to include accident
statistics.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described two systems that
can be fitted without difficulty to a vehicle
to produce a "cify light." 1 000 units of the
automatic version of 'LILAC' are about to
undergo evaluation tests in city traffic condi-
tions. If these tests are zuccessful. it is
hoped that the system will he generally

adopted as it will provide the optimum
vehicle front lighting system for all condi-
tions of night driving, whethcr on well-lit
roads, on poorly lit roads, or on unlit roads.
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Side lmpact Response and Iniury

J .  W.  MELVIN ,  D .  H .  ROBBINS,  and
R.  L .  S ' IALNAKER
Higlrway Safety Research lnstitute
The University of Michigan

ABSTRACT

This paper presents results from a project
studying l,he side impact response of anthro-
pomorphic test devices and human ca(lavers.

Using a haseline test configuration of a
flat rigid wall for initial tests and a con-
toured, padded surface to simulate a vehicle
side interior configuration for subsequent
tests, a series of experiments was performed
with:

r Unembalmed human cadavers with head,
thorax, and pelvis accelerometer instru-
mentation

r Part 572 test device with head, thorax,
and pelvis triaxial accelerometer instru-
mentation

| 'l'ransport and Road Research Laboratory
(TRRL) side impact test devicc with head,
thorax, and pelvis triaxial acceleromet€rs
as well as shoulder, rib, and pelvis load
cells

Comparisons of both the kinematic
responses and the accelerometer data of the
three types of test subjecLs are made. In
addition. a discussion of the injuries pro'
duced in the cadaver tests with respect to
test device interpretation is included with
emphasis on the development of improved
test response specificartions.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of side impact injury protec-

tion in automohile crashes has received rela-
tively little emphasis when compared to the
research conducted on frontal impact protec-
tion. This is mainly due to the high priority
of protecting vehicle occupants in frontal
type crashes. As this goal is approached,
attention has heen shifted to consideration
of the side impact problem. Protection of
vehicle occupants sitting on the near side of
a vehicle subjected to a side impact presents
several difficulties, the major ones being:

r Minimal crush distance to attenuate and
control the forces of the crash

r Penetration of the occupant compartment
space

r Partial ejection of the oeeupant through
the side windows-therehy allowing inter-
action with outside objects

r Difficulty of adequate lateral restraint of
the occupant by conventional restraint
systems.

The sequence of events that happen to a
near side occupant in a side impat:t depend
somewhat on the seating position relative to
the point of impact and upon the geometry

of the impacting structure. In the case of an
unrestrained occupant seated near the point

of impact, the initial acceleration of the
vehicle clue to the crash is not transmitted
to the occupant-instead the vehicle under-
goes a velocity change while the unrestrained
occupant continues at the velocity he had in
that direction at the start of the crash'
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Eventually, the side stmcture of the vehicle
(which may be moving toward the occupant
due to intrusion) and the occupant meet in
a second impact with a relative velocity
which depends upon the crash velocity and
the rate of intrusion. The forces generated
by the impact of the occupant with the side
structure depend on their relative velocity
and the mechanical properties of both the
occupant and the side structure. In many
side impacts, the window glazing shatters
upon the initial impact and is gone by the
time the occupant rcaches the side structure
of the vehicle. This leads to additional con-
centration of the occupant impact loads into
the thorax since the glazing no longer can
serve as a load-bearing surface on the upper
portions of the body. The shape of the
interior surfaces of the side structure also
influences the load distribution developed
when the occupant's body impacts the side
structure.

The protection of occupants in side
impacts depends primarily upon controlling
the magnitude and distribution of impacr
forces applied to the occupant's body as the
vehicle side structurc and the occupant col-
lide. The design of the side structure interior
surfaces to achieve this goal depends on a
knowledge of the biomechanical character-
istics of the human trody under lateral
impactnarticularly of the shoulder, thorax,
and pelvis-and the development of test
devices based on such knowledge.

M A T E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

The test subjects used in this study were
unembalmed human cadavers, a Part 572
anthropometric test device, and a prototype
side impact test device developed by Trans-
port and Road Research Laboratorv
(TRRL).

Cadaver Test Subjects

The unembalmed human cadavers were
stored under refrigeration (5o C) except
when being surgically prepared and were
allowed to reach room temperature (Zb" C)
prior to testing. Testing took place typically

6 to 7 days post mortem, and the effects of
rigor mortis were past at the time of testing.
Instrumentation surgically attac:hed to the
cadavers included the following:

r An extemally mounted array of uniaxial
Endevco 2264-2000 piezo-resistive acceler-
ometers on the right side of the head
oriented one each in the anterior-posterior
(A-P), superior-inferior (S-I) and left-right
(L-R) directions

. An array of 10 uniaxial Endevco
2264-2000 accelerometers mounted on
the thorax in a manner described in detail
by Robbins, et al. [1], consisting of
biaxial arrays on the first thoracic verte-
bra (T1) (A-P and S-I) and the twelfth
vertebra (f12) (A-P and L-R) as well as
various uniaxial mounts on individual ribs
and the sternum

I An extemally mounted tria.xial array of
unia-xial Endevco 2764-2000 accelero-
meters in the A-P, S-I and L-R directions
on the rear of the pelvis in the micl-
sagittal plane

All accelerometers were attached in a rigid
manner to the bony structures indicated. In
addition to the accelerometers, pressure
tuansducers (Kulite miniature piezo-resistive
units) were inserted into the trachea and
aortic arch to mealJlrre airway and vascular
system pressures. The vascular system of the
cadavers was fluid-filled and the lungs were
air-filled; both were pressurized to physio-
logical levels prior to testing. The cadaver
test subject data are listed in table 1 for the

Table 1. Cadaver test subject data

Test Age eow Stature Weight
No.  (y rs )  (cm)  (ks )

003 60 M 181 102"1
009 75 F 156 44.1
0 1 0 w M 1 6 2 8 7 . 8
011 69 M 170 74.9
029 67 M 167 62.5
03s 72 M 187 73.9
042 58 F 178 fl.5
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seven cadavers used in this study. The ca'
davers were clothed in vinyl exercise suits to
minimize moisture loss and then suited in
cotton thermal underwear to provide an
appropriate outer surface for testing.

Part 572 Test Subiect

The Part 572 anthropometric test device

used in the study was instrumented with

tr iaxial  arrays of uniaxial  Endevco

2264-2OOO accelerometers mounted inter-
nally in the required head, thorax, and pel-

vic locations. The dummy was suited in the

same type of cotton thermal underwear as
the cadavers.

TRRL Test Subiect

The TRRL side impact test deviee was
instrumented with triaxial arrays of uniaxial
Endevco 2264-2000 accclerometers in the
head, thorax, and pelvis in the same mallner
as the Paft 572 dummy. In addition, this
test device features load cells huilt into
various of the side structures of the dummy.
The load cells are contaitred in the shoulder,
the four individual ribs which comprise the
thorax, the iliac crest, and the hip. The
details of this design can be found in the
paper of Harris [2]. A notable feature of
the device is the absence of arms-the
shoulder load cells take their place' This
dummy was also suited in cotton thermal
underwear for the tests.

Test Methods

All tests in this study were performed at
the Highway Safety Rcsearch Institute
(HSRI) Impact Sled Facility' The sled is a
deceleration sled which operates Qn the
rebound principle. Since the tests were to
simulate an unrestrained vehicle occupant in
a side impact, the test technique utilized a
test fixture consisting of a rigid bench seat
mounted in a side impact configuration on
the sled with a rigid wall structure repre-
senting the side of the vehicle at the left end
of the seat. The test sutrject was placed a
predetermined distance from the impact sur-
face such that the subject was free to trans'

late along the seat during the sled decelera-
tion and impact the surface only after the
sled deceleration had terminated. This tech'
nique produced an impact situation in which
the test subject and the impact surface came
together at the desired relative impact velo-
city while allowing the test subject decelera'
tions to be determined solely by the interac-
tion between the subject and the impact
surface rather than the sled deceleration
profile. Three test relative velocities were
uscd-Z5, 33, and 43 km/h--designated low,
medium, and high velocities, respectively. In
addition, a special low velocity (16 km/h)
test was performed on the TRRL dummy
only.

The impact surface configurations con-
sisted of a flat rigid wall and a contoured
energy-absorbing structure. The flat wall
buck configuration (shown in fig' 1) was
constructed of one-inch plywood backed by

Figure 1. Test set up con{iguration for rigid wall
imoact tests.

a
.!s

f

o

E
o
I

+
I

Subiect's initial
support structure
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Figure 2. Test set up configuration for energy ab-
sorbing contoured side structure tests,

a steel beam reinforcing structure tied to the
sled. The energy-absorbing structure (shown
in fig. 2) consisted of thorax and pelvis
bolsters developed in the NHTSA RSV pro-
gram. The thorax bolster was constructed of
15 cm of polystyrene foam drillcd with
lateral holes to adjust crush strength and
covered with 1.3 cm of Ensolite enersy-
absorbing vinyl foam. The pelvis bolster was
constructed of 15-cm thick Hexcell card-
board honeycomb also covered with Enso-
lite. The bolsters were attached to the rigid
wall surface of the buck, as shown in figure
2.

Lateral and overhead view high speed
movies were taken of every test at 1 000
pictures/second.

TEST RESULTS

The results of the test progtam flle pre-
sented in the following sections-first in
terms of general kinematics and then fol-
lowed by tabular summaries of transducer
response and cadaver injury rating. The
transducer signals were filtered according to
SAE J211a specifications: head accelerations

- Channel Class 1000; thora:r and pelvis
accelerations - Channel Class 180; and load
cells - Channel Class 600.

Test Subject Kinematics

During the phase of the test when the test
subject is sliding towards the impact surface,
all threc types of test subjects behaved simi-
larly and exhibited uniform translation of
the body with no relative motion of body
parts. As soon as impracl with the side
structure hegins, cach type of test subject
starts to exhibit individual impact behavior
unique to the structural characteristics of
the subject. The differences were mo$t
marked in the rigid wall impact tests. In the
case of the Part 572 dummy, the side of the
torso contacts the wall and then deforms
slightly due to the low compliance of the
dummy internal structure. This is quite pro-
nounced in the shoulder region where the
shoulder linkage transmits the forces directly
to the base of the neck and thereby starts
the head to rotate toward the wall. The
rcsulting lateral flexion of the neck rotates
the head almost horizontally, but the
shoulder siructure does not let the head
fully contact the wall-it harely grazes it at
the higher test velocities. With the TRRL
dummy, the lack of arms allows the head to
be much closer to the wall and thus the
head contacts the wall more directly,
although only after lateral neck flexion on
the order of 30 to 45 clegrees occurs.

The cadaver subjects er<hibited a com-
pletely different head-neck response in the
rigid wall tests. The shoulder linkage of the
c ad aver d isplaced laterally with little
apparent resistance and the head-neck sys-
tem does not undergo appreciable lateral
flexion. The result is that the head strikes
the wall in an upright position and the loads
are carried by the lower parietal and tempo-
ral bone regions.

For the case of the padded structure
impacts, the differences in head-neck
response diminished somewhat due to the
spacing of the torso impact surface away
from the wall. Thc highly compliant cadaver
shoulder structure still reduces the lateral
neck flexion and allows head contact with

Subject 's  in i t ie l
support structure

ffil?::S>
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the wall but the eontact is more onto the
parietal bone region. It should be noted that
the shoulder bones were not broken or
dislocated in any of thc trsts.

The general motions of the rest of the
body below the shoulders were similar in all
three types of test subjects. The pelvis
region tended to rebound first followed by
the thoracic region-leading to a marked
tendency of the subject to rotate out of the
seat in a courrterclockwisc mEulner.

Head lmpact Response

The results of the head accelerometer
peak readings are summarized in table 2.
The lower acceleration values of the Part
572 dummy in all the tests are attributable to
the lack of lateral shoulder compliance and
its effect on head kinematics as discussed
above. The lack of arms on the TRRL
dummy allowed head impacts more like
those produced with thc cadavers to take
place. Direct comparison of the A-P and S-I
values between cadaver and dummies is ques-
tionable due to the external mounting of the

Table 2. Head peak accelerations ($l)

aecelerometers on the eadaver head. In those
cases where skull fracture took place, it can
be expected that high greak values may occur
in various directions depending on fracture
pattems.

Thorax lmpact Response

The tesults of the thorax aecelerometer
peak readings are summarized in table 3.
Due to the different accelerometer place-
ment on the cadaver thorax, a direct com-
parison of transducers is not possible. The
A-P and S-I values were taken from the
bia*xial accelerometer pair mounted on the
first thoracic vertebra (T1) while the L-R
values were taken from a uniaxial accelero-
meter mounted on the fourth rib on the
right-hand side of the body (opposite the
impacted side). Comparison of the L-R peaks
in the rigid impacts shows that the values
produced in the cadaver thorax were generally
comparable to those obtained in the ParL572
dummy, while the TRRL dummy gave lower
values. It is of interest to note that in the low
velocity rigid test, the suggested tolerance

a.  Rig id wal l  impact  tests

Low velocity Medium veloc i ty High velocity

Subject

Test No.

A.P
s- l
L .B

CAD 572

012

6
50
M

T R R L

0 1 6

38
53

1 3 5

CAD

0 1 0

57
174
293

cAD 572 572

0 r 1  0 1 3  0 1 4

T R R L

0 r 7

25
'157

197

CAD 572

00s 015

309 47
4 1 5  1 3 5
468 r04

125 14 23
138 83 85
179 82 41

b. Padded side structure tests

Low ve loc i ty Med ium ve loc i ty H igh  ve loc i ty

Subject

Test  No.

A.P
s.l
L R

CAD

029

572

028

3
1 7
1 2

T R R L

045

5
36
1 7

CAD

039

38
278
137

572

043

5
38
28

T R R L

030

CAD

042

27
233
103

872 TRRL

044 046

22 38
72 183
49 767
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Table 3. Thorax peak accelerat ions (9)

Low velocity Med ium ve loc i ty High veloc i ty

a.  R ig id  wa l l  impact  tes ts

Subject

Test No.

A-P
s,l
L-R

CAD

003

73
196
82

TR RL

0 1 6

5
1 6
42

CAD

0 1 0

56
107
120

T R R L

0 1 7

42
42
89

572

0 1 2

1 5
1 8
61

cAD 572 572

0 1  1  0 1 3  0 1 4

9 5  1 7  1 8
81 35 22

149 139 147

CAD 572

00e 015

100 40
96 84

1 5 0  1 6 2

b. Padded side structure tests

Low velocity Medium veloc i ty High veloc i ty

Subiect

Test No.

A-P
s-l
L,R

CAD

029

1 4
24
56

TR RL

04s

5
5

37

CAD

03s

25
37
t 9

57?

028

5
I

28

572  TRRL

043 030

4  1 1
1 2 7

102 40

572 TRRL

044 046

1 4  1 3
24 26

145 88

CAD

042

44
5 l

175

Table 4. Pelvis peak accelerations (g)

a. Rigid wall impact tests

Low velocity Med ium ve loc i ty H igh  ve loc i ty

Subject

Test No.

A-P
s-t
L-R

CAD

003

22
65
53

572

0 1 2

1 0
1 4
60

T R R L

0 1 6

3
s3
49

CAD

0 1 0

41
63
70

cAD 572 512

0 1  1  0 1 3  0 1 4

T R R L

o17

28
96

147

cAD 572

009 015

i l 4 2
47 61

279 379
;

149

21 24
63 47

286 278

b. Padded side structure tests

Low velocity Medium velocity High velocity

Subject

Test No.

A.P
s-l
L-R

CAD

0?9

42
20
7 8

572

0?8

3
5

28

T R R L

045

4
6

34

CAD

03s

7
1 9
39

572 TRRL

043 030

7 -
1 5
44

CAD

o42

35
43

1 0 6

572 THRL

044 046

s 2 3
35 43

121 74
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level of FMVSS 208 was exeeeded by the
cadaver and the Pafi 572 dummy and closely
approached by the TRRL dummy, while in
the padded Iow velocity test, only the cadaver
exceeded the 45 g level.

Pelvis lmpact Response

The results of the pelvis accelerometer
peak readings are summarized in table 4.
The extemal placement of the accelero-
meters on the cadaver pelvis is most likely
the cause of the large differences which
appear in the A-P and S-I values when
compadng the cadaver values to the dummy
values. The L-R values are, for the most
part, quite comparable in both the rigid wall
and padded structurc tests. The exception to
this is the low vclocity padded test.

TRRL Dummy Load Ce l l  Response

The peak readings of the various load cells
of the TRRL dummy are listed in table 5.

The missing data in the table are due to
either malfunctioning transducers or over-
load conditions. In the rigid wall Lests, some
ringing of the rib load cells was noted. The
pad di n g c on figuration in the energy-
absorbing side structure tests was such that
the shoulder load cell did not come into full
contacl with the padding, thereby producing
low readings. The special low speed (16
km/h) test was necessary due to load cell
overload in the rigid wall tests at the
medium velocity level.

Cadaver lnjury Rat ings

The injuries sustained by the cadavers in
the various rigid wall impact tests are listed
in table 6 along with the assessments of the
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) ratings of the
injuries. The moderate injuries sustained in
the 25-km/h impact escalate sharply at the
33-km/h level indicating that in rigid wall
impacts the AIS 3 level is most likety
reached in the 28 to 30 km/h velocity range.
The severity of the injuries at the 43-km/h
level point out the serious need to manage
the occupant kinetic energy in impacts at
velocities considerably lower than those asso-
ciated with frontal crashes.

The results of the injuries sustained in the
padded structure tests are given in table 7.
Althor-rgh the severity of the injuries was
reduced at the high velocity in comparison
to the rigid wall test, the padded structure
did not change the injury level of the thorax
at thc medium velocity and actually raised it
slightly in the low velocity test. The padded
structure did help to reduce head injuries in
the low and medium test velocities even
though the head hit the wall in the medium
velocity test.

Some insight into the factors affecting
injury production in the padded side struc-
tures can be gained by examining the
resulting deformation patterns in the
enerry'absorbing materials used in the struc-
tures. The Part 572 dummy consistently
produced larger penetrations of the thorax
padding and in the medium- and high'
velocity tests most likely bottomed the foam
out (that is, completely penetrated it)1et
the deformations were more localized' This
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Table 5. TRRL dummy peak load cell values (kN)

a.  R ig id  wa l l  impact  tes ts

Lef t  shoulder
Lef t  r ib  1
Left rib 2
Lef t  r ib  3
Left rib 4
Lef t  i l iac
Left hip

r9.06
0.70  t .9 l
1 . 0 4  2 . 1 8
o.44  1 .05
0.65  0 .77

5.22 4.tO

b. Padded side structure tests

Lef t  shoulder
Lefr  r ib  I
Lefr rib 2
Lef t  r ib  3
Left rib 4
Lef t  i l iac
Left hip

0 . 1 6  1  . 0 1
2.09 4.49
1.98  3 .02
0.47 2.41
0 . 3 2  0 . 1 8

2.71  10 .85

aspec ia l  low speed (16  km/h)  tes t .
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Table 6. Cadaver injury summary-rigid wall impact tests

Test
No.

Body pafi In  jur ies A I S
rat ing

003 Thorax Left side-minor rib fracture directly under fourth 2
25 km/h rib accelerometer mount

010 Head Superficial bruising of brain at the base of the 4/5
33 km/h frontal lobe

I Thorax Left side.fractures of ribs 1-8 in front and 3 and 4 4
in rear

Right side-fractures of ribs 1-5 in front

011 Head Depressed fracture of the left side of the skull, free 5
33 km/h b lood in the cavi ty  r ight  s ide:  subarachnoid

hemorrhage left side: frontal lobe hemorrhage

Thorax Lef t  s ide- f ractures of  r ibs 2,  3,  4,  E,  6,7.  and I  4
Right side-f ractures of ritrs 2-B
Spinal dislocation between C4lC5

Abdomen Liver-small tear on sufrace
Spleen-crushed

009 Head Left side-massive depressed skull fractures and 6
43 km/h extensive hemorrhaging in  scalp,  rnuscle,  and

dura mater

Cerv ica l  sp ine  f rac tu res  a t  C1 and d is loca t ion  6
between C2lC3

Thorax Lef t  s ide- l5 r ib  f ractures in  f ront  and 1 1 r ib  6
fractures in rear

RiSht  s ide*13 r ib  f  ractures in  f ront  and 2 r ib
fractures in rear

7 cm tear  of  le f t  lung wi th f ree b lood
2 cm tear  of  pulmonary ar tery

Abdomen Crushed left kidney 5

Pelvis Left side i l iac crest crushed severely with soft t issue 5
damage

Neck

was due to the rigidity of the arm structure
which penetrated the foam at load levels
lower than the more distributed loading on
the side of the cadaver thorax. In fact, the
TRRL dummy with no arms produced
thorax padding similar to those of the
cadavers.

An additional feature was noted in the
deformations of the pelvis honeycomb pad-

ding. The cadaver tests tended to produce
crushing distributed along the honeycomb in
contrast to the more localized crushing asso-
ciated with the pelvis and knees of the
dummies. This behavior may he due to the
more concentrated masses of the dummy
pelvis and knee structures as opposed to the
more evenly distributed soft tissue masses of
the cadavers.
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Table 7. Cadaver injury summary-padded side structure tests

Test
N o .

A I S
ratingBody part In jur ies

029 Thorax Left side-4 rib fractures 3

25 km/h

03S Thorax Left side-l 1 rib fractures, very slight surface 4

33 km/h hemorrhage on heart

042 Head Left side-massive depressed skult fracture with 5

43 km/h f ractures extending to the r ight  s ide.  Extensive
hemorrhage over  the r ight  temporal  and par ieta l
lobes of the brain

Thorax Lef t  s ide-12 r ib  f  ractures
Mid-shaft fracture of left humerus

S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S

A series of comparative side impact tests
using unembalmed hrlman cadavers, a Part
572 test device and the TRRI, side impact
test device has been presentecl in brief. The
results of the program indicate the follow-
ing:

r Significant differences in head-neck kine-
matics exist in the side impact lrehaviors
of the three types of test suhjects-the
Iack of lateral compliance of the shoulder
structure in dummies contributes to this
effect.

r The peak responses of the thorax accel-
erometers were similar in the three types
of test subjects, but the resulting injuries
in the limited cadaver test sample did not
corrclate well with suggested tolerance
levels for lateral acceleration.

r The peak responses of the pelvis accelero-
meters were similar for the three types of
test subjects.

r The diffcrences hetween dutnmy and
cadavers in lateral compliancc of the
shoulder and arm struclures and in the
distribution of masses in the lower body
must be considered in thc design of
enerry-absorbing side impact structtttes.
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Contr ibut ion to Defining a Tolerance Level
for a Lateral ly lmpacted Human Head

A. FAYON, C.  TARRIERE, G.  WALFISCH
Laborato i re de Physio logic  c t  dc Biomccanique
de l 'Associat ion Peugcot-  Renaul t

C. GOT and A. PATEL
lnst i tu t  de Recherches Orthopediques
de l 'Hopi ta l  Raymond Poincare

ABSTRACT

The authors report on a series of head
impacts carried out on fresh cadavers, the
head being hit after a free fall. The heads
were naked or protected.

The injury analysis compares the measure-
ments and the usual protection criteria.

Similar tests were carried out on dum-
mies' heads to determine values for pro-
tection criteria of such impacts.

The problems raised by the interpretation
of measurements when they are made direc-

Figure 1a.  Compared fa l ls  of  dumy head and cadavers.

tly upon the human suhject's head, are
discussed.

METHODOLOGY

The series of tests carried out are all
under cr.rnditions of free fall and come
under three categories;

r Free fall of helmeted or nonhelmeted
cadavers

r Free fall of Hybrid II anthropomorphic
dummy head

r Free fall of light alloy metallic headform

In all the reported cases, the head,
whether helmeted or not, struck a flat rigid
surface. The height of the fall and the
helmet differ; the desired point of impact of
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the head was invariably the same and eorre-
sponded to the lower part of the parietal
bone near the temporal bone on thc human
head (fig. la). The resulting impact was
assimilated to a lateral impact where data
concerning human tolerance are rare; it is
generally assumed that the tolerance to the
lateral impact of the head is lower than the
tolerance to impact on the frontal bone; this
has been verified with the level of the
efforts needed to obtain fracture.

The helmets used are available on the
French market. The cross-section of these
helmets is shown in figure lb. They were
selected for their wide diffusion on the
market and, in particular, for the presence
of shock-absorbing material of relatively cort-
siderable thickness in the impact zone selec-
ted.

The
expanded polystyrene with a density of 22
g/l near to the point of impact. The poly-
styrene extends to the entire upper section
of the helmet. The extemal shell is in
Acrylo-Butyl-tyrene (A.B.S. ).

Figure 1b. Cross section of tested helmets-Type B.

type helmet has 20 mm of

The "8" type helmet has a local thickneee
of 32 mm of polystyrene with a density of
4O gll but this material forms a crown that
does not cover the upper part of the skull.
The proximrty of the point of impact and
the edge of this lined zone, should such an
impact occur, detracts from the shock-
absorbing capability. The external shell is in
polycarbonate.

The "A" type helmet weighs 0.940 kg in
size 58 and the "8" type helmet 1.5 kg.
Size 58 was used for the heads of the
Hybrid II and the light alloy head. The
human subjects were given helmets adapted
to suit the dimensions of their head.

The "A" type helmet is equipped inside
with a wide belt providing an additional
dampening effect; this effect reaches a maxi-
mum in the case of an impact on the
summit of the helmet. This belt had to be
cut to enable the accelerometers to be instal-
led on the skull of the cadavers. The result
is that the performances recorded are lower
for this helmet than if the belt had not been
cut.
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Local cuts in the helmets had to be made
to enable accelerometers to be mounted.
although no cuts were ever made in the
impact zone.

The human subjects consisted of fresh
cadavers, not embalmed, testcd less than
four days after death, having l:een ;:reserved
in a cold room between 0 and Z degrees C.
They were withdrawn from the cold room
several hours before the tests.

Thc subjects were installed prone in a
rigid metal cradle, with the head and top of
the shoulders protruding. The head was held
in alignment until impact with an appro-
priate device.

On impact, the head struck a flat rigid
surface, while the motion of the cradle was
dampened by a thick mattress of shock-
absorhing material, the height of which was
adjusted (as a result of preliminary tests) in
such a way that the kinematics did not
result in a neck motion of excessive ampli-
tude.

The circulatory system was kept pres-
surized during the tests and for a few
seconds after it by the method describcd in
references [L] and [2]. The injected liquid,
consisting of a mixture of formol water and
India ink, made it possible, in the event of
the bursting of a blood vessel even of mini-
mum extent, to detect the spreading of the
"blood" under microscopic examination of

the brain fixed by the formol. In this way, a
fine "rcad out" of the cerebral lesions that
may occur was obtainecl, supplementing the
conventional autopsy. In contrast to the
procedure of [1.|, thc perfusion liquid was
injected directly into the aorta.

After the tests, the heads and necks were
weighed; the sections retained were those
used by L.B. Walker [3] .

The anthropometric characteristics are
grouped together irr table 1.

Acccleromcters weTe mounted on the
heads of the subjects (fig. 2). These accelero-
meters were securcd to metal plates scrcwed
into the skull. On the right temple, on thc
sicle of the skull opposite the impact, a
triaxial accelerometer was mounted. A bi-
axial accelerometer was mounted on the
forehead, giving a Lransverse component with
relation to the head and a vertical compo-
nent. On the occiput, a biaxial accelero-
meter was mounted resulting in a transverse
component to the head and a longitudinal
comJtttnent.

It was not possible to mount the accelero-
meters in strictly the same position for each
test with relation to conventional anatomical
reference points [4] that situate the centre
of gravity. The reasons for this can he
ascribed to the extension of the frontal
sinuses, anthropometrical differences in the
heads, and so forth.

Table 1. Data on cadavers

HEAD

Test No. Age/sex
Circumference

( m m )
Breadth

( m m )
Length
( m m )

Head and neck
mass (kg)

Head
mass (kg)

63
64
65
66
67
68
6g
70
73
74
76

7 8 F
5 9 M
5 7 M
8 2 F
8 ? F
4 9 F
7 1  M
6 8 M
5 5 F
7 4 M
6 5 M

u 1
548
571
539
5g
556
585
548
560
565
550

1 5 0
1 4 5
1 5 5
1 4 5
1 4 1
1 4 5
1 5 6
141
140
1 3 5
140

1 8 2
1 S 2
194
1 8 2
1 8 2
184
202
1 9 2
175
1 8 0
192

4.O20
4.860
5.020
3.560
4,430
5.1  60
4.700
4.580
4.780
5.220
4.29O

3.280
3.920
4.230
2.920
3,340
3.820
3.810
3.560
3.680
3.640
3.450
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Human head
ZY:  Fron ta l  loce t ion

XZ:  Occ ip i ta l  loca t ion

Meta l  head

CG:  A lonq YY ' l ine

Figure 2. Location of accelerometers.

The position of the aeeelerometers was
recorded for each test for subsecluent use of
the data.

The measuring systems as a whole comply
with the requirements of Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety $tandards (FMVSS) ?08/SAE
J 211 [r  for the head.

Free falls of the head of the anthropo-
morphic dummy were induced in conjunc-
tion with tests of the human subjects wear'
ing the same helmets and falling from the
same height.

The head was that of a Hyhrid II dummy
equipped with instruments in accordance
with Lhe specifications of FMVSS 208/SAE
J 211 b. The neck of the durnmy is present
and the unit  weighs 5.304 kg without the
helmet.

The purpose of these tests was to obtain
values of the protection criteria derived from
the measured acceleration such as the scver-
ity index SI t5l and the Head Injury Crite'
rion (HIC) for head impacts of the dummy
commonly used today, comparable to those
undergone by human subjects.

Wc considered that the impacts of the
head of the human subjects would be hetter
reproduced by dropping the dummy's head
alone than by dropping the complete dum'
my, owing to the considerable rigidity of the
dummy's neck, compared to the neck of
subjects under the test conditions. This
point will be specified by subsequent tests.

Free falls of light alloy headforms supple-

ment the previous tests. Light alloy head-
forms with low resoltance are, in fact, com-
monly used in testing helmek; they have no
surfacing as does a Hybrid II head and
consequently have higher accelerations for
the same impact, but the same weight.

Furthermore, by adjusting the distribution
of the ballast, we have caused the t:entre of
gfavity of the unit to coincide with the
position of the triaxial accelcrometer used;
the point of impact and the cenlre of grav-

ity lie on the same vartica-l line.
The kinematics obtained, therefore, more

closely approximate simple transverse
motion; the offset of the sensor is small and
the acceleration measurt:d is exempt from
causes of attenuation.

The dropping heights were 1.83 m in the
first series and then 2.50 m in the second.
1.83 nr corresponds to the falling height
required for helmet tests under American
legislation. 2.50 m corresponds to a higher
severity that appeared necessary following
the satisfactory results of the first series.

All the tcsts of human subjccts and most
of the other tests were filmed by Stalex
cameras at 1000 frames per second.

R E S U L T S

Tests with Human Subiects

Anatomical-Pathological Besults. The sig-
nificance of the results achieved depends on
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,#r,

Figure 3.  Test  No.  63 (1776 B)-Dropping height :  , | .83 
m, wi th helmet ,  t ransversal  sect ion of  the bra in.  Good

injection of the capil laries in the white and in the grey matter. No rupture.

Figure 4.  Test  No.  65 { .1774 B)-Droppins height :  1 .83 m, wi th helmet .  Hematoxyl in-phlox in s ta in_capi l lary
injection without damage to the vessels. Vascular cavities are fi l led with carbon particles. No lesion
( f i e l d :  1 . 8  X  1 . ?  m m ) .
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the validity of cerebral lesion risk evaluation
for subjects submitted to experimentation'

This cvaluation is based on autopsy results
(search for skull fractures and macroscopic
lesions of cerebral tissue) and the search for
microscopic lesions that would result from
fine ruptures rrf capillaties with liquid extra-
vasation itr cerebral tissues. It is for thr:se
histological researches that the setting up of
a mean vascular pres$ure and the recourse to
carbon particles as lesion indicators show
their usefulness.

Histrtlogical Results. $ome accompanying
figures make it possible to illustrate aspects
which may be considered either normal (figs.

3 and 4) or pathologic (figs. 5'8)' It must be
made clear that it has been quite impossible,
up to this date, to define with certainty the
degree of severity which some $ubnormal

aspeets would show for aetually injured
people. The answer is obvious in the case of
Eevere lesions that might be serious or fatal.
This is the case of lesions observed on subject
76. It is difficult, however, to establish the
severity of a minor injury (very limited
effusion around a capiliary rupture) since,
owing to the fact that injured occupants
fortunately survive minor cerebral lesions, it
cannot be made clear which objective traces
are associated with slight concussions with
loss of consciousness not exceeding half an
hour. There exists such a case in our sample;
it is subject 64, for which we think that an
AIS of 2 would be probable for a living
subject (table 2). There is no blinking the fact
that the evaluation of cerebral lesions ob'
served on cadavers in terms of lesion severity
for a living subject expressed according to an

i'.lq-.iii

#ffi #
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,,1r rr,trir,ii
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Figure 5.  Test  No.  76 11767 B' ) -Dropping height :  2 .50 m, wi thout  helmet '  Pont ine t ransversal  sect ion

(mi l l imetr ic  scale)- fata l  in iur ies:  the tndia ink spot  ind icates a rupture of  vessels in  the r ight

postero-tateral part of the brain stem, Between this lesion and the fourth ventricle, a grey zone of

capil lary injection without vascular rupture. The greatest part of the section in white corresponding to

the in ject ion at  the ar ter io lar  level  only .
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Figure 6. Test No. 76 11772 D)-Same seition as figure 3 with higher magnification of the capil lary injection
( f ie tO = 3.3 X 2.2 mm).

Figure 7.  Test  No.  76 (1772 C)*Dark patch procluced by the accumulat ion of  India ink outs ide the rupturcd
vesse I s.
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Figure L Test  No.  69 (1781 B)-Hematoxyl in-phlox in s ta in.  Carbon par t ic le$ outs ide the vessels in  a damaged

zone  ( f  i e l d  1 .8  X  1 .2  mm) .

Note:  Some subjects being qui te o ld,  one might  th ink that  their  cerebral  to lerance to impact  has diminished though no

obiect ive data are avai lable concerning ar ter ia l  and capi l lary weakness caused by age'

Table 2. Summary of cerebral examinations

Test  No.  
Dropping

he lgh t
In jury

63 1.83 No apparent  les ion in  the ver tebro-basi l iar  area,  a l though the in ject ion was not
perfect.

i l  1.83 Minor lesions - AIS 2 probable for a l iving subiect.
65 1,83 The former state of  the bra in is  the cause of  the minor  damage observed.
66  1 .83  No  l es ion .
67 1.83 Probably no lesion, but the injection was not perfect in the peripheric carotidian

area.
69 2.50 No lesion with binocular lens examination. Two small "bleedings" of India ink

in the bra in s tem.
70 ?.50 No les ion.
73 2.50 No apparent  les ion,  a l though the in  ject ion was not  per fect  in  the r ight

antero-cerebral area-
74 2.50 Lesions of minor extent by volume, but severe due to their location at cerebral

t runk level  (probable coma).
68 no helmet)  Minor  f racture of  the skul l  ( the fa i lure of  the in ject ion in to the deep bra in

1.83)  s t ructures does not  a l low the detect ion of  possib le cerebral  les ions) .

76 no helmet) Very large fracture of the skull and fatal cerebral lesions (rupture of the callus
2.50)  corpus and cerebral  t runk les ion) .
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AIS scale can be only very rough since the
classification is based mainly on the duration
of unconsciousness. There should be de-
scribed the cerebral organic lesions connected
with the various levels of unconsciousne$s,
lesions likely to be observed on the cadaver.
This work is still to be done, and animal
experimentation might contribute to it.1

Interpretation of Histological Results. In
the absence of vascular rupture, carbon par-
ticles are visible only in arterioles and capil-
laries (figs. 3 and 4). In case of a rupture
occurring in meningic ve$sels, the leak is
easily visible, by macroscopy as well as by
microscopy. Assuming that the rupture is
intra-parenchymateous, the injected mkture

I Such works are now undcrway in France on the
behalf of the Committee of Common Market Con-
structors (CCMC).

percolates into Virchow-Robin sheaths and
makes up a pigmented carbon casing around
small arteries. Onc can see such aspects on
figures 7 and 8.

When the lesion is severe, the blood vessel
leakage may be seen by macroscopic means
(f igs. 5 and 9).

One can only be absolutely certain that
no lesions have occurrcd, if the vascular
injection technique has succeeded perfectly,
which does not occur on every sul:ject.

It can be concluded that with the helmets
tested, dropped up to a height of 2.50 m,
serious lesions were only revealed in a single
case, number 74, out of the g subjects
wearing helmets.

Without a helmet, one finds very severe
injuries in test number 76: rupture of corpus
collosum and important hemorrhages in the
internal faces of the temporal structures (fig.
9) and in the brain-stem (fie. 5). Such

Figure 9.  Test  No.  76 (1767 G)-One can see four  les ions on th is  bra in cut  in  coronal  p lane through the
marmi l lary bodies.  The main les ion is  in  the middle par t  of  the corpus col losum; others are v is ib le
above the r ight  marmi l lary body and in the grey mat ter  of  the parahippocampal  gyrus on both s ides.
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injuries are eonsidered as fatal. They are
found in the deep structures, remote from
the impact area on the skull.

In the other test without helmet (test
number 68), the failure of the injection into
the deep brain structures did not allow the
detection of any possible cerebral lesion.

Skull Fractures. No skull fracture could
be obsewed in all tests with helmeted sub-
jects. In both tests performed without a
helmet, a minor fracture happened at a drop
height of 1.83 m (test number 68) and a
very severe skull fracture at 2.50 m (test
number 76).

Synthesis of Anatomical-Pathological Re'
sults. Synthesis of anatomical-pathological
results is shortly presented in table 2.

Results of Measurements. A dropping
height of 2.50 m only corresponds to an
impact speed of about 25 km/h, but the
variation in the speed of the head is higher
in view of "bounce" which varies depending
on the test. One can estimate the mean
value at the head of AV as 30 km/h, in the
vertical direction.

The results of measurements are shown in
table 3.

The period during which speed variation is
undergone is about 15 ms; the HIC values
have becn calculated for durations of from 4
to 6.5 ms. The SI and HIC values must be

considered in function of the measuring
point used to calculate them, which wa.s
indicated previously. The head rotations
during impact change the accelerations meas-
ured on its periphery; this phenomenon is
distinct for Gz accelerations (parallel to the
vertical axis of the head) which are increased
considerably when passing from the meas-
uring point on the forehead to the meas-
uring point on the right temple.

Having said this, a relatively low Gx-
acceleration results in a relatively small rota-
tion around the vertical axis of the head.
For such tests, the SI and HIC values calcu-
lated are close to those which would have
been attained from a measuring point coin-
ciding with the centre of gravity of the head
and close to those obtained on the head of a
dummy subjected to the same kinematics.
Except for subject number ?4, which we
ehall consider later, the heads of the hel'
meted subjects revealed SI values of about
1000 to 2500, accompanied with HIC values
of 800 to 2100.

The highest values are for subject number
66, the head and nec:k combination of which
was the lightest of all.

Subject number 74 underwent exceptional
values (HIC > 2300). This is the only hel'
meted subject among our sample suffering
notable lesions after the autopsy (AIS > 3).

Table 3.  Summary of  measurements on human subjects

Peak accelerations (g) Computed Sl  and HIC

li:' ";}TI H; Right  s ide
of  head

Frontal
Bone

Occipital
Bone

2 f rontar  
2 occip i ta l

2 frontal comp.ts + Gx 
"llll 

-* 9-t
components cornponent 

componenr-

t ro-  occ,pur 
{ rom Jrontal

l)o ne
+-

(Gx )  (Gz )  ( cY )  (Gz l  (Gv )  R t (Gx l  (Gv )  Gadd Gadd  H IC  Gadd  H ICH I C

63 1 .83
M 1 .83
65 1 .83
66 1 .83
6 7  1 . 8 3
69 2.50
to 2.50
73 z.EO
74 ?.50
68 1 .83
76 2 .50

1 5 0
120 136 165 48
125 126 175 28
225 170 240 28
1 6 5  1 6 0  2 1 0  2 0

1 3 0  1  1 0  1 2 0  1 6 0  3 0
240 10s 220 240 30
160 460 275 52

>500 >500
>500 >500

1 5 0
r50 1050 833
15s 1350 1204
200 2450 2122
1 8 0  1 7 5 0  1 4 5 1

132 1400 1201
220 ?000 1713
145 4350 2579

>7000
>5000

1 1 2 0  9 2 6  1 7 5 0  1 5 4 1
1400 1253 1720 1560
2500 2133 3000 2#7
1800 1458 23oO 1AA2

14sO 1239 1400 1224
20s0 1729 2500 228�6
4467 267A 4125 232?

A so 380
A 3s 190
A 88 200
B 58 240
B 90 400
A
A 33 160
B 65 290
B 40 370
N O
NO

t t c

1 2 5
150
1t5
170

R t :  M a x i m u m  R e s u l t a n t
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The interpretation must allow for one partic-
ularity of the test: this is the subject the
head of whom was inclined the most to the
horizontal at the moment of impact (40').
Allowing for the technology of the helmet
used (type B), the dampening of the impact
in the vertical direction of the head has been
insufficient. This explains the very high ver-
tical acceleration values recorded and ttreir
importance compared to the transverse accel-
erations.

According to the method used to detect
cerebral lesions, one has to consider that the
head impact tolerance has becn exceeded in
this case, which diffets from other cases of
the sample by the paramount magnitude of
Gz acceleration (370 g' and 450 S measured
by 2 transducers at different locations).

In this series of fairly lengthy lateral
impacts (thanks to the dampening materials
in the helmets), high Sl and HIC values
could be reached without noticing lesions;
an HIC of 1.500 was exceeded twice.

Without a helmet. fractures of the skull
occurred in the two tests carried out,
together with very high HIC values.

Tests with the Head of a Dummy

These have enabled us to draw up table 4.
These results express lower accelerations

than during comparable tests with human
suhrjects. The kinematics of the sensors is,
however, not exactly the same. For example,
if we consider the previous test number 66
with its countcrpart above (Helmet B, 1.83
m), the vertical rebound velocity observed
on the films in the alignment of the accel-
erometers is about 2.5 m/$ for subject

number 66 (frontal sensors) and 1.5 m/s for
the Hybrid II head. One should allow for
the difference in the weights in order to
explain this lower rebound speed.

These results, therefore, do not reveal a
lower tolerance as measured on the dummy,
(but the test imposed on this durnrny hcad
was less severe for the cases reported here.)
For all other types of test imposed on a
human subject and an anthropomorphical
dummy under identical conditions, the con-
clusions conceming the comparison of sever-
ities might be different.

Tests with the Metal Heads

Comparatrle falls give the following results
for the "8" helmets (table 5).

Changing from the head of Hybrid II to
the metal head results in an increase in the
acceleration Ievels measured. This evidencc is
confirmed by the results of tests made with
other types of helmets, not published here.

Note - These three types of impacts leave
a lasting print on the dampening material of
the helmet, evidencing the violenc:e of the
impact. An example of this can be seen on
the section of "8" helmet shown on figtrre
1b.

D I S C U S S I O N

It has heen shown in the foregoing that SI
and HIC values going over 2100 could be
supported without indication of notable
lesions-even microscopic ones. This has been
established for impacts on the side of the
head with a helmet which avoids excessive
pressions.

Table 4. Results of tests with a dummy head

Peak accelerat ions (g)

Helmet G x
(AP}

Gy
(R  L }

G z
(sr)

Gadd
index Hrc

A . , .  .  .  .  .  .  1 . 8 3 m
A (modif ied) 2.50m

B . . . . . . . .  1 . 8 3 m
B (modif ied) 2.50m

1 2
3r
0
I

1 3 2
1 S 6

1 1 8
140

63
53

1 3 5
211

1 3 8
1 7 0

800
1873

791
1453

700
1 590

681
1247

7 1
97
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Table 5. Results of tests with metal heads

Peak accelerat ions (g)

H e l m e t
G x

(AP}
Gy

( R L }
Gz
(sr!

Gadd
index

Hrc

8 . . . . . . . . 1 . 8 3 m
8 . . . . . . . . 2 . 5 0 m

17 .5
1 2

1 5 0
187

40
25

1 5 0
1 9 0

1 200
1 953

1 000
1724

These impacts last about 15 ms and the
cortesponding HIC have been calculated on a
4 to 6.5 ms time interyal.

Validity and range of application must be
pointed out.

On concern of lesions detection, one can
be certain of the absence of fracture and of
gross trauma. There is either no microscopic
injuries when injection was able to include
the entire cranial territory and that there
was no lesion before.

The study of table 2 shows that few risks
are taken when supposing the absence of
lesions other than minor ones.

The results of the range of application can
tre discussed in terms of the role of the helmet
on the impact duration and the impacted area
on the head.

A padded helmet protects against fracture
like a paddcd steerlng wheel hub, like a
padding for B-pillar, like a laminated wind-
shield and any device whic:h increases the
impact duration. One can use the indicated
tolerance levels in case of head impact
against each of such Jrieces, against dash-
boards, in case of a padestrian head hitting a
hood, so far as inrpact duration exceeds a
sufficient value such as 12 ms; the impact of
a head which hits at 22 km/h a B-pillar
covered by a 40 mm padding exceeds 20 ms;
the impact of a pedestrian head at 32 km/h
against a hood may be 15 ms long.

Rather than impact duration, it would be
more pra{:tit.:al to use a minimum HIC t-.onr-
putation duration, such as 4 ms from our
[ests.

In the case of impacts of helmeted sub-
jects against a flat and rigid surface, the
durations of calculation interva-ls are shorter,
comprised between 4 and 6.5 ms. This inter-
val briefness can be explained by the relative

purity of the impact without rotation, thus
without deceleration of the head before
impact. We think, however, that these results
may be extended to longer HIC calculation
irrtervals. To support this statement, the
most essential results concerning a series of
tests carried out with fresh cadavers have
been already published t2l. These works
showed the absence of severe hrain tissue
lesions and of lractures for HIC reaching
about 2200 on human subjects (with or
without hcad impacts); the length of the
intervals for which the HIC are calculated
vary between 14 and 54 ms.

In some tests. further to the failure of
experimental restraint systems, some subjects
were submitted to very severe head impacts
causing very serious injuries. The correspond-
ing HIC's were about 1700, 2000 and 3500
for human subjects, for time intervals af 44,
21 and 10 ms.

Figure 10 shows a synthesis of available
rcsults that must inclttde most of the acci-
dents involving pedestrians, cyclists and
motorcyclists and the occupants of vehicles
involved in head-on or lateral crashes.

Considering these results one can conclude
that, to our present state c;f knowledge, a
HIC of 1500 can be reckoned a satisfactory
performance criterion ensuring head protec-
tion in ca$e of a frontal or lateral impact.

CONCLUsION

On the basis of these first results obtained
from human subjects experiments, it appears
that certain current helmets protect against
skull fracture and cerebral lesions in impacts
on the lateral head, face up, to at lea.st 2.5 m
dropping height.

The main fact lies in the level of probable
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Figure 10. HIC computation time for different types of simulated accidents.

head tolemnces in terms of SI and FIIC. In
fact. for HIC above 2100 on human sub-
jects, the following statements have been
allowed:

These results, which confirm those
obtained from belt restraint tests with or
without head impact lZ, 71 lead us to
propose a HIC of 1500 as a protection
criterion in a frontal or lateral head impact
during tests conducted with Hybrid II dum-
mies.
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G. Walfisch: "Thorax of 3-Points Belt
Wearers During a Crash." 19th STAPP
Car Crash Conference, SAE.

2. A. Fayon, C. Tarriere, G. Walfisch, C.
Got, A. Patel: "Synthese des resultats et
conclusions d'une serie d'essais de cein-
tures de securite retenant des cadavres."

t Absence of fractures and severe cerebral
lesions and, more generally, of any macro-
scopical lesion
Absence of microscopical lesions such as
arterioles or cerebral capillaries rupture in
all eorrectly injected teruitories

The test conditions are applicable in any
situation when the impact duration is over
approximately 12 ms, which, in fact, covers
the impact conditions most frequently
observed in real crash conditions.

.".,t{h$
i.-;V

|  ? 3 4

Belted 5ubjects with or without head impact

HIC Computat ion Time (msl

3.0 4.0

Bel ted  dummies  w i th  o r  w i thout  head impac l

Head
agarns t
B - p i l l a r
rmpact -

H r c  9 1 9

- r - -  - - a , - - - - \
I  \H rc  t+sg \
\  H tC  3zoo -  Hyb r i d  r  \

passenger impact, L R.5 Against two.wheeler-HlC 750

Reconstruction of a head-bonnet

impact  (k i l led  pec les t r ian) -H lC 2  140

Pedest r ian  head-A-o i l la r  imoact -H lC 435

Pedestrian head against wind$creen frame-HlC 2670

///////l arccomputation time ror belted subiects

ffi 
n'a.o*putation time for helmeted subjects
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ABSTRACT

The results of the bidisciplinary accident
investigation indicate that the frequency of
side impact accidents is high (20 percent of
car accidents) and especially that they are
more serious than other accidents.

The first part of the study shows that the
severity of injuries increases with intrusion,
especially for occupants seated on the
impacted side.

In the second part, the results of car-to-
car side impact crashes, with and without
intrusion, are analysed. It is shown that
nonintrusion. because of stiffened side steel
plates, decreases the: accelerations and forces
exerted on struck car dummies, while not
appreciably increasing those applied on the
restrained dummies in striking cars.

This leads us to think that it is possible to
reduce the severity of side impact accidents
by preventing intrusion.

I Research reported in this paper is being car-
r ied out under the sponsorship of tha Ministere cle
I 'Equipcment et du Logement-Direction des Routes
et dc la Circulat ion Routiere-Paris (France).

Since early 1970, the Impact Research
Laboratory of the French National Highway
Safety Organisation has been carrying out a
bidisciplinary investigation on highway acci-
dents occuning in the Lyon area. t1l In
1972, a second team was set up at $alon-de-
Provence (near Marseille), to work in cooper-
ation with the local hospital.

STUDY OF SIDE IMPACT ACCIDENTS

The 743 cases investigated by these teams
gave the distribution according the different
types of impact indicated in table 1. The
high frequency of lateral impacts tallies with
o ther results published, particularly in
Europe and Australia. [2, 3]

FigUre 1 enables one to compare the
severity of injuries (AIS) t4l in all accidents
with that of the side impacts. It will be
noticed that if the variations have a gener-
ally comparable shape, slight differences
exist. such as:

r The variation eurve relation to lateral
impact cases is above the curve of all
types of accidents for AIS values from 2
to 4.

r The severity of side impact accidents is
higher than that of other accidents. Thus
we find no injuries in 21.67 percent of
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Tabfe l" Test results-parameters recorded on the cars

Test No.
lmpacted

I moacr
6rea

sr]eeo'  otsptacement
( km/h )  ( cm)

Deformation
or :mPa.ct

r  OUrd t lOf i
I  n t ru  s t  on  -

( c m )  ( m s )

Average Maximum Bel t  forces
resul tant  resul tant  shoulder

accelerat ion accelerat ion anchorage
(s) (s) (N)

1 .  S t r i k i ng  ca r

Struck car
(wi thout  shie ld)

2.  Str ik ing car

Struck car
(wi th the shie ld)

3.  Str ik ing car

Struck car
(wi thout  shietd)

4,  St ik ing car

Struck car
(wi th the shie ld)

5, Sffiking car

Struck car
(wi thout  sh ie ld)

6.  Str ik ing car

Struck car
(wi th the shie ld)

51

0

- 1 0

* 1 0

+25

+2o

- 1 5

25

30

1 1 0

t l o

100.3'

100.3

93.?

93,2

1 3 0

1 3 0

12Q

120

1 3 0

1 3 0

o

12.5

1  1 . 2

1 3 . 5

7.6

7.9

5.5

8 .5

8 , 1

8 .3

6,5

1 1 . 5

29,5

37

s 2s0

7 500

3 500

4 800

4 900

5,4

0

24

0

l 5

3 1

20

0

2S

35

1 4

1 4

42

42

39

39

1 8

2S,5

51

51

51

5l

1 6

35

1 5

0

1 6

25

30

47

€Deformat ion of  the str ik ing car- int rusion of  the struck car.
NOTE. + indicates that  the impacted area wa$ displaced to the f  ront  of  the struck car.

-  indicates the opposi te.

Figure 1. Severity of side impacts compared with all
accidents.

the lateral impacts, whereas there are
injuries in 31.6 percent of them. Also,
lateral impacLs caused 12.50 percent of the
fatalities in this type of accident, whereas
the overall figure for fatalities in all acci-
dents is only 5.7 percent.

M A I N  F E A T U R E S  O F  T H E S E
ACCI  DENTS

The vehicles included in this studv met
three criteria:

The main forces bearing on the vehicle
during impact had to bc more transversal
than longitudinal (impact directions 02,
03 ,  04  and 08 ,  09 ,  10) .  [5 ]
The impar:terl area had to be the lateral
structure of the car.
Only car-to-car accidents were considered.

r
z
U

U

0 1 2

-  A l l  acc idents
(282 occupants )

3  4  5  6  & +
A I S

- - - -  Side impact  dccidents
(  1 20 occu;ranIs)

0 1
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For this study, 66 accidents were selected
according to the criteria defined above. The
struck vehicles were divided as follows: 55
passenger cirrs! seven trucks, and four vans.
In 32 of the vehicles concerned, the driver
was alone; in the other 34 cases, there were
at least two people in each vehicle. Distribu*
tion of seating was as follows:

Front left-66 people
Front right-33 people
Rear left-1O people
Rear right-l1 people

for a total of 120 occupants. Only eight
drivers and two front-seat passengers were
wearing belts during the accidents.

Thirty-three vehicles were struck on the
right flank, i33 on the left. Impact directions
were as follows:

r 2 otlock-b vehicles 1 right side
r $ o'clock-Z8 vehicles ) impact*
r 4 o'clock-0 vehicle I gg vehicles

r I o'clock-3 vehicles
I  I  o 'c lock-24  veh ic les
r 10 o'clock{ vehicles

left side
impact-

33 vehicles

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of
points of impact. 4 areas were considered:

r First zone-from the front to the A pillar
r Second zone-from A pillar to B pillar (or

the front half of the body for two-door
vehicles)

Figure 2. Distribution of impacted areas.

r Third zone-from B pillar to C pillar (or
the rear half of the body for two-door
vehicles)

r Fourth zone-to the rear of C pillar

The figure shows that the front half was
clearly more involved than the rear. The
passenger compartment area was involved in
55 impacts out of 66, particularly the front
half. 

,

lNfuRY TYPOLOGY

Figure 3 compares the frequency of
injuries of each body segment in Iateral
impacts with that of accidents as a whole.
Significarrt differences can be noticed for the
pelvis and the vertebral column, which are
more foequently involved in side impacts. On
the other hand. lower limbs are affected much
less frequently.

I N F L U E N C E  O F  I N T R U S I O N

A previous study [6] demonstrated that
there exists an inctea,sing relation between
the intensity of distortion of struck vehicles
and the seriousness of the injurics incurred
by the occupant. To study the influence of
intrusion, we must cousider separately the
occupants on the impact side (who are close
to the buckled wall) and those on the other
side.

lnfluence of Intrusion on the Occupants on
the lmpact Side

Figure 4 gives the severity (AIS) in con-
nection with Vehicle Interior Deformation
Index (VIDI) column 7 value [7], significant
parameter of intrusion. This graph shows that
$everity increases with intxusion.

Figure 5 indicates that;

Up to a VIDI 2, none of the
were seriously injured. (AIS 3)
From a VIDI 2 on, the risk
became greater and increased
VIDI values.

occupants

of death
with the

t
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67.5

15 ?5

7.8

21.7

25

5 . 5

26.8 ?4

4 .5

13 .4

39.4

Side impact  acc idents
( percent)

Figure 3. Frequency of injured body segments.

t From a VIDI 3 on, all occupants were
injured.

The interaction of occupants in lateral
impact may have two consequences;

. To increase the seriousness of injuries for
the occupant on the side of impact caused

Figure 4. Correlation between intrusion and severity
of  in jur ies.

Figure 5.  Dist r ibut ion
i  nt rus i  on,

of severity of injuries versus

{ "

2 3 4 5
V l D l  ( c o l . 7 )

Occupant  w i th  a  ne ighbour
Occupant  w i thout  a  ne ighbour

J 5 g
z J

= = *
t u 2
o o
o d

o u  1> +
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To Iessen the seriousness of
the occupant seated oPPosite
because his neighbour will

by the projeetion of the oeeupant next to
him

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

injuries for
the impact
rcceive the

cially when the point of impact was located
on the passenger side of the car. The distor-
tion caused by intrusion was deeper and the
severity of injuries increased with intrusion.
Also, the severity of injuries to the passenger
seated on the impacted side was higher.

In this accident configuration, it was diffi-
cult to distinguish the part of intrusion or of
kinetic energy in the severity of injuries. To
complete this preliminary study, we had to
examine the effects of stiffening the sides of
the struck vehicle and analyse the influence
of this stiffening on the occupants of the
striking car.

Crash Methodology

In order to compare the influeuce of
intrusion, two types of tests were cartied
out. Half of the tests were conducted on
standard model cars. Similar tests (of speed
and impacted areas) were made preventing
intrusion, enabling us to study its influence.

Test Device-the Steel Shield. The struck
vehicle was a standard model. On its left
flank a rectangular shield was attached to
the car at six points and placed 1.2 inches
(3 cm) from the outer face of the left side.
This shield covered the area between A pillar
and C pillar (fig. 7). It is composed of a
Z-mm thick steel sheet, made rigid by a
mechanically soldered structure of square
tubes. Its sizes are 2 m X 0.65 m' Other-
wise, the vehicle is not modified and the
original doors are kept.

Test Conditions. In each case, the test was
made the first time using standard model cars,
then repeated with the protection
shield. The trajectory of the striking vehicle
was supposed to pass through point H of the
driver of the struck vehicle. Three types of
tests were conductedt

The struck vehicle was stationary whereas
the striking vehicle impacted it at 40
km/h.

brunt of the imPact

Influence of Intrusion on Occupants Seated
on the Side Opposi te  the lmPact

When the oceupant is alone, the distortion
resulting from intrusion seldom touches him.
When there are two occupants, those seated
on the opposite side of impact are protected
by their neighbour (fig. 6).

CAR-TO-CAR EXPERIMENTAL CRASHES

A previous study t6] demonstrated
experimentally that the violence of a lateral
impact depended on the struck area, espe-

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution of AIS for im-
pacted side and opposite side occupants,

Each vehicle was moving
the moment of impact.
Each vehicle wtrs moving
the moment of impact.

at 40 km/h at

at 50 km/h at

For all the tests, dummies were plaeed in
bhe drivers' seats in the struck cars and two
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dummies in the front seats of the striking
cars. All the dummies were 50-percentile
ONSER models, secured by 3-point safety
belts.

In the course of each test, the following
measurcments were recorded;

r ln the striking car:
-Acceleration in three directions on the

floor
:Strain near the three fixture points of the

belt securing the front passenger
-Accelerations of the head and thorax on

the front passenger dummy
r In the struck car:

-Acceleration in three directions on the
floor

-Accelerations of the head and thorax on
the driver dummv

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

-Transversal and longitudinal accelerations
of the pelvis

-Compressive force on the clavicle

Four high speed eameras on the pJrouncl
and one overhead filmed the trajectories of
the vehicles. Two car-bornc cameras (one on
each vehicle) were used to study the kine-
matics of the struck car dummy.

Six tests (three with a shield, and three
without) were conducted following the pro-
cedures defined above.

Test Results

The results of these crashes arc listecl in
tables 1 and 2. The chest acceleration charts
of the struck car driver dummv will be
found in figure 8.

j : : : ; r : : : : : :

Hii"i#,i

'."+.: rJdi

Figure 7.  Struck car  f i t ted wi th the shie ld (precrash v iew).
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Table 2. Test results-parameters recorded on the dummies

Head Chest

Test No. lmpact
speed

M a x i m u m
resu l tan t

a cce I erat ion

Max imum
resul tant

accel  erat  ion

Clavic le Pelv is
comnressive transverse

force acceleration

(km/h ) k) H r c (c) SI ( N ) (e)

t . Str ik ing car

Struck car
(w i t hou t  sh ie ld )

Striking car

Struck car
(wi t t r  the shie ld)

S t r i k i ng  ca r

Struck car
(w i t hou t  sh ie ld )

Str ik ing car

Struck car
{wi th the shie ld)

Str ik ing car

Struck car
(w i t hou t  sh ie ld l

S t r i k i ng  ca r

Struck car
(w i t h  t he  sh ie ld )

5t

0 65.5

8 1 4 6

80.s

209

a654

425

125

790

1 5 8

29.7 102

74.4 625 1 700

1 2AO

1 000

2 900

700

2 . il

0

42

42

33

59

14.6

54

r8 .4

23.5

17.4

82.5

25

41.2

1 4 5

201

26

182

30

67

23.5

472

45.9

321

1 4

7.5

3,

4 . 39

39 60 s

5. 51

51

51

51

135.6

60,5

23

1 2

6.

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

aThese high values are associated wi th a head impact  egainst  the B pi l lar .
NOTE. Struck cer d6ta recorded on the dr iver  dummy { impacted s ide);  s t r ik ing cars,  on r ight  f ront  pessenger dummy,

Striking Car Results. The deformations
were not extensive even when the shield was
impacted. The passenger compartment was
never distorted (figs. I and 10).

Decelerations recorded on the floor were
low and the shield did not change either the
shape of the trace or the maximal value. The
marcimal and avelage resultant values were,
in all cases, clearly lower than those
recorded during frontal crashes.

Struck Car Results. Intrusion increases
with speed when the impacted car is not

fitted with a shield; for a similar speed it is
quite the same if the struck car is stationary
or moving (f ig.  11).

The shield prevents intrusion even in case
of highcst speeds (54 km/h) (fig. 1?). Accel-
erations recorded on the floor increase when
the shield is there but average resultant
values are stil l low: 13.5 g during the crash
conducted at 54 km/h.

In tests conducted with two standard cars.
the intrusion enables a joined motion of
both cars. On the other hand. the shield
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Figure 8. Chest resultant accelerations (struck car driver) for tests 1-4,

Figure 9. Striking car-test No. 5 (without the shield).
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: n:i+,1ir;it&@.ffi 4f .49r"+ft i{4++.d#i;Lliiii::Lr '',.''lE:iriili#iiji..iiiitl4*n4

Figure 10. Str ik ing car-test No. 6 (with the shield).

allows the swipe of the striking front'end car
orr the protected side of thc struck car and
the break-out of both vehicles. At the finish
of impact, the stiff shield pushed the struck
cal away, releasing its elastic energy.

Results on the Driver DummY in the
Struck Car. The analysis of high speed films
established that without a shield, in every
case. left front door distortions impacted the
dummy before it started to move.

Head accelerat ions and HIC values
decreased when the shield was used, as in
tests 3, 4, and 5, 6. For the two other tests
(1 and 2) the HIC values was higher in the
test with the shield but the analysis of the

films showed a direct imPact of the
dummy's heacl against the B pillar. AII HIC
values were lower than 1 000.

Chest accelerations and SI values were
also lessened when the shield was used.
During the two tests in which both cars
were moving, the presence of the shield
divided roughly by two the maximal values
of chest accelerations. In aII the tests con-
ducted with a shield, these values were lower
than the values for chest tolerance, whereas
in two of the three tests without the shield,
the maximal chest acceleration values were
higher than the tolerance limits.

Compressive forces applied to the left

ff -+.j,

,iiir!
iiJ:j

h
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Figure 11.  Struck car- test  No.  S.

Figure 12. Struck car-test No. 6.
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clavicle of the dummy in the struck car wer€
measured in for.rr out of six crashes. The
highest maximal value was obtained for test
No. 5. The value was much higher than
those for tests with the shield, but it
remained below the suggested tolerance
value of 5 kN [9]. This value, determined
with another dummy model, can be used
only as a reference. Transversal pelvis maxi-
mal accelerations were very low during tests
with the shield and should correspond to
very tolerable compressive loads.

As for the chest accelerations, the maxi-
mal values of transversal pelvis accelerations
were reduced to half when the shield was
used. However, the value ohtaincd from test
No. 5 (two cars moving at 51 mi/h without
shields) was high (23 e) and if we suppose
that one-third of the load due to dummy
weight was balanr-'ed by the impact of the
pelvis against the intrer door, the compres-
sive Ioad assor:iated with this acceleration
value is higher than the suggested tolerance
limits of the pelvis, which is 5 kN [10].

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The tests conducted with the shield show
that preventing intrusion increased the ma,xi
mal values of accelerations undergone by the
struck car mote than those recorded on the
striking car. The av(:rage values of these
accelerations were always low because of the
translation motion of the struck car during
the impact. This motion allowed long stop-
ping distances and lengthened the duration
of the impact. This statement agrees with
the conclusions of Severy et at. [11]. The
struck car stiffness increased the decelara-
tions of the striking car occupants and at
the same time the loads exerfed on them bv
the 3-point seatbelt.

The recorded values were still below what
is thought to be the permissible limits. In
the struck car, the shield appeared to lessen
the accelerations and the loads undergone by
the occupant. All injury criteria of the
dummies seated on the impact side of the
struck car had values below human tolerance
limits, Lrven for the more seriotts impac:t that
was conducted at 54 km/h against a
stationary car. This speed was much higher

SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

than the onb proposed for future standard
crash test in side impacts [10]. Without the
shield, the distortion caused by intrusion hit
the occupant seated on the impacted side.
That is why loads, accelerations, and injury
criteria were higher than those recorded with
the shield and generally ITigher than the
proposed tolerance values for frontal
impacts; moreover, human tolerance to side
impacts is probably lower than to frontal
impact  [12 ] .

C O N C L U S I O N S

The severity of side impact accidents is
higher than the severity of other accidents.

The analysis of side impact accidents
shows that the severity of injury to the
occupants on the impacted side is higher
than that of the opposite side occupants.

The severity of injurics is higher when the
intrusion hits the occupant directly.

Tests conducted with standard cars show
that intrusion directly impacts the occupant
before he starts to move. This direct hit,
occurring at a speed close to thc impact
speed, explains the l:ad effect of intrusion.
Avoiding intrusion (tests with the shield)
decreases the risk of severe injuries at speeds
up to 50 km/h.

It would seem that the control of intru-
sion so as not to hit the occupant would he
an imporlant countermeasure in the protec-
tion of occupants involved in side impact
accidents.

Control of lateral intrusion can be
obtained by putting stiff side structures at
the same height as the stiff frontal area.

Inside lateral padding can increase the
occupants' protection by damping thc occu-
pant as he hits the inside structure.

Stiffening of the struck car does not
decrease the protection of the striking car
occupants; the use of conventional safety
belts would be sufficient to enhance their
safety.

R E F E R E N C E S

7. Enquete preliminaire a une etud.e tluma-
tologique et technique dea accidents de Ia
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over a 20-25 mi/h speed range. Preliminary
results indicate that acceleration levels of the
head, chest, pelvis, rrnd knee for both the
adult and child dummies are significantly
reduced (on the order of 50 percent) in
impacts with the RSV. Major gains are ind!
cated in reducing the acceleration of the
pelvis and leg areas due to the inherent
compliance of the RSV bumper. Based on
the tentative results rlf this study, it appears
that thc injury attenuation performance of
the RSV might increase the permissible
impact velocity for a given level of injury by
as much as 5 to 10 mi/h.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

One of the design objectives of the U.S.
Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) program is
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the development of pedestrian injury reduc-
tion features for the front end of small
vehicles. The purpose of the program
described in this paper is to experimentally
compare the pedestrian injury performance
of the Calspan RSV u'ith that of two repre-
sentative production vehicles. This program,
consisting of a series of 16 experimental
pedestrian impacts, was conducted as part of
an ongoing National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) contract entitled
"Pedestrian Impacts: Baseline and Prelimi-
nary Concepts Evaluation." The experi-
mental set up and procedures used were
largely developed in prior studies dating
back to 1972. As a result, the methodology
is of a proven quantity and baseline data
from previous tests are directly useable in
making comparisons. It should be noted that
although the experimental portion of the
investigation of the Calspan RSV is com-
plete, the data reduction and analysis is still
in progless and the results presented herein
should be con.qidered preliminary. It should
also be noted that a similar experiment and
analysis sequence will he conducted on the
Minicar RSV as soon as pertinent vehicle
componcnts can be obtained.

Pending further analysis, it appean that
the Calspan RSV offers significant potential
for improvemerrts in pedestrian impact pro-
tection. For some parameters, the accelera-
tion levels measured for RSV impacts involv-
ing adult and child dummies were less than
half those obtained with representative pro'
duction vehicles.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  A P P R O A C H

The experimental technique developed to
investigate pedestrian/vehicle impact sever-
ity resulting from both current production
(baseline) vehicles and potential injury mini-
mization concepts (in this instance the Cal-
span RSV) is illustrated in figure 1. A
Z4-inch HYGE crash simulator is used as a
velocity generator to propel the vehicle(s)
mourrted on the sled into the standing
pedestrians. To enhtrnce A to B comparisons
and/or improve test economics, the high
payload capacity of the Z4-inch HYGE can

SECTION 4 ;  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

Figure 1. Experimental setup used for pedestrian/

,  vehicle impact invest igat ion.

be capitalized on by conducting two sepa-
rate vehicle/pedestr ian impacts simul-
taneously. The HYGE can, of course, be
programmed for any desired sled impact
velocity and, by adjusting the brake system
on the sled, representative actual vehicle
braking rates can be obtained. While either
(a) specially developed standing 5Oth-per-
centile adult and 6-year-old chilcl dummies
or (b) unembalmed cadavers may be used as
pedestrian surrogates, only the dummies
were utilieed in this particular study. Figure
2 illustrates the typical dummy position and
stance. The initial set up conditions used in
this progtam involve positioning the suno-
gate with a minimum of 80 percent of the
body weight on the leg nearest the vehicle.
This position is representative of a walking
mode and may be either lateral (walking
across path of the vehicle) or frontal (facing
the vehicle). The dummies a-re essentially
free-standing objects held in position by
joint muscle tone settings on the order of 1
to 2 g's. This overall approach then, provides
for representative vehicle/pedestrian orienta-
tion, excellent test repeatahility, realistic
gXound reaction forces, and representative
impact dynamics ranging from the initial
contact, followed by upper body contact
with the hood/windshield and finally ground
contact as the dummy leaves the vehicle.

Because the ground contact environment
in real world accidents is a very uncontrol-
lable and widely scoped parameter, emphasis
in this study has been placed on attenuating
the pedestrian/vehicle contact phase only.
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Figure 2- Pre-impact orientation of the adult dummy
with the Calspan RSV.

This being the case, it is desirable to reduce
the likelihood of damage to the adult
dummy and its instrumentation by means of
a Battelle-developed tethering approach (see
fig. 2) that does not significantly influence
gross dummy dynamics but does prohibit
the dummy from leaving the vehicle. This
precaution has not been found necessary
with the less complex child dummy and,
thcrefore, the child dummy is untethered
and allowed to hit the ground.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  T E S T  M A T R I X

The experimental test matrix used to
develop a comparison of the RSV front with
that of current ptoduction U.S. vehicles is
shown in table 1. Sixteen impacts, eight
with the RSV, four with a 1974 Chevrolet

Table 1. Calspan RSV test matrix

Impala representing a full-size vehicle, and
four with a L974 Chevrolet Vega represent-
ing a compact vehicle, were conducted. The
test vehicles impacted the pedestrian at two
speeds, 20 and 25 mi/h, and with a normal
(that is, .5 g) braking rate. In this series, all
impacts with the Impala and Vega were
conducted with the dummv in the frontal
stance.

RSV TEST VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

The test buck was constructed from com-
ponents provided by Chrysler Corporation
and by Calspan Corporation. Due to the
unavailability lrom the source of a complete
front end "a$sembly," some adaptive modif-
ications were required in the hood and cowl-
ing areas. The hood provided was fabricated
of aluminum in the standard Simca configu-
ration ild, therefore, deviated somewhat
from that which may be on the RSV. Based
on discussions with Chrysler personnel, a
representative modification was made to the
hood and a cowling was added. An addi
tional modification was the addition of a
simulated engine valve cover beneath the
hood to provide representative hood bottom-
ing conditions.

D A T A  A C Q U T S T T T O N  R E Q U T R E M E N T S

The primary data acquisition requirements
were as follows:

r Adult dummy accelerometer channels

Test
No.

Speed
(m i /h )

Vehic le
A

Dummy Stancea
Veh ic le

B Dummy Stancea

s 1 l
s 1 2
s t3
s l4
s l 5
s 1 6
s l 7
s 1 8

20
20
25
25
20
20
25
25

RSV
RSV
RSV
RSV
RSV
RSV
RSV
RSV

ch i td
Adul t
Adul t
ch i t d
ch i t d
Adu l t
Adul t
ch i l d

Fronta l
Fronta l
Fronta l
Fronta l
Lateral
Lateral
Late ra I
Lateral

l m p a l a
lmpa la
l m p a l a
l m p a l a
Vega
Vega
Vega
Vega

Adul t
ch i rd
ch i t d
Adul t
Adul t
ch i rd
ch i t d
Adu l t

Fronta l
Fronta I
Fronta I
Fron ta l
Fronta I
Fron ta l
Fron ta l
Fron ta l

tFrontal  
s tance-duf f imv faces the vehic le head on.

Lateral  s tance-dummy is posi t ioned as though walk ing across the street  in f ront  of  the vehic le
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r Child dummy accelerometer channels

Location No.

Bumper displacement/time at RSV center-
l ine ( impact point)
High-speed camera coveragc-four on-
board and three off-board
Graph chcck (Polaroid) sequence cameta--
two obliqut shots, t:oth off-board

E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S

The gross trajectories of the adult and
6-year-old child during the impact sequence
are shown for two of the tests in figures 3
and 4. From these figures it can be seen that
the adult is impacted initially well l.relow the
center of gravity, rotates forward onto the

68 ms

Location No. t

Head
Chest
Pelvis
Knee
Foot

I
3
3
3
3

Head
Chest
Pelvis
Knee
Foot

3
3
3
3
3

Figure 3. lmpact sequence for experiment S16: RSV/adult-Vega/6-year-old-20 mi/h.

17  ms J+ ms

102  ms
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71  ms

Figure 4. lmpact sequence for experiment-S18: RSV/6-year-old Vega/adult-25 mi/h.

Figure 5. Adult peak resultant head acceleration versus vehicle velocity.
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Figure 6. Adutt Gadd severity index versus vehicle velocity.

hood, and rides with the vehicle for some
period of time. The child is impacted ini-
tially much highcr on the body, very close
to the center of gravity, and is essentially
propclled forward of the vehicle. These basic
motions are true in general for all three
vehicles investigated.

It has been necessary due to time limita-
tions to concentrate this discussion primarily
on resultant acceleration values for the vehi-
cle impact portion of the event. The com-
plete analysis is still in progress and will, of
course, be reported more fully at a later
date. It is anticipated that this future effort
will include a quantitative motion analysis of
the high-specd film to measure (1) impact
penetrations of the body and (2) exit/
rebound body velocity and orientation for
use in inferring ground impact severity for
the adult dummy.

Shown in the following figures are peak
resultant head, chest, pelvis, and knee accel-
erations and head severity indices during
vehicle contact rrlotted as a function of

vehicle velocity at impact. Data are irrdicated
for three vehicles, an Impala, a Vega, and
the RSV. and for both lateral and frontal
impact stances of the dummies. In reviewing
the trend lines in figures 5 to 9, which
pertain to the adult, it is clear that signifi-
cant reductions in acceleration levels were
obtained with the RSV as compared to the
baseline vehicles particularly in the head and
knee area and to some extent in the pelvic
region. The peak head acceleration, figure 5,
is gteatly reduced with the RSV impacts,
especially in the frontal impact stance. As
expected, the head impact with the hood is
the most severe part of the vehicle impact
phase and produces the greatest injury. This
is shown in figure 6 where the Gadd severity
index values range upward to 4 000. It is to
be noted that for the four RSV/adult experi-
ments the range is from 300 to 1 500. The
adult chest accelerations (see fig. 7) change
very little with the three vehicles and the
Ievels are reasonahrly low.

It is anticipated that a noticeable reduc-
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VEHICLE  VE  LOCITY  (m i / h )

Figure 7. Adult peak resultant chest acceleration versus vehicle velocity.

Figure 8. Adult peak resultant pelvis acceleration ver$us vehicle velocity.
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tion in adult pelvic injury severity would be
realized with the RSV. This is based on
tolerance level data developed from cadavcr
impacts conducted in an earlier programl

'Body-vehic le interact ion:  expcr imcntal  study,

Contract No. DOT-IIS-361-ts-745. February, 1975.

which suggested that 40-50 g's is an injury
threshold. Thus it is possible that the RSV
as shown in figure I would producc only
minimal pelvic injuries during vehicle contact
in the speed range up to approximately 22
mi/h. Similarly it is expected that significant
reductions in vehicle contact induced leg
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Figure I, Adult peak resultant knee acceleration versus vehicle velocity.

injury severity (see fig. 9) would result if
bumpers were softened as in the RSV.
Again, utilizing results from the earlier inves-
tigation of cadaver impacts the acceleratiorr
levels recorded in the knee for the RSV
impacts are below that of potential or pre-
liminary indicators of the tolerance level.

One general commcnt on the effect of
initial stance should be made. It is apparent
that this effect, frontal or lateral, is most
pronounced for the head/hood impacls and
in general more severe for lhe frontal than
the lateral. It is suggested that this diffen
ence be investigated further as the results
may be strongly influenced hy the shoulder
and neck design of current dummies.

Figures 10 to 14 indicate the peak result-
ant aceelcrations and severity indices for the
experiments conducted with the 6-year-old

child dummy. Here too it is agrpart:nt that
the acceleration levels are generally lower for
the RSV tests than that of the baseline
impack. In regard to child head accelcra-
tions, the values recorded (see fig. 10) were
quite similar to the baseline vehiclns and
quite severe above 20 mi/h. Whilc the
RSV/child frontal stance acceleration levels
are much lower than those measured with
the Vega/frontal stance impacts, this drastic
reduction in acceleration lcvcls must be
tempered when the resulting severity index
values a-re compared as shown in figure 11.
As indicated in figure 11, all of the child
dummy Gadd severity indices were ahove
1000 for speeds above 20 mi/h. As noted
previously, the area of the vehicle where the
child head impacts eccur is one that
required some modification in adapting the
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Figure 10. Child peak resultant head accelerat ion versus vehicle velocity.

RSV parts fumished to the subject. Experi-
mental set up performartces of an unmodi-
fied RSV may be somewhat different.

Based on the subject experiments the
most potential benefit for the child is (as

Figure 11. Child Gadd severity index versus vehicle
velocity.

indicated by figs. 72-74) in the chest, pelvis,
and knee areas. The chest acceleration levels
in ligure 12, for example, suggest that a 5
mi/h improvement in tolerance may he pos-
sible with the RSV. The child pelvis accel-
erations, figure 13, were considerably
reduced for the RSV as compared to the
Vega impacts. The child knee accelerations,

Figure 12. Child peak resultant chest acceleration
versus vehicle velocity,
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Figure 13. Child peak resultant pelvic acceleration
versus veh ic le veloc i tv .

Figure 14. Chi ld peak resultant knee accelerat ion
versus vehicle velocitY.

figure 14, for the RSV are roughly one-third
of those of the baseline vehicles.

In general it has been found that the
gtound impact for the child is at least as
severe as that of the vehicle impact.
Although incomplete at this time, ptelimi-
nary indications from the high-speed films

S E C T I O N  4 :  T E C H N I C A L  S E M I N A R S

and the ground contaet acceleration levels
are that the gtound impact for the 6-year-
old dummy is very severe and quite similar
for both the RSV and the production vehi-
cles.

C O N C L U S I O N S

Based on preliminary analysis of the
results of this project task aimed at compar-
ing the pedestrian injury performance of the
Calspan RSV to two baseline vehicles, four
major tentative conclusions can be drawn at
this t ime-

Adult  Pedestr ian Protect ion

The RSV (as tested) produced (a) much
Iower peak acceleration and severity index
levels (that is, reductions on the order of
50 percent) for the head and knee and (b)
comparable to 50 percent improvement
for the chest and pelvis values.
Based on the slope of the severity/impact
velocity trend lines, it is possible that the
level of attenuation provided by the RSV
could increase the tolerable impact velo-
city by a very noteworthy 5 to 10 mi/h.

Child Pedestrian Protection

In terms of accelerations of the chest.
pelvis, and knee for the vehicle impact
portion of the total event, the RSV pro-
duced reductions of u;: to 75 percent.
Initial review of the ground impact sever-
ity measures indicates that these values
are very similar for the R$V and the
baseline vehicles.

Additional data, conclusions, and findings
for this study will be included in the final
report for the ongoing major project, of
which this study was one task.
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Research and Development Towards lmproved Protection
for Pedestrians Struck by Carsr

J .  H A R R I S
Transport and Road Research Laboratory
Department  of  the Envi ronment
Crowthorne, Berkshirc

ABSTRACT

In Great Britain in 19?4, approximately
40 per cent of all fatal road casualties were
p€destrians.

Accidents between cars and pedestrians
accounted for approximately 70 per cent of
all these casualties and this paper considers
features of car front end design that may
reduce the frequency and severity of injury.

Results of car impact tests <ln pedestrian
dummies representing adults and 6-year-old
children are given, and these data are related
to information obtained from accident
investigations.

It is concluded that wherever possible, a
pedestrian should be projected to come to
rest on the bonnet rather than knocked
down in front of the car or thrown over the
bonnet or roof to the ground.

A low-mounted, energy-absorbing bumper
and an energy-absorbing bonnet leading edge
with crush characteristics matched to appro-
priate human tolerance lcvcls, could accel-
erate a pedestrian to the velocity of the
impacting car with less injury from the
initial impact than occurring with existing
designs.

Fatal and other head injuries from vehicle
impact may be reduced by ensuring head
impact with the honnet rather than the
windscreen surround. Preliminary design
parameters for providing these features are
discussed.

t C.o*rr Copyright, Any vrews expressed in this
paper are not necessarily those of the Department
of the Environment, Extracts from the text may be
reproduced except for commcrcial purposes, pro-
vided the source is acknowledged. Reproduced by
permissiort of Her Britannic Majesty's Stationery
Office.

INTRODUCTION

In Great Britain in 1974, 2 642 pedes-
trians were killed and 21 029 were seriously
injured in road accidents [L]. These repre-
sent nearly 40 per cent of all the fatalities
and 25 per cent of all the seriously injured
casualties. This paper examines how changes
in car design may reduce the number and
severity of pedestrian injuries.

Summaries are given of relevant United
Kingdom national accident statistics and
more detailed accident injury data. Car-to-
dummy pedestrian impact test results are
discussed and tentative conclusions are
drawn in relation to the pedestrian injury
potential of various car frontal layouts.

This work forms part of the United King-
dom programme on pedestrian protection
and is aimed at drawing together other
results from accident investigations, detailed
impact testing, and computer simulation of
this impact problem.

ACCIDENT STATISTICS IN GREAT
B R I T A I N

Vehicles

The vehicles involved in single vehicle
accidents with pedestrians may be broadly
divided into the three groups, as shown in
table 1.

Table 1. Percentages of all pedestrian casualties in.
vo lved in  s ing le  veh ic le  acc idents  in  Great
Br i ta in .  1974

Two wheeled
Public service and goods
Cars and taxis
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Generally, the shapes of the vehicles in
any group are so different from thosc in
other gxoups that different solutions for
reducing pedestrian injury will be required
for each type of vehicle.

This paper considers only the design of
cars causing, as shown in table 1, approx-
imately 70 per cent of the serious and fatal
pedestrian casualties.

Ped estr ians

In Great Britain there are two distinct age
groups of pedestrians at risk. Adults 60
years old and over account for approxi-
mately 50 per cent of the fatally injured
pedestrians, and children 14 years and under
comprise 50 pcr cent of the seriously injured
cases. [2]

Any change in vehicle design must, there-
fore, consider the requirements of both the
child and the adult pedestrian.

A C C I D E N T  I N V E S T I G A T I O N

Accident studies [3] have shown that in
70 per cent of a sample of 171 pedestrian

easualties, the firct direet contact was to the
front face of the vehicle.

The most frequent areas of contact in a
sample of 152 pedestrians with injuries more
severe than minor, were the bumpet and
leading edge of the bonnet with, in many
cases, other injuries resulting from sub-
sequent impacts to the bonnet top, wind-
screen surround, and the ground {report in
preparation). Table 2 summarises the regions
of the body most frequently injured in this
sample and gives the locations on the vehicle
which were judged to have caused the
injury.

The head is reported as the area of the
body most likely to sustain life-threatening
injury [3]. In 60 per cent of these cases, the
injury was attributed to vehicle impact and
the remainder to contact with the ground.

In the same sample, 50 per cent of the
ca.ses who sustained a severe injury, AIS 3 or
worse, to any part of the body, were
reported to have suffered a vehicle impact of
not more than 40 km/h.

Table 2. Incidence of iniury more severe than minor by body region and by vehicle component struck

Body region

Cause of  in jury .  Ankle
Head chest Abdomen petvis ,l]: Thigh Knee 

Lower 
lno Totaf

lornt " leg 
tooa

2 1  B
6 1  7
8 3 1 - 1 2
5 8 2 2  1 7

2 1 6 3 1 S 1 2 4 3
4 - 1 _ 5
2 - t - 1 2 6

3  1 2  5  1 1  1  ?  _  3 4
1 - 1 2 4

2 4 6 5 2 7 3
1 1 1 - 1 - 1 5

2 7 1 - t - 3 1 1 - 3 4

Boof
Windscreen glass
Windscreen surround
Bonnet  top
Bonnet front edge
Scuttle
Wing s ide
Wing f ront
Radiator gri l l
Bumper
Run over
Ground
Other structures or

not known

Total

56 1 9 r g 123

1 l 381 1 1 24 55 1 5 s3 l 1 366
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CAR TO PEDESTRIAN DUMMY
IMPACT TESTS

Full scale tests have been conducted to
investigate the problems of pedestrian acci-
dents. Child and adr,rlt pedestrian dummies
were struck by different models of standard
production cars at impact speeds up to 40
km/h and the resulting trajectories of the
dummies studied with the aid of high speed
cine photography.

Experimental front end configurations
were fitted to cars to study the requirements
for obtaining a more controllable dummy
trajectory.

Different heights of the bumper and bon-
net leadng edge were investigated and also
the horizontal projection of the bumper in
front of the bonnet. Energy-absorbing
bumpers and leading edges of the bonnet
were fitted to limit the magnitude of the
impact forces resulting from primary colli-
sions.

The energy-absorbing structures consisted
of thin aluminium alloy sections filled with

rigid polyurethane foam with a density of
25 kg/m3. The designs used had a constant
collapse force of approximately 5 kI{ and a
ma:rimum available crush depth of 150 mm.
In order to reduce injury attributed to
striking the ground, devices have been devel-
oped to retain a pedestrian on the bonnet of
a car. The same device also helps to lift a
child onto the bonnet. [4]

A N T H R O P O M O R P H I C  D U M M I E S

The adult dummies uscd were of a robust
construction to withstand repeated violent
impact and represented a 5Oth-percentile
adult, being based on an RAE-type VB
dummy. Two smaller dummies represented a
6-year-old child; the youngest age group that
is normally seen unaccompanied on the
road. One child dummy was of TRRL manu-
facture and the other was a Sierra Sammy of
American origin.

The dummies were supported in standing
positions by an easily dislodged prop. The

Table 3. Details of standard production car impacts into child dummies

Vehic le deta i ls

Car Bonnet  lead ing
edge height

( m m )

Height  at
top of bumper

( .nm)

I m pact

speeo
( k m / h )

Dummy t ra iectory
onto bonneta

Brit ish Leyland Marina 790 5 1 0 ( 8
{ 1 6
lz+

{ 8
{  1 6
l zq

( s
{ r 6
lzs

{ e
{  1 6
lzq

1
2
2

1
1
3

3
3
3

1
J

3

British Leyland 1800 750 450

British Leyland 1300 750 380

Bri t ish Leyland Clubman 740 470

eTrajectory code: 1-Knocked to the ground under bumper
Z-Carr ied on {ront ,  then s lumped to the ground
3-Knocked {orward to the ground
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joints of the adult and the TRRL child
dummy were fitted with weak shear pins
and the hip and knee joints of the Sierra
Sammy dummy were torque loaded to resist
collapse when propped.

In later tests. to obtain a more flexible
dummy, all of the body and limb joints

were completely free and the dummy was
supported from an overhead catch that was
electrically released by the approaching car
just prior to impact.

RESULTS

The test details and a brief description of
dummy trajectories resulting from the initial
impact are summarised in tables 3 to 7. In

Table 4.  Deta i ls  of  exper imenta l  car  ( r ig id car  f ront)  impacts in to chi ld  dummies

these tests. the car was braked at about 0.5
g, just after impact; this often caused the
dummy to be thrown off the bonnet to the
gtound.

Plots of the adult dummy trajectory with
respect to bonnet leading edge height and
vehicle impact velocity are shown in figure
1 .

Figure 2 shows plots of the ratio of head
impact velocity to vehicle impact velocity in
terms of the bonnet leading edge height for
the tests at 20 to 30 km/h. The head
velocities used are the average over approxi-
mately the last 0.5 metre travelled before
head impact. Figure 3 shows, for different
bonnet heights, the distance from the bon'
net leading edge to the first point of adult
dummy head impact onto the bonnet for

Vehicle detai ls
( m m ) Point of head

impact on car
or distance

from bonnet
leading edge

Design
featu re Bonnet Bumper

lmpact
speed
(km/h )

Dummy
trajectorya

Height  a t
lead ing  edge

Lenqth 
Height of

- top lace
Proiection in

front of bonnet

Extra low
00nnet
leading
edge

Low bonnet
lead ing
eoge

650 1 130 430 150
{ 1 7
i 2 3
lza

1
2
2

3
4
I
2

500
600
700

300
400
400
550

lTop of
I curved front.

1100 mm att
Icurved front.

200 mm aft
curved front,

120 1 130 420 125

I
1 6
23
25

1 2
Sloping

bon net
f ront

I Lowe, front face of \

I nonnrt 30" to verti I
I cal. Bonnet top 940 1 400
1 *rn above ground. I

I  loinins contour 1.0s 
I

I m radius. 
t

50 20

23
30

5
6

1-Rotated to l ie  hor izontal ly  on bonnet,
2-Rotated on bonnet,  legs r is inq to vert ical .
3-Rotated towards bonnet then col lapsed to ground.

4-Rotated to l ie  on f ront  port ion of  bonnet.

s-Roteted onto bonner,  legs r is ing to 45u above hor izontal .
G-Rotated over bonnet and wing to ground.

aTrajectory Code:
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Table 5. Details of standard production car impacts into adult dummies

Vehic le  de ta i l s
( m m l

Car Bumper
lmpact
speed
( k m / h )

Dummy
trajectorya

Point  of  head
rmpact on car

or d istance
from bonnet
leading edge. 

Height at 
Lenqth

leaorng edge
Height  at
top face

Project ion in
front  of  bonnet

Br i t ish Leyland
Marina

Br i t ish Leyland
Marina

British Leyland
I 300

Bri t ish Leyland
Clubman

Wolseley 6/99

British Leyland
M in i

British Leyland
1 100

750

750

8oo 1 170 470 33

The dummy stood on a 75-mm thick b lock for  a l l  tests
wi th the Wolseley

700 335

790 1 180

1 060

930

850

5 1 0

450

380

410

6

1 8
24

I
1 4
23

I
1 4
23

I
l 6
24

1 2
1 4
1 7
22
25
30

1 0
1 5
23

1 ?
1 5
1 3
1 7
1 8
1 9

40

80

40

90

{i
{ ;

{i
{r
ll
{ ;

{i
li
t;

I 000
1 000

975

o
Windscreen
Windscreen

0
Windscreen

650
850

1 000
900

1 000
1 050

Windscreen
Windscroen

900

goo
Windscreen

tests with a vehicle impact speed of approxi-
mately 24 km/h.

COMMENTS ON RESULTS

Tests on Chi ld Dummies

Tlajectory. The child dummy was always
knocked to the ground when struck Lry a

1 -Knocked to  g round under  bumper
2-Rota ted  on to  bonnet ,  fee t  ius t  leav ing  ground
3 - K n o c k e d  t o  g r o u n d  i n  f r o n t  o f  c a r

4-Leaned towards  h lonnet  then co l lapsed to  g round

5 -  R o t a t e d  t o  l i e  h o r i z o n t a l l y  o n  b o n n e t
6-Rotated onto bonnet legs rising to vertical

7 -Bota ted  ov6r  bonnet  and w ing  to  g round

8-Pushed a long in  an  upr igh t  s tance then fe l l  to  th€  ground

conventional car having a bonnet leading
edge height of 740 mm or greater (table 3).
In most cases, after the initial impact, the
dummy was carried on thc front face of the
bonnet for a short distance before being
thrown to the ground. A high-mounted
bumper (the top face 450 mm or more
above gtound level) deflected the dummy to
the ground below the front of the car at
impact speeds of I km/h or less. In these

aTra jec tory  
Code:
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Table 6. Details of exFerimental ear impacts into adult dummies (rigid car tront)

V e h i c l e  d e t a i l $
( m m ) Point of head

impact on car
or d istance

from bonnet
leading edge

Design
featu re

Bumper
lmpact
speed
( k m / h  )

Oummy
trajectory

Height  at
leading edge

Ledgth
Height  at  Project ion in
too face {ront  Of bonnet

Extended bumper 930 380 ?30 Jr;
t;3

I
2
3
3

Windscreen
Windscreen
Windscreen
Wir ldscreen

Windscreen
900

Windscreen
Windscreen
Windscreen

Hounded bonnet
f ront

Lower f ront  face I
mounted vert ical lv .  I
Bonnet 760 rnm a- |  380
bove  g round .  Jo i n i ng  I
con tou r  1 .05 -m  I lli

1,,
T,i
t;3
t . l
\ ; ;

I
I
2
3
4

5

3

Lower front face I
30o to vert ical .  Bon- |
net g4o mm above I IOO
ground .  Jo i n i ng  con -  |
tour 1.05-m radius I

/ 65o mm aft
{ ot curued
t front

Sloping bonnet
t ro nt

60

Extra low bonnet
leading edge

Low leading edge
o f  bonne t

1  1 3 0 430 150

5
c

2
2

t
2
3

( 8OO mm aft
{ of curved
( front

900
850
950

I O50

850
1 100
1  1 3 0

900
9 1 0
980
960

1 020
1 020
1 040

1  1 3 0 420 125

BaiEed bonnet

lead ing  edge

extended bump€r

790 I  130 4?O 125 lg
I

2
2
4
4
6
3

aTra jec tory  
Code:  1 -F lo ta ted  to  l ie  s lumped over  f ron t  and top  o l  bonnet

2 - B o t a t e d  t o  l i e  h o r i z o n t a l l y  o n  b o n n e t

3-Rota tod  over  bonnet  and w ing  to  g round

4-Bota ted  on to  bonnet ,  legs  r i s ing  to  45-  abov€ tha  ho l i zon tE l

5 -Bota ted  to  l ie  g lumpad over  f ron t  fdca

6-Bota t€d  on to  bonnet ,  legs  r i t ing  to  vdr t i cg l

tests the brakes were applied just after
impact to give a deceleration of approxi-
mately 0.5 g.

If the brake application had been delayed,
the dummy would, in some instances, have
been run over.

Experimental bonnet designs with a slop-
ing front or low leading edge (720 mm
above the gtound or less) projected the
dummy on to the front portion of the

bonnet at impact speeds above 16 km/h
(table 4). In these tests the legs of the
dummy rose to a horizontal position at
impact speeds of 16 to 25 km/h, before
falling back to the ground. Over 25 km/h
the legs rotated over the dummy's head.

Child Head Impact. The headform did not
strike the bonnet top in any test where the
height of the bonnet leading edge was more
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Table 7. Details of impacts into an adult dummy by an experimental car with an energy-absorbing front

Vehic le Detai ls
( m m )

roint  of  head

lmpact  lmpact  on car

speed DummY or d istance

(km/h) t ra jectorya f rorn honnet
leading edge

1 m m )

Design
featu res

Bonnet Bumper

Height  at
leadinq edge

Length
Height  to Project ion in
too face front of bonnet

Energy-absorbi  ng
bonnet f ront

Energy-absorbi  ng
bumper and
bonnet f ront

800 1 280 390 30 24
30
37

1
3
4

840
1 000

900

700

700

740

I 280

1 ?80

1 280

1 280
1 ?80

I 280

375

375

375

75

112

75

! 2 4
t 3 2
I 3 2
r 4 0

\z+
\24
t32
32

I32
t32
32

1
4
4
4
2
2
4
5
5
4
4

990
1 050
1 090
I 060

980
930

1  1 5 5
700
BS0
850
800

770
770

770

376
375

378

85
175

I  l 2

aTra jec tory  code:  1 -Rota ted  to  l ie  hor izon ta l l y  on  bonnet
2-Slumoed on bonnet
3-Rota ted  on to  bonnet ,  legs  r i s ing  to  45"  above hor izon ta l

4 -Rota ted  over  honnet  and w ing  to  the  ground

5-Rota ted  on  to  bonr le t .  legs  r i s ing  to  ve f t i cd l

Figure 1. Adult dummy trajectory/bonnet leading
edge height and vehicle impact speed (rigid

car front).

than 740 mm ahove the ground. There was
occasional low-velocity contact with the
front of the vehicle as the dummy fell to
the ground.

Figure 2. Ratio of head impact speed to vehicle

impact speed/bonn-et leading edge height
(test speeds 20 to 30 km/h).

BONNET LEADING EDGE HE IGHT (mm)

^. l"gt 
thrown high

above bonnet

i i ; i : l ; i i . .  Knocked to the
: : : i : : : : : : : : :  ground

. Lying prone
on fionnet
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0.4
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Figure 3. Distance from bonnet leading edge to head
impact point/bonnet height (test speed 24

, km/h).

Head to ground impact appeared to be
most severe when friction stopped the feet
from sliding along the ground and the
dummy was thrown head first to the
ground. In actual accidents some pedestrians
who are walking or running may have one or
both feet off the ground at the moment of
impact. The child dummy head always made
contact with the top of the bonnet when
the leading edge was Iess than 720 mm
above the glound. This contact occuffed
between 300 mm and 700 mm from the
leading edge of the bonnet and in the case
of sloping fronts between 100 and 200 mm
from the top of that face.

Adult  Dummy Tests

Trajectory. Tests with standard and
experimental nonyielding vehicle front ends
(fig. 1) showed that, when impacted, an
adult dummy was nearly always projected
on to the bonnet top. The final attitude
obtained appeared from the cine ret:ords to
be a function of the velocity imparfed to
the dummy's legs by the car bumper. A high
velocity propelled the legs high over the
body of the dummy, sometimes continuitrg
over the wing to the ground. In these tests
the dummy's legs rose to the horizontal
position for bonnet leading edge heights

SECTION 4 ;  TECHNICAL SEMTNARS

from 650 mm to 800 mm nnd impact speeds
up to 24 km/h. At higher speeds the legs
were thrown into the air over the bonnet.
At impact speeds less than 14 km/h the
dummy was knocked to the ground when
struck by a car having a bonnet leading edge
height of more than 7Zi mm and was
deflected below the front of the car in the
tests where the bumper top face was 470
mm or more above the ground arrd l,he
impact speed was I km/h or less. The
repeatability of the results from tests of this
type is indicated in figure 1 by the amount
of overlap of the different dummy tra;ec-
tories.

Tests on expetimental front ends showed
that the impact velocity at which the legs
were thrown into the air over the bonnet
was reduced to ahout 20 km/h for sloping
and rounded bonnet fronts and increased to
almost 30 km/h for front ends with energy-
absorbing structures. With these units, the
apparent severity of impact was reduced and
the dummy damaged less frequently, partic-
ularly at the femur. In the 40 km/h tests the
bumper crushed 100 mm and the bonnet
Ieading edge 130 mm.

Adult Hend Impact. Generally, the dis-
tance from the bonnet leacling edge to the
head impact point increased with higher
impact speed, increased bumper protrusion
in front of the bonnet, and with lower
bonnet heights (tables 5 and 6).

In tcsts on cars with rigid front ends the
maximum recorded distance was I 130 mm
occurring at a vehicle impact speed of 24
km/h.

Head to windscreen contact occurred at
the higher test speeds with all cars having a
bonnet length less than 1 metre and did not
occur at these speeds when the bonnet
length exceeded 1 060 mm.

Similar but slightly lower values were also
obtained from cars fitted with energy-
absorbing fronts (fig. 3). In these tests, the
maximum recorded distance was 1 155 mm
at a test speed of 32 km/h.

Headform to bonnet impact velocities
variecl between 0.5 and 1.5 times the vehicle
impact speed for the rigidly fronted cars at
test speeds of 20 km/h. Generally, the head
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impact velocity increased as the bonnet lead-
ing edge height was raised with the excep-
tion of the 650-mm high bonnet leading
edge (fig. 2).

Cars fitted with energy-absorbing front
ends gave less variable results ranging
between 0.8 and 1.3 times the vehicle
impact speed. There was no obvious head
impact velocity change with respect to
bonnet height.

DISCUSSION

In an accident a pedestrian may be
knocked forward to the ground, projected
onto the bonnet, or thrown over the wing or
roof to the ground. Tests show that the
factors determining the path taken are the
height of the pedestrian, the speed of
impact, the contour of the leading edge of
the bonnet, the position of the bumper, and
the braking of the car. Table 2 shows that
the leading sources of injury are the car
bumper wing and bonnet, headlamps, wind-
screen sulround, and the ground.

The probable effects of changes of design
on these main sources of injury are discussed
in the following.

Bumper

The main considerations are height, shape,
and stiffness. To reduce the severity of leg
injury, a car bumper shottld avoid direct
contact with the less easily healed parts of
the lower limbs, that is the femur and knee
and rather shor.rld strike near the cenhe of
the tibia and fibula well above the ankle
joint. Research on the height of pedestrians
involved in road accidents in Great Britain
[2] showed that in 60 per cent of the cases
the knee was 380 mm or more above the
ground. Tests in Great Britain t5l have
shown that lowering the bumper reduces the
severity of the bumper to leg impact force
and also reduces the bending moment across
the knee.

Results of track tests at TRRL show that
a high bumper (450 mm or above) usually
knocks a pedestrian dummy to the ground,
particularly one representing a small child. It
lands beneath the front of the vehicle after

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

low-speed impact but forward of the car at
higher speeds when the car is braked. These
factors all favour a bumper mounted as low
as practicable, which is approximately 375
mm from the ground to the top of the
bumper in the semi-laden condition.

The shape of the bumper will also
influence its injury potential. A broad flat
faced or slightly rounded energy-absorbing
surface with rounded top and bottom edges
reduces the bumper to leg forces, thereby
the maximum bending stresses and cntshing
sttesses. It also reduces thc leg rebound
velocity. Provisional estimates suggest that
such a low-mounted bumper might reduce
2 000 serious pedestrian injuries annually in
the United Kingdom to ones of lesset
severity.

Further results a.re required before the
optimum crushing strength and maximum
permitted deformation of a bumper can be
determined.

Bonnet Leading Edge

This structure accelerates most of either
an adult or a child pedestrian to the speed
of the car, but in so doing should cause as
little injury as possible. This may best be
achieved if it is made of an energy-absorhing
material with crush characteristics that
match adult pelvic and child thoracic toler-
ance loads.

A high fronted bonnet may knock a
pedestrian under the front of a car at low
speeds and throw a child forward to the
ground at most accident speeds with a high
risk of injurious head impact on the ground.
A low fronted bonnet reduces these risks
but the possihility of head impact with the
windscreen surround is increased, pafticu-
larly for the adult and this is one of the
most frequent causes of fatal injury.

Bonnct Top and Wing

The collapse characteristics of the top of
the bonnet and wing shor-rld give a constant
reactive force to vertical impacts, designed
to produce acceptahle d€celerations at the
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head and thorax. Traditionally rigid areas
such as the windscreen scuttle shou-ld be
rnade flexilrle. Hidden components should be
terminated well below bonnet level to allow
depth for deformation. Examples are the
engine and fittings, front suspension and the
side walls of the engine compartment. An
increased bonnet length (1 100 mm or more)
reduces the risk of the head striking the
windscreen surround.

Windscreen Surround

Some protection for the head from an
impact with this structure may be provided
by a windscreen lower edge that is recessed
below a deformable bonnet and also by a
crushable covering for the header rail. Pro-
tection to the side pillars must be of Iimited
thickness or blind areas for the driver will
result. Generally, because high velocity
impact speeds result in high head to vehicle
impact speeds (fig. 2), more satisfactory
results may be obtained by reducing the
frequency of head impact to windscreen
sunound by the use of longer and higher
bonnets as previously noted.

Protect ion from Subsequent lmpact With
the Ground

The features already discussed aim to
reduce injury from vehicle impact and this
has been shown by accident investigation to
be the major source of injury. There is,
however, little merit in designing a car to
reduce injury from vehicle impact if the
pedestrian is subsequently fatally injured by
contact with the ground. To reduce injury
from ground impact a simple device may be
needed to restrain a pedestrian from falling
from the vehicle onto the road. A prototylre
has been developed for this purpose at
TRRL which also helps to lift a child pedes-
trian onto a car bonnet at speeds up to 16
km/h. It is triggered by an impact to the
front of the vehicle and when deployed it
prevents a pedestrian that has been projected
onto the bonnet from subsequently berng
thrown forward to the road.

SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

CONCLUSIONS

Pedestrian accident injury may be reduced
by cars that are designed to satisfy the
following conditionsr

The severity of primary impact is redueed
by matching the collapse characteristics of
the front of the car to the appropriate
human tolerance loads.
An adult pedestrian should be picked up
and retained on the bonnet over as wide a
range of impact speeds as possible without
being projected over the roof or wings to
the ground.
A child should be picked up onto the
bonnet or bonnet front rather than
knocked forward to the ground.
The head should impact a suitably
designed energy absorbing bonnet top
rather than the more rigid windscreen
surround. Some features of vehicle design
that contribute to these conditions are:

-A low-mounted energy absorbing
bumper with a yield of at least 100 mm,
which also ameliorates lower limb injury,
moving the impact to below the adult knee
-An energy-absorbing bonnet leading edge
with a yield of at least 1b0 mm and
preferably much more.
-Bonnet and wings with controlled verti-
cal collapse characteristics.

The height of the leading edge of the
bonnet has conflicting requirements; it needs
a low bonnet front for pro;t-.cting a child on
to the bonnet and a high bonnet front for
reducing the frequency of adult head impact
with the windscreen surround. A long
bonnet also reduces this latter possibility.

The research proggamrne is continuing to
develop these basic design requirements into
practical solutions to reduce the toll of
pedestrian injuries.
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INTRODUCTION

With an inereasing number of European
countries introducing compulsory seatbelt
use, the relative importance of vehicle occu-
pant protcction will change. Mackay [1] and
Finch [2] have predicted that the effect of
compulsory use on United Kindgom road-
user fatalities will be as shown in table L.
The pedestrian will, therefore, become the
largest single group of fatalities.

Under these conditions, the pedestrian
will be morally entitled to at least more
consideration from the legislators and hetter
protection from vehicles. Forthcoming
changes in the financing of the United
Kindgom's medical costs may also have an

aecelerating effect in this context. Currently,
all accident medical costs are, in general,
borne by the taxpayer; however, for finan-
cial reasons the Government of the United
Kingdom is propo.sing that, in future, these
should fall upon the mc-rtor insurers. This
may bring commercial pressure to reduce
injuries in addition to the present humani-
tarian reasons.

Obviously two courses of action can be
taken to reduce pedestrian injuries. First, to
segregate Jredestrians from other traffic, and
second, to design vehicles to miminise the
injuries to all classes of pedestrians. As a
vehicle manufacturer, the only direct contri-
bution that Leyland Cars can make is to
study the vehicle-pedestrian impact problem
and introduce pro-pedestrian vehicle designs

Table 1, Possible effect of compulsory seatbelt use on
United Kingdom traff ic fatal i t ies

Road users 1g7z with belts
co mpulso ry

Car occupants (7o) 39 26
Motorcvcl is ts and others (%) 21 26
Pedestrians (%) 40 40

Number  77AE  6453
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when the eost, and perhaps styling restric-
tions, will be accepted by the car-buying
public. Indirectly, however, such studies
should lead to better Iegislation that con-
siders the implications on all aspects of
vehicle performance, not only the immediate
ob jec t ive .  [2 ]

STUDIES OF PEDESTRIAN IMPACT
STATISTICS

Various researchers have analysed accident
statistics [3-11] and, in general, most of
their findings very roughly correlate with
each other. Most are agreed that; the
bumper height of 16 to 20 inches results in
a maximum number of people receiving
serious knee injuries; children receive less
severe injuries thar"r adults (at least from the
vehicle); the severity of the injuries increases
rapidly for speeds above 20 mi/h; the wind-
shield frame is responsible for the majority
of vehicle-inflicted serious head injuries; and
head injuries are the largest single cause of
death.

On the effect of vehicle shape, however,
the researchers draw very different conclu-
sions. For example, Mclean [8] found that
4-6 per cent of all pedestrians involved in
collisions with Cadillacs (high square front)
werc killed, whilst 3.8 per cent were kitled
when impacted by Volkswaglens (low sloping
front). On the other hand, Hall et al [4]
found that the comparable figures were 2.8
per cent for Falcons and 9.4 per cent for
Volkswagens. Not only are the fatality rates
for Volkswagens very different, but opposite
conclusions could be drawn from the two
studies. Mclean states that his results are to
some extent supported tly a smaller study
conducted by the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory [11]. Whereas Hall claims his are
supported try the results of Robertson [10].

Similarly, there is also conflict as to
whether the road or the vehicle is responsi-
ble for the majority of the fatalities. Ashton

t7l reports that the vehicle is the most
likely cause of death, whilst the results of
Calkowski et aI [11] show that the ground
is equally as likely to be the cause.

Statistical analyses, therefore, produce
little guidance for the design of the least
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agigfessive vehicle front+nd shape. Such
inconclusiveness is not surprising because of
th e large number of unrecorded and
unknown variables involved in real pedes-
trian impacts. Computer simulations by
Maclaughlin I12l and Segal t13l have
shown that the pedestrian trajectory is very
sensitive to both initial victim attitude and
vehicle profile. From the foregoing, it is
obvious that to determine the effects of
vehicle front-end shape either experimental
or computer simulations are necessa.ry.

COMPUTER SIMULATION5

Owing to the large number of variables in
the experimental simr-rlation of pedestrian
impacts, the results of such tests can be very
difficult to intcrpret, especially when the
numLrer of tests is small. Sonre of the varia-
bles are not easily controllcd, and nominally
identical tests can result in quite different
behaviour, different enough to mask the
effects of some del iberate parameter
changes. The main advantages of computer
simulation in this context are its exact
repeatability, and the speed at which the
complete results of a parametric study are
obtained.

The method of investigation chosen by
Leyland Cars is to conduct initial studies
using computer simu-lation, and then to
finalise with experimental tests when trends
and parameter importance have been estab-
lished.

For some years Leyland Cars has been
successfully using simulation techniques to
study and optimise the crash test perform-
ance of vehiclc structures. [14 and 15] This
work has more recently heen extended to
include the occupant performance with the
Calspan Corporation BD Crash Victim Simu-
lation Prograrn. [16 and 17] The 3D pro-
gram was chosen for its performance, docu-
mentation. extensive validation in the occu-
pant mode, and the fact that it was already
in use elsewhere in the motor industry. It
has proved to be an extremely useful design
aid in Leyland Cars' Experimental Safety
Vehicle (ESV) programme, and is now in
routine use for new vehicle model develop-
ment.
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CALSPAN 3-D CRASH VICTIM
S I M U L A T I O N  P R O G R A M  ( V E R S I O N  I I )

The Version II victim model consists of
15 rigid body segments representing the
head, neck, three torso segments, eight arm
and leg segments, and feet. These are con-
nected by 14 joints. All joints are of the
ball-and-socket type except the elbows and
knees which are pinned. The torques acting
at the joints consist of viscous, coulomb
friction, and linear spring {:omponents, with
nonlinear spring torques acting as joint
stops. For the ball and socket joints,
uncoupled torsional and flexural torques are
considered as functions of the torsion and
flexure at the joint, whereas for the pinned
joints only flexural spring torques are pro-
duced.

The victim contact, surface model is
defined by an ellipsoidal contact surface
corresponding to each body segment.
Contact forces can be generated between

ellipsoids, or between ellipsoids and vehicle
panels, and are calculated as a function of
penetration of the surfaccs, with sliding fric-
tion forces generated to oppose the relative
motion.

The vehicle contact surface model consists
of up to 20 rectangular plane panels. The
panel stiffnesses are entered into the pro-
gram as tabular or analytical data. Multiple
panel loadings are allowed for, dissipating
energy on each loading.

For use in its occupant mode a compre-
hensive choice of belt and airbag restraint
options are provided.

Program output is both by printout of
simulation parameters and by post-processor
plotting of the dummy kinematics at
selected time frames. An example of such a
plot is shown in figure 1. In addition, a
post-processor program has been written to
calculate the relevant injury criteria and
plot-selected parameters on a time abscissa.

Figure 1. Kinematic plot of pedestrian mode.
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LIMITATIONS OF CONTACT MODEL
F O R  P E D E S T R I A N  S I M U L A T I O N

It should be noted that the following
discussion specifically applies to the Version
II program. Since Version II the program has
been considerably improvcd by Calspan and
the new Version III [8] is more generalised
from a mathematical point of view; howsssl,
most of the following limitations in the
contact pancl modelling still exist.

When the program was first used in the
pedestrian mode several limitations became
apparent. The most serious of these was the
inability of the contact model to generate
forces when vehicle contact panels were
penetrated by relatively large dummy seg-
mcnts.

Figure 2 shows a vehicle contact panel
penetrated by a segmerrt ellipsoid. The force
is applied normal to the plane through the
centre of the intersection ellipse. Ilowever, if
the centre of the interscction ellipse is out-
side the plane boundary, as can be the case
with small contact panels, no force is genera-
ted; this condition is shown in figure 3. Due
to the continuously changing orientation and
position of segments relative to the panels,
the position of the intersection ellipse centre
is also changing. 'fherefore, effectivc contact
with a pancl can be instantancously lost or
gaincd, giving unrealistic sudden changes in
the contact force.

A consequence of this limitation is the
failure of the corrtact model to accommo-
date panel edgc or corner contact condi-

Figure 2. Segment-panel interaction.

F r ic t ion  fo rce

Force  =  f  (oenet ra t ion)

Figure 3. Small panel-segment interaction.

tions. Figure 4 illustrates the case of an
unregistered edge contact, Here the centre of
the intersection ellipse is also outside the
plane boundary with the result that no force
is generated for this contact condition. How-
ever, an edge contact condition that will
generate a force can exist (fig. 5), although,
in this case, it is comgruted as a full plane
contact because the penetration is always
determined at the tangency point rather
than at the actual edge of the contact panel.

Another limitation of the contact model
concerns its behaviour with large penetra-
tions. When the penetration exceeds the
extremity of the segment (complete penetra-
tion in fig. 2) the force is instantaneously
set to zero, and if the penetration reduces to
less than complete petretration the full force
is instantaneously re-applied. In a similar
manner, where a segment approaches and
contacts the panel from the reverse side
large initial deflections and forces are genera-
ted that reduce as the segment continues to
penetrate.

As shown in figure 2, the force, although
being calc'ulated from the maximum penetra-
tion, is in fact applied to the segment at the
centre of the intersection ellipse. The c:hoice
of the point of application of the contact

Figure 4. Edge contact condition.

Cent re  o f

intersection
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Figure 5. Force generating edge contact.

force must be rather arbitrary where a distri-
buted force system is simplified to a single
force.

However, the Calspan model seems to
have been formulated for segments that are
considered soft in relation to the contact
surface. In many practical applications this is
not the case, especially when it is
remembered that the long dummy segments
are nonhomogeneous and are, in fact,
usually considerably stiffer on their "ends"

than in a direction normal to their long
axes. For these reasons the authors believe
that, in general, it is better to apply the
force to the segment surface at the point of
ma*imum penetrat ion. The di f ference
between the points of application for the
two methods is only significant with elonga-
ted segments such as the arms or legs. With
the segment orientation and the degree of
penetration shown in figure 6, the point of
ma:<imum penetration and the point of force
application using the Calspan method can be
at opposite ends of the segment; clearly this
is not representative of the actual condition.
The technique used in the Calspan Version
III [18] progmm of positioning the contact
force by a factor that determines its position

E X P E  R I M E N T A L  s A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

Contac t  pane l

Corrtact force

Figure 6. Large panel penetrations.

between the limits of the point of maximum
penetration and the centre of the inter-
ser;tion ellipse, appears to be an approximate
yet effective refinement.

LEYLAND CARS'  CONTACT MODEL

To develop a model that will enable the
realistic simulation of small panels, auto-
matically implies that the modelling must
accommodate both corner and edge con-
tacts. In the Leyland Cars' contact model,
there are five contact conditions: full plane
contact, edge, corner, no contact, and
invalid contact that will be described later.

For the edge contact, as shown in figure
4. the force is calculated from the "real"

panel penetration at the edge. In the case of
a corner contact, the force is similarly calcu-
lated, but this time it is from the length of a
normal erected at the corner to the point at
which it cuts the ellipsoid surface. In all
cases, the force is applied in a direction
normal to the panel at the point of maxi-
mum penetration.

An iterative technique is used to calculate
the penetration and type of contact; this
basically consists of selecting a point in the
three-climensional "shadow" space behind
the panel and establishing whether an ellip-
soid passing through this point must be
expanded or contracted to achieve surface
contact. Using this result, the next point in
the panel "shadow" can be selected and the
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pfoeess repeated until a point (if any) is
found that Iies on the surface of the original
ellipsoid and corresponds with maximum
penetration. An optimising technique is used
to minimise the number of points that are
selected for trial. By this method the pro-
gram calculates both the penetration and
type of panel contact in the same process.
In order to minimi,se computation time, at
the ncxt integration interval a continuance
of the same type of contact is initially
assumed. This assumption is then checked
and if it is found to be valid the penetration
is calculated diractly, but if it is not valid
the iterative procedure is entered. The iter-
ative method is thereby only used when a
change in  the  contac t  cond i t ion  is
encountered.

A consequenee of aeeommodating edge
contacts is the instantaneous development of
a Iarge penetrat ion when a segment
approaches a panel as shown in figure 7'
Here it can be seer, that the direction of the
motion and the angle of the segnrent are
such as the panel touches the "back" of the
segment an unrealistic instantaneous penetra-
tion is generated. To overcome this problem
the concept of a terminator plane was estab-
lished. Light shining from behind and
normal to the panel will illuminate one half
of thc ellipsoidal segment, the other half
being in shadow. The transition zone is
termed the terminator plane. A panel will
"see" only the illuminated half of an
approaching segment and can only develop
forces from an initia-t contact in the illumi-

Figure 7, ln i t ia l  edge contact on the'back'of a seg'
ment.

Force  =  f  (penet ra t ion

Terminator

SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

nated zone. Initial contacts in the invalid
(shadow) zone will not produce forces. How'
ever, if, after an initial contact in the rllumi-
nated zone, the penetration increases to such
an extent that the panel moves into the
shadow zone, it remains a force-producing
penetration

As in the original Version II program' ihe
contact force is considered to be a function
of the penetration. For panels with a con-
stant stiffness over their entire areas, this
method probably over-estimates the edge or
corner contact forces. A better method
might be to calculate the force from some
function of the area or volume of contact in
addition to the penetration. Experimental
mcasurement of such a complex relationship
would be very difficult, and, in alty case'
probably vary with the shape of the test
impactor. Bearing in mind this difficulty, the
variation of stiffness over the surface of a
real panel, and the limited number of panels
that can be used to represent a vehicle, the
assumption of fotce being proportional to
penetration is iustified on the grounds of
sufficient accuracy and simplicity.

The program makes no conection to the
contact panel force-deflection characteristics
in order to allow for the dynamic shain and
inertia effects. Leyland Cars has found that
the dynamic characteristics vary considerably
for the different panels, constructions and
materials. It is much simpler to input the
dynamic data as measured on standard
impact testing equipment.

As shown in figure 8, when idealizing a
vehicie outline into the rectangular contact
panels it frequently happens that two or

Figure 8. ldealization of bonnet.
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three panels must be used to represent a
single eurved vehicle panel. If a dummy
segment slides over the coincident edges of
these panels then the accommodation of
cdge contacts means that two pancls would
be penetrated, both producing forccs propor-
tional to their penetrations. Obviously this
would be unrepresentative of the actual bon-
net force, so to overcome this, contact sur-
faces representing a single continuous vehicle
panel are defined as such in the input data,
and the panel that has the maximum pene-
tration is the only one to generate a force
on the segment. In this way a smooth force
transition is achieved although the direction
of the force application is changed by an
amount determined hy the flatness of the
vehicle surface.

A similar condition of double force appli-
cation can occur whcre two adjacent ellip-
soidal dummy segments overlap and occupy
the same space. An example of this is the
folded knee penetration into a contact
panel. The two segments will both generate
forces dependent upon their individual pene-
trations. To avoid this erroneous double
force generation, the user can specify that
the segment with the largest penetration is
the only one of the pair to generate a force
on particular panels.

The period of interest in pedestrian
impacts is of much longer duration than that
of occupant impacts (2 seconds as opposed
to 0.25 second). Computer processing time
is therefore an important parameter in deter-
mining the cost-effectiveness of pedestrian
computer simulation. With pedestrian simula-
tions the actual impact of dummy segments
with their allowable contact panels occur
only over a small fraction of the total
simulation period. Furthermore, after a little
experience, these contact Jreriods can be
pre-identified. A facility has therefore been
included in the propfam to limit the calcula-
tion of specified segmcnt-panel contacts to
specified time periods. This considerably
reduces the processing time to about 40
minutes (IBM 370/158) for a typically com-
plex pedestrian simulation. The Version III
program would also reduce the processing
time by virtue of its improved integrator
performance.

The contact panels of the original occu-
pant model were all fixed relative to the
vehicle reference system. To enable the
simulation of pedestrian impacts it was
necessary to program the option of speci-
fying selected panels fixcd in ground refer-
ence. At the samL- time the nraximum
number of allowed segment-panel contacts
was increased from 20 to 30.

The appendlx gives further details of the
revised contact model and a program filow
diagram.

O T H E R  C H A N G E S  T O  T H E  P R O G R A M

The dummies used in pedestrian impacts
frequently have shear pins located at the
knee joint and sometimes in the hip joint to
ensure that the dummy will stand erec!
without extemal support. Changes were
made to the joint modelling to incorporate
the effects oIf such shear pins.

The majority of experimental pedestrian
impacts in the United Kingdom are con-
ducted using the Ogle Occupant Protection
Assessment Test (OPAT) anthropomctric
dummy. Because of this, a contract to meas-
ure its physical parameters was placecl with
the Motor Industry Research Association by
the Tlansport and Road Research Labora-
tory. Whilst this paper will not report the
findings of these tests, it is relevant to note
that the characteristics of the OPAT are
considerably different from those of the
Sierra 292-1050 as measured by Calspan,
and that many of the joint stiffness charac-
teristics are decidedly nonsymmetrical.

Io accept the OPAT data without severe
loss of accuracy, the joint modelling tech_
nique also had to be changed. Briefly, these
changes consisted of reprcsenting the normal
range of jcrint motion by a fifth order
polynomial power series, and the joint stop
by a quadratic function.

FUTURE CHANGES TO THE CONTACT
M O D E L

The revised contact model, through
incorporating edge contacts, has produced
another problem, bhe solution of which is
currently treing implemented.
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OnIy when the approach angle is greater
than the friction angle will the patrel tre
perretrated. As the segment moves away
from the panel, the panel will recover
towards its original size, reaching its full size
when the segment is completely out of

contact. If, during the course of a con-
tinuous segment-panel contact, the approach
angle changes from being less than to greater

than the friction angle, the penetration will
be calculated as usual but operating from
the reduced panel size.

P E D E S T R I A N  S I M U L A T I O N  V A L I D A -
TION AND CONTACT MODEL PER.
FORMANCE

To aid validation of the pedestrian simr'rla'
tion model, experimental tests were com-
pleted using a Pedestrian Impact facility
developed at Rolls Royce Motors under
sponsorship of the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory. A vehicle profile rellre-
sentative of the Leyland Cars' SRVZ Marina
(reported on at the fifth Internationat ESV
Conference) was mounted on the rig's trol-
ley and subjected to a controlled decelera'
tion after the initial impact with an Ogle
OPAT anthropometr ic dummy. Impact
speeds of 10 and 15 mi/h with the dummy
were conducted and data recordings from
the dummy's comprehensive instrumentation
were made throughout the impa,-:t tiequences'
In addition to cine coverage' still photo-
graphs were taken with a motorised camera.

A full validation study has not, as yet,
been completed as the new contact model
does not include the 'crumpling edge' modi-
fications outlined in the previous section-
Furthermore. the data for the OPAT
dummy, although incorporated in the pro-
gtflffi, has not been fully cheched out and it
is anticipated that further refinements may
be required to the joint modelling to accu-
rately represent the dummy parametars'
However. initial simulation runs were com-
pleted using both the Leyland Cars' contact
model and the original Calspan contact
model.

A comparison of the dummy trajectory
during the primary impact sequences (up to
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Figure 9. Unreal ist ic edge penetrat ion.

When an elongated segment approaches
the edge of a panel with its major axis

approximately normal to the panel surface, a
large initial cleflection will result; this condi'
tion is shown in figure L This penetration is
not representative of the deflection that
woulcl be sustained by a real vehicle Jranel.
It is unlikely that a panel of sheet metal,
plastics, or rttbber would be displacecl under
these conclitions; it is more likely that it
would be simply crumpled on that edge' The
simulation in this condition thcrefore pro-
duces an excessive contact force.

The proposed method of correcting this
anomaly is based on a compari$on of the
friction (tanl,rr) and the approach angles as
shown in figure 10. When the approach
angle is less than the friction angle, the
panel will not be deflected but reduced in
size, that is-rrumpled on the impacted edge.

Figure 10. Segment approach and friction angles.
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and including head to bonnet contact) was
considered to be a fundamental criterion on
the computer simulation validity.

The Leyland Cars' contact model simula-
tion results indicate a good general agree-
ment with the test results, as shown by a
comparison of the photographs in figures 11
to 14. The soft bumper was fully deflected
and the dummy rolled about the leading
edge of the bonnet profile. I.{ote that
rebound resulting from initial leg contact
was rather excessive, probably due to under-
estimation of the energy absorption proper-
ties of the dummy segments as these values
were obtained from static tests. A compari-
son of the head and chest accelerations is
given in table 2. It should be noted that the
mock bonnet profile was constructed from
mild steel plate plus the high peak accelera-
tion on the head.

Figure 11. Comparison of Levland Cars simulat ion
and experiment at 40 milliseconds after
imoact.

The Calspan contact model simr,rlation of
this same test set-up highlights some of the
problems the authors have encountered with
the original model. Figure 1b shows a com-
parison of the two contact models early in
the impact event. Owing to the relatively
small bumper contact surface no lower leg-
bumper contact forces are gcnerated (centre
of interscction ellipse outside plane bound_
ary). This results in unimpeded vehicle
motion "through" the dummy. Similarly
bonnet contact forr:es with the upper leg are
not generated until the upper leg has been
penetrated by the bonnet, resulting in an
instantaneous large penetration and force in
the vertical direction when the conditions of
the contact model are satisfiecl. These
erroneous contacts are subsequently reflec_
ted in the resultant trajectory of the
dummy.

Figure 12. Comparison of Leyland Cars simulat ion
and experiment at lE0 milliseconds after
imnact .
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FigureFigure 13. Comparison of Leyland Cars simulation

and exper iment  at  260 mi l l iseconds af ter

impact .

Table 2.  Compar ison of  exper imenta l  and s imulated

resu I ts

14.  Compar ison of  Leyland Cars s imulat ion

and experiment at 370 mill iseconds after

impact .

Test No. 268
Dr te  l 0  3 .75

Veloci ty 10 mph

Simula t ion

Acceleretion Experimental ' t i l f : lo

m o d e l )

Head peak accelerat ion (C) 181 225

Time to Peak (s)  0 '339 0 '322

Chest  peak accelerat ion (9)  16'1 17 I

Time to Peak 0 '338 0 '328
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Figure 15. Comparison of Leyland Cars contact
model  ( top)  and Calspan contact  model
(bottom) at 60 mill iseconds after impacr.

C O N C L U S I O N

The National Highway Tyaffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) has recenily sup-
plied to Leyland Cars a copy of the
improved Calspan program, Version III, but
at present it has not been fully implemented
at Leyland Cars. Many additional features
have heen incorporated in this program
which will no doubt alleviate some of the
problems encountered with Version II; how-
ever, the refinement of the plane-segment
corrtact model as outlined in this paper will
still be necessary, and the authors intend to
implement these changes to Version III.
This, together with the facilities of reduced
computational time due to the new integra_
tor routine, and a restart option, should
result in a very versatile and eflicient pro-
gram.
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A P P E N D I X .  A  M A T H E M A T I C A L
A N A L Y S I S  O F  T H E  N E W  S E G M E N T -
PANEL CONTACT MODEL

An outline of the mathematics for a new
dummy segment, panel contact model for
CALSPAN Version II (3D Computer Simula-
tion of a Motor Vehicle Crash Victim; CAL-
SPAN Corporatiorr (formerly, Cornell Aero-
nautical Laboratory, Inc.) is now given.

There are three cartesian coordinate anis
systems, the inertial, that of the vehicle and
that of the dummy segment (ellipsoid) refer-
red to here hy suffixes i, v, and s, respec'
tively. The transpose of a vector or matrix
will be denoted by t. Given a nxl vector x,
llxllz denotes the two norm of x, that is

T\
l l  x l l l = L " i .

j =  1

The following are readily available in the
package:

ri A vector in the inertial system rep-
resenting the displacement of the
centre of gravity of the ellipsoid
from the vehicle origin

y* A vector in the segment system rep-
resenting the displacement from the
centre of gravity of the dummy seg-
ment to the centre of the ellipsoid

I

i
l

12.

13.

I

14.

ll
t

,1{

19.
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Pu and P* Orthogonal matrices which on pre-
multiplying a vector in the intertial
system give vectors in the vehicle
and segment systems respectively

D* A diagonal matrix whose elements
are in the inverse of the semi-axis of
the ellipsoid

n1 ,n2 rrl3 Orthonormal vectors (nf ni = 1,
nl ri = O,i +j) in the vehicle axis
systrim: n! r = p, defines the plane
in which the panel lies n! r = p2 ,
nl*  = pe + de, nlr  = pe and nE;"=
Ps + dr define the edges of the
panel

The equation of the terminator plane ntr =
p (a plane that separates what can be seen
from that which cannot be seen of the ellip-
soid, when viewed in the direction of the nor-
mal of the vehicle panel plane n1 ) is first
determined. Consider ll Ax - b ll3 where A is
a m:(n matrix, let the gradient vector of ll Ax
- b ll3 be the nxl vector g whose i th compo-

nent is # tt a" - b ll3 . Let v be the displace-
dxr

ment from the centre of the ellipsoid to the
ellipsoid in the segErent reference. It follows
that ll D.v lll = f and the gradient of
ll Drv ll3 is g = 2Drtv. For v to be a point in
the terminator plane gr P" Pf;n, = 0 = vt
1D"2P*Pf n, ) and hence the"terminator plane
passes through the centre of the ellipsoid.
Thus the terminator normal n is such that vt
(P*Pf n) = 0. Since the dimension of the space
spanned by v is two, we may take n (normal
not necessarily unit length) to be n
P"PlDgP,Pfnl and hence p = fftPv (Pjy* + 11)
where ff denotes a unit vector, since the termi-
nator plane passes through the centre of the
ellipsoid.

The determination of the maximum pene-
tration of the panel through the ellipsoid is
now considered. The penetration is computed
as the displacement from the panel in a direc-
tion opposite to that of the normal of the
panel, to where a parallel panel just touches
the ellipsoid, the force associated with the
penetration being applied at this point.

A point r on a panel parallel to the origi-
nal panel but displaced in a direction to that
of the normal of the panel is given by

f d r d . lr= 
Lur - L- 

nz 
*=! 

n3 - nll x

. f  l , d ,  I  . l -  l " d ,  I* 
LP' 

- "=J nz + 
LFr 

- 
ffi_1 "'

*  [p ,  *  l r ]  r ,

where the paranetrisation x satisfies I { x
( u. For convenience r will be written r =
Mx + h. In the segment reference the dis-
placement from the centre of the ellipsoid to
the parallel panel is thus PsPl (M:i + h) -
(v* + P."tr. Consider ll ex - b llz2 where A =
DsPsPlM and b = I). (Vs + Ps (zi - plh)), and
denote by i the vector which minimizes I ll
A x  -  b  l l l  -  l  l s u b j e c t t o l { x = - { u a n d x 3  i s
a maximum. If l l at - b ll; ) 1 then all r l ie
outside the ellipsoid. If ll a-x - n lli = 1, ttren
:tr - lr gives the maximum penetration. An
outline of the computation of * is now given.

Consider minimizing ll Ax - b ll i subject to
I ( x +{ u where A is a mxn matrix of full
rank. The solution may be computed itera-
tively via a sequence of feasible points x" that
is I +{ x' ( u. [19, 21 and 23] Thus consider
xr (possibly permuted) to be partitioned 

fxil

where x'2 is a (n-k) xl vector and that ll iXt-J
b lll is a minimum with xr2 = d a known vec-
tor. There exist orthonormal mxm matrices
Q(QIQ = l, the identity matrix) such that e
(A I b) is of the form

[], , 1,, I p,-l (1)
L o  R r r  l b r j

where R1 1 is a nonsingular kxk matrix (usu-
ally upper triangular). For a minimum of ll
Ax - b llr2 it totlows that Rr rxl = br
Rrzxl and hence xr1 could be computecl by
back substitution since xr2 = d is known. The
gradient vector g is such that

If, for all k + 1 < i < n, either

xi  = l i  *d Si F0 orxi  = ui  *d gi  <0, (3)

then ll Ax - b ll l cannot be reduced. How-
ever, if (3) is not satisfied when i = p, then
ll Ax - b llr'� may be reduced by varying the
previously fixed variable xo. Let x = xr + 6x

E'=2[H;,  ,o, r* l  -  ur) ]  (2)
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minimise ll ax - b ll3 with xr = d * aep-k
where €o- k is the (p- k)th column of a
(n-k)x(n:k) identity matrix. If s is the kxl
vector such that Rr r s = - Rr r ep- p then 6x =

o (Br_p) and

l l  Ax  -  b  l l i  =  G2 l l  R2eep-k  l l r2  +  agp 
(+)

+  l l  A x r  -  b  l l 3 ,

l-o 1
6g = zalirt: Rz e ep_ r.-J , 

*h*r* s = gr + 6s (5)

If it is required that ll Ax * b ll I = f , then (4)
may be solved for a, the maximum value of
a when p = 3 (assuming the last component is
not permuted) being required fot the mani-
mum penetration calculation. Also ftom (4)
we may determine the reduction in ll Ax - b

ll3 as a is varied, thus we may choose the p
so that of all k + < i ( n, which do not
satisfy (3), i = p gives the manimum reduction
of ll Ax - b ll l subject to feasibility of the
p th variable [ref. 19] and thus optimise on
the constraint to be freed.

In varying the p th constraint subject to
feasibility of the p th variatrle, it is possible
that x1 = xl + ori may not satisfy the con-
straints: when this occurs K = xr + gdx is used
where o { p { 1 is a manimum subject to the
feasibility of x. Assume the j th constraint is
invoked, I < j < k. The partition x1 may be
permuted so that j th variable is in the k th
position (j th variable replaces k th and
( i  +  l ) t h  r e p l a c e s  i t h ,  i  =  j ,  j  +  1 , .  .  . , k -  1 )
and the conesponding permutation of the
columns of (1), may be premultiplied by
orthonormal matrices to recover the form (1)
with k reduced by I (ref 23) and then we
may continue to vary the p th constraint.

If a is varied so as to minimize ll Ax - U ll2'�
and the resulting x is feasible, then the parti'
tion x2 may be permuted so that the (p-k)th
variable is the first position (p th variable of
x replaced (k+1) th and i th replaces (i + l)th,
i  =  k  +  1 ,  k  +  2 ,  . . . ,  p  *  1 )  a n d  t h e  c o r r e -
sponding permutation of columns of (1) may
be premultiplied by an orthonormal matrix to
recover the form (1) with k increased by 1.

Thus, the existence of the form (t) has been
established.

For the computation of x for the maxi-
mum penetration, ll Ax - b ll l is reduced sub-
ject to feasibility until a point is reached such
that ll Ax - b ll I < r. Then steps (i) and {ii)
are performed repeatedly until ll Ax - b llrz =

1 with ll ax - b ll! a minimum with x3 fixed
which is the required solution, where step (i)
is vary x3 $o that l l  Ax- b l l  ;  = 1 andx3 isa
manimum and step (ii) is with x3 fixed ll Ax *

b ll; is minimized.
From one time step to the next constraints

satisfied as cqualities will usually be the same
and this may be used to advantage as follows.
For the partitioning at the solution of the pre-
vious time step, reduce A I b to the form (1).
If ll Ax - b ll3 = 1 for the previous time step
then x3 is varied according to (a) so that

ll Ax - b ll; = 1 for the cunent time step.
Then for the current time step, x1 is com'
puted (ll ex - b lltr > f for previous time
step) by solving Rr rxr = br Rr zxe. I f  the
solution is feasible and of the same type, that
is ll Ax - b ll 3 is still greater than 1 or equal
to 1 as in previous time step, the solution is
accepted; otherwise recourse is made to an
iterative solution.

It is straightforward, and on current com'
puters desirable, to implicitly deal with the
permutations of x and the columns of the
form (1) by using a nxl array c in such a
way that the var iables x" j ,  j  = 1, 2,  . . . ,  k

correspond with the permuted variables (x1 )1
a:rd the var iables xc'  j  = k + 1r , . . ,  n cotre-

spond with the peimuted variables (xz)i.r.'
Thus  co lumns c i r  j  =  I ,2 , .  .  . ,  k  o f  A  are  pre '
multiplied by orthogonal matrices to obtain
the upper triangular matrix of form (1).

Two methods were used for the orbhonor-
mal reduction of (A I b): they were the modi-
fied root free Givens method [refs. 20 and
221 and Householder hansformation (tef
24). When A is initially triangularised, Gentle-
mans [ref. 20] scheme is directly applicable
to the updates to A as a variable is freed or
fixed.
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Dummy Measurement as a Scale for
Occupant Protect ion

ULRICH SEIFFERT and  RUEDIGER WEI6NER
Research and Developmcnt  Ccntcr
Vol kswagcn werk AG-Wol lsburg

INTRODUCTION

The objective of all measures taken to
increase the mitigation of injuries in road
fuaffic is to arrive at a minimum risk of bodily
injury for all road users--notor vehicle occu-
pants, pedestrians, and cyclists-during an
accident. Understandably, it does not suffice
to retrospectively evaluate the effectiveness of
a safety measure, that is, on the basis of the
accident analysis. It is necessary to determine
the possible benefit of a safety measure
during the development stage of a vehicle.
This must be done on the basis of ohjective
data. The dummy is used during a simulated
accident to measure the mechanical loads-
such as accelerations and forces-in order to
provide information on the possible risk of
injury a human would incur if he were
exposed to the same accident loads. This
underlines the necessity of research work in
biomechalics.

On the one hand, dummies must be devel-
oped that can supply reliahle, reproducible
data without being destroyed; on the other
hand, knowledge must be developed that
allows conelation between dummy meas-
urement and human injuries, dummy response
must validly represent medically defined in-
juries of the human road user.

This paper deals essentially with the
present state of development of dummies
using the extensive experience gained by
Volkswagen to submit recommendations.

THE DUMMY IN USE

The use of dummies in automotive research
and development work can be seen primarily
in the performance evaluation of the in-
teraction of the vehicle and the restraint
system. The dummy is a measurement device

that represents vehicle oceupants and pedes-
trians. It should allow repeatable testing,
simulation of human kinematic response (to
some degree), easy instrument installation,
and resistance to damage. With the present
state of biomechanical knowledge, the
question arises whether the dummy defined in
Part 572 can still be used as the scale for
occupant and pedestrian protection. It may
be necessary to have a new approach to the
evaluation of vehicles in crash events.

Of the dummies used today only two types
are specified precisely: The dummy used for
the seatbelt tests in accordance with the
ECF,Regulation No. 16, and the dummy used
for the evaluation of passive restraints in
accordance with 49 CFR, Part 572. The
differences in desigrr and the purpose of these
dummies are strown in figure 1.

Figure 1, Dummv measurements.

US-Part  572 (Hvbr id l l -dummyl

Ghest:

a , " , { 6 0 9 ( t } 3 m s }

Femur: --

F {l 1700 lb

Chest: -H
Forward movement
s = 2 0 0 = 3 0 0 m m

Forward movement
s = 1 0 0 = 2 0 0 m m
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All other dummies, for example, one, three
and six-year-old child dummies, 5 percent
female, 95 percent ma,le, and other types of
50 percent male dummies-uch as the Opat
dummy---are specified only in terms of dimen-
sions and not in terms of performance under
impact conditions. The dummies are used in
the simulation of frontal, side, rear, rollover,
pedestrian, and cycle accidents.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

BIOMECHANICS

Although this paper deals only with
dummy representation of motor vehicle oc-
cupants, it should be mcntioned that because
of different load applications in pedestrian
accidents, different protection criteria may be
required for motor vehicle occupants and
pedestrians.

Figure 2. Injury pattern to restrained and unrestrained vehicle occupants.

Unrestra iued
N = 4 1 1

Restrained
N = 1 3 7

Head
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rs ll

33 64
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exlrer i l  |  l leS

Abdomen

Lower
extremities

Unrestrained

83.8

r 6.3

43.8 42.5
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60

Chect

Ceruical roine

Upper
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Source.  Kr ieg,  H.  "Der Einf luB des gicherhei tsgurtes auf  d ie Unfal lver letrungen., ,  Mainz,  1g68.
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5
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TTre analysis of teal aeeidents supplies
information on the frequency of accident
injuries to the variotu parts of the body of
motor vehicle occupatrts. Figure 2 shows the
results of two accident analyses [1, 2J. The
schematic shows the injury frequeneies for
nonbelted and belted motor vehicle occu-
pants.

With these frequencies and with the in'
formation about kind and severity of these
injuries, a ranking order of the degree of
hazardousness of different injuries can be
prepared. On the basis of such a ranking
order. a decision can be made about what
biomechanical problems must be given prior'
ity to better adapt the technolory of occu-
pant restraint to the human being.

Development of Protection Criteria

The most prominent objective of bio-
mechanical research is to prepare protection
criteria. Protective criteria are to be under-
stood as upper limits of mechanical loads
measured on the dummy, such as acceler-
ations and forces. Compliance with such
criteria is meant to insure that a humanly
tolerable degtee of injury is not exceeded
with equivalent input loads.

Injury criteria can be derived from human
Ioad tolerances, taking into account a safety
margin that has yet to be established. On the
other hand, injury criteria must be translated
into protection criteria. The effects of $ex,
age, anthropometrics, and mass distribution
of the human must be accounted for.

Suggested Priorities for the Definition of
Protection Criteria

In 19?4, the Volkswagenwerk AG con-
ttacted for a literature study entitled "Bio-

mechanical Load Data" with the Institute for
Automotive Technology of the Berlin Univer'
sity [3]. The objective of this study was to
define the presenL staLe of knowledge in
biomechanics. The Department of Transporta'
tion of the German Federal Republic pub.
lished an extensive $tudy on this subject in
1e76 t4 l .

Working Group 4 of the European Exper-
imental Vehicles Committee (EEVC) pub.

lished a report in 19?6 [ 5] that tries to define
load limits, injury criteria, and protection
criteria on the basis of present day knowl-
edge. On the basis of this work, as well as on
the basis of our own experience in bio-
mechanics and accident analysis, it is recom-
mended that injury and protection criteria be
prepared for the body regions indicated in
table 1. At this time there is no way to submit
statistically certain information on the type
and limits of the injuries or protection criteria
for any region.

Ttre limited protection criteria measure-
ment capability of the dummy defined in
the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
(FMVSS) shows that substantial research
work must be done in this field. The mech-
anical load data to be measured on the
dummy or derived from test data are in-
dicated in table 2. Furthermore, the repro-
ducibility of the measuring instrument
dummy must be substantially increased to
provide more certainty of the test data. This
will be dealt with in detail further on.

It was mentioned earlier that future te-
search must show whether the suggested data
zuffice in describing the risk of injury to a
human, and to define, if possible, their upper
permissible limits.

The specified FMVSS dummy can only be
used for measurement of acceleration on the
head, on the thorax and on the pelvis in the
three main axes, and force in the left and
right femur. If one looks at how reproducible
these measurements are and what kind of

Table l. Recommendation for the elaboration of
injury and protection criteria as a function
of the direction of load application

Direction of load introduction
Region of
the body Frontal Lateral Rear

impact impact impact

Head X
Neck '  X
Thorax X
Pelvis X
Femur X

X
X
X
X
X

X
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Table 2. Suggestions for the measuring of mechanical dummy load data

Stroke anrl n Angles and
Bo.dv Jiri""ii."l Evaluate* derivations Force Momentum
regron by time accelereflon by time

Head Accelerat ion in the HIC accelerat ion in-  Bending angle around
center of gravity in 3 crease over time X and Y axes
directions

Neck Longitudinal Momentum a-
force round X and

Transversal 
Y axes

force

Chest  Deformat ion along Sl  accelerat ion in-
Xdirection cr€sse over time

Acceleration in the
center of  gravi ty in
th ree di r6ctions; trans-
lat ional

Pelvis Acceleration in the
center of gravity in
three directions, trans-
lat ional

Femur Longi  tudi  nal
force

parameters the measured results influence, the
following factors have to be analysed.

I Precision of manufacturing
I Precision of repair and adjusting workn

aging
r Test envhonment, such as change of veloc-

ity, vehicle interior, seating, positioning,
tempetature, and humidity

DUMMY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Dummy Manufacturing Process

To avoid differences in the dummy manu-
facturing process, the FMVSS Part 572 has
very precisely defined design and performance
criteria. Aside from the fact that the thorax
requirements are difficr.rlt to fulfill, we have
found that large variations can occur in the
results of testing the same dummy [6], even
in tests in accordance with the part 572
procedure. Humanoid systems produced the
results shown in table 3 in a cycle test.

If we compare the maximum deviation for
each dummy to the mean value, then we find

in the 14 ftls chest test*a maximum deviation
of +5.0 percent to - 5.1 percent from the
mean peak force and a deviation of +23.5
percent to -12 percent for the chest deflec-
tion, for the 22 ft/s test a maximum deviation
of +7.6 percent to -I2.2 percent for the peak
force and +13.4 percent to -19.7 percent for
the chest deflection.

Even when the test equipment for the
dummy is thc same, the response variations
for the tested dummy are significant. An
evaluation of a series of dummy tests, which
were performed by an independent testing
institute, gave the differences shown in table
4. The results of test series No. 1 were set 100
percent.

The question of how much the differences
in the Pafi 572 test influence the full scale
barrier and/or the sled test can not be
answered yet. One reason is that the Part 572
tests are done partly on the disassembled
dummy, and another reason is the overall
measurement tolerance.

Another source of variation is the impact
direction to the dummy. Daniel et al. [7]
reported a variation of the accelerometer
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Thorai cycle test of humanoid system$

Testing
cornpany

Test speed
(tt/sl

Peak force
( tb)

Deflect ion
( i  nch)

Hysteresis
(percent)

D u m m y  1 :
Humano id  I
Humanoid 2
Cornpany A
Company B
Humarro id 1
Humano id  2
Company A
Company B

Dummy 2 :
Humanoid I
Humanoid 2
Company C
Humanoid 1
Humanoid ?
Company C 1
Company C 2

Dummy 3:
Humano id  1
Humanoid 2
Company D 1
Company D 2
Humano id  1
Humanoid 2
Company D 1
Company D 2

1 4
1 4
1 4
'14

22
22
22
22

I 039
1 086
1  1 5 0
1 100
1 924
1 8 1 6
1 770
1 700

1  2 1 0
1 1 1 4
1 232
1  7 1 1
1  9 1 0
1 984
2 086

1  1 0 3
1 082
1 059
1  1 1 0
1 873
1 892
1 544
1 724

0,91
0.97
0,9
1 . 1
1 .47
1 , 5 8
1 . 4
1 . 7

0.86
0.84
0.91
1.54
1 . H
1 . 1 4
1 . 3 0

1.00
0.95
0.66
0.63
r .54
1 . 4 7
1 , 0 9
1 . 3 3

61.0
57.4
6 1 . ?
58.0
65.8
64.2
60.0
58.0

68.0
65,0
53,0
75.0
70.2
52.2
55.8

il.1
64.4
il.9
5 1 . 4
6 1 . 0
59.0
55.6
50.0

1 4
1 4
1 4
22
22
22
22

1 4
1 4
1 4
1 4
22
22
22
22

output if the impact angfe varies at the head,
chest, and femur.

The variation differences between the
dummy of an older generation and the Part
572 dummy shows how important the manu-
facture specification is. In a test series on a
Bendix sled the differences between a Sierta
1050 and a Part 5?2 dummy were evaluated.

The differences in the behaviour between
the two dummies can be seen in figures 3 to
6. For the restraint system, normal emergency
locking retractors were used. The figures
demonstrate only the differences between the
dummy outputs and not the performance of
the restraint system as a function of velocity
change.

Tolerances in Measurement and Calculation
Output

The measurement toleranees are in the area
af t 2 percent. The calculation proccss gives

another t 0.5 Fercent tolettnee, if all param-
eters are kept as constant as possible. The test
conditions were: AV=30 mi/h; the acceler-
ation versus time parameter was half sine 26 g
peak and 90 ms duration; Part 572 dummies
were used; arrd the restraint system was
standard emergency locking 3-point belts.
Table 5 gives the average results and the
standard deviations of the 15 tests performed.

It can be seerr in table 5 that the dummies
themselves contribute major variations in
addition to the tolerance in testing and the
calculation process.

Test Environment Inf luence

In addition to the tolerances mentioned
above, the environment for the tested dummy
is influential. The following parameters ate of
importance:
r Vehicle tested
I Restraint system
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Table 4. Dummy A

Test performed Test 1
(percent)

Test 2
(percent)

Test 3
(percent)

I -Head drop test (specification
range 21 0-260 g)

2*Neck pendulum test (specif ication
range 63" - 73o)

3-Lumbar flexion test;
Return angle

Maximum 0o

Range of push force
20" (20-32Ib)
30" {27-39lb}
40" (35-47 tb)

4-Abdominal compression test :
1 inch (26-43 lb)
1 .3  i nch  (41 -63  l b )

5-Chest impact tests:
Speed 14 ftls

Maximum load- l  400 lb
Maximum deflection-1 inch

Speed 22 ftls
Maximum load-2 100 lb
Maximum def lect ion-1.6 inch

6-Knee impact test (force range
1 900-2 500 rb):

Left side
Right side

100 92 .0

1 0 1  . 5

88.8

100

100

r00

100
100
100

80

85.2
8 1 . 8
83.3

106.0
100

90

74.O
s0.9
83.3

90.9
95.9

100
100

100
100

100
100

100,7
r00

99.9
114.2

1 0 1 . 0
100

1 0 r . 6
114.2

100
100

99.6
98.7

100.5
99.4

r The change of velocity and acceleration-
time function if a sled is used

r DummV-seat friction and seat spring rate
r Test temperature, humidity
I Dummy placement

If one tries to calculate the importance of
single poink, the following can be achieved.

The test speed can be controlled very
precisely. At most test areas the impact speed
is confuollable at a 30-mi/h nominal test speed
between 29.7 and 30.3 mi/h. The + 0.3 mi/h
difference results in tolerance from the
30-mi/h value of less than 2 percent.

Because the seats and dummy clothes
might differ slightly from test area to test
area, the large variation influence shor-rld be
mentioned here. We can. with our own test
results, support the findings by G.M. [8]. In
Bendlx sled tests (AV = 3? mi/h) we found an
avetage of 30 percent lower HIC with leath-
erette seats than with cloth seats.

The influence of dummy clothes is small;
of much more importance is the seat cushion
spring rate. The change of spring rate can
occur if seats are used several times during
sled tests or a car is subjected to different
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tests. The normal tolerances are included in
table 5.

The temperature of the dummy has a
significant influence on dummy motion. In a
$ociety of Automotive Engineers (SAE) paper

l9l the following tolerances for a temper-
ature range of 68"F + 140oF were observed
(68'F data = 100 percent):

r Head fo"e = 107 percent

SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

$

o
E

Sierra (25 g)U.S.-Part SIZ- 
r. -:---lf'|

AV (mi/h)

Figure 5. ar"r-chest differences between dummies.

Figure 6. Sl differences between dummies.

---j-- U_.S..Pdrt 572

AV (mi/h)

r Head HIC = 116.3 percent
r Chest fl"e, = 103 percent
r Chest SI = 114 percent

The influence of the humidity has not yet
been investigated in depth.

The dummy replacement is of minor im-
portance in tests with standard 3-point belts if
no contact with the vehicle interior occurs.
With head contact, placement influence can
be significant.
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Figure 3. a."r-head differences between dummies.

Figure 4. HIC differences between dummies.
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Table 5. Average results and standard deviations

Parameter

Confidence
level

(percent)

Head Chest
Item

ares k) H r c  ( - ) ares (9) st (-)

Mean value

Standard
deviation

t S

Standard
deviation

1 2 5

Standard
deviation

t 3 s

59.00

t  7 9
1 1 1 . 9 %

! 1 4  g
t23.8%

r21 g
!35.7o/o

468

+ 5 6
r  1 1 . 9 %

* 1 1  1
t 23.9o/n

t l  67
I 35.8%

3 1 . 4 182

+ 34.5
r  18 .9

r 69.0
! 37.9%

r103.5
r 56,8%

15.85
84.15

2.3
97.7

0 . 1 5
ss.85

r  2 .6
! 8.2o/o

r  5 .1
!16.4%

L 7 .7
!24.8o/o

COMPARIsON OF TEST MEASUREMENT
AND ACCI  DENT INVESTIGATIONS

The tolerances of test measurements are
germture to comparison with real world acci-
dents. There are three possible problems in
conelating dummy test with accident data:

r The 30-miih barier test may not be repre-
sentative

r The dummy may not give valid correct
output

o The biomechanic data applied to the
dummy may not allow a valid prediction of
the AIS

In two studies [10, 11] the first problem
was eliminated by accident simulation tests.
The result of these tests showed that even
$'ith HlC-values well above the limits of
FMVSS 208, the vehicle occupants were
uninjured or received minor injuries. Further-
more, the measured f,cceleration in the chest
did not correlate directly with actual injuries
during the accidents.

ALTERNATIVES

The known alternatives to dummy testing
are volunteer tests, cadaver tests, and mathe-

matical models. The volunteer tcst can be
used only for tests where no injuries are
expected. The cadaver tests contribute im-
portantly to the determination of injury
levels. Cadaver test research work has been
reported, for example, in SAE papers. [12,
13] The cadaver test can never be used as a
compliance test. The only alternative is ttre
use of mathematical models for which a
larowledge of the number of parameters is
necessar;l. The use of these models for com-
pliance testing might not be possible in the
near future.

In ow opinion, the main problems of
biomechanic criteria and dummies lie with the
admixture of research work and compliance
testing. To design more complicated dummies
is not the best solution. There should be a
clear differentiation between research and
standard compliance. The volunteer, cadaver,
and complicated dummy testing shor-rld be
reserved for research work only. For com-
pliance testing, a dummy should be developed
based on the resea.rch data existing today.
This dummy should have very simple and
easily replaceable parts arrd, instead of the
accelerometers used today, impact severity
indicators for the chest and head.

Femur force measurement should be main-
tained. A new dummv chest should allow the
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deformation of the chest with a precise
measurement technique. The dummy head
should have mounted, in the center of gravity,
arr impact severity indicator. This indicator
should react to the acceleration time imput
based on three axes and the rotational input.

For the compliance test, the test tolerance
should be considered when determining the
limits.

CONCLUSION

Our results show that the dummy tests
today are not sufficient from the point of
dummy performance and biomechanical
criteria. Differentation between research and
compliarrce dummies and the criteria for these
dummies is necessary. With this new ap-
proach, progress in automotive safety can be
achieved, whereby new research resr.rlts could
be more easily adopted.
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The Determination of Tolerable
Loadings for Car Occupants in lmpactsr
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ABSTRACT

The methods used at the Transport and
Road Research Laboratory to determine tol-
erable loadings for car occupants in impacts
are based on conelating injuries received by
living human car occupants in accidents with
measurements made on dummies or test
devices suitable for research or approval test-
ing in laboratory simulations of these acci-
dents. Where suitable accident data exist a
statistical technique is used which enables the
proportion of the population at risk who will
suffer injury at any given level of loading to
be predicted. Predictions of the effect in
terms of injury incidence to the population
can be made for anv level of load limitation.
These predictions may be used in forming
regulations and to guide the design of vehicle
systems, for example of occupant restraints.
Three examples are discussed; the loadings
produced by a safety belt, the knee/thighihip
loading resulting from knee impact with the
fascia and loadings on car occupants in side
impacts.

INTRODUCTION

If safety belts and other occupant protec-
tion features of the car interior are to be
further improved they must be designed to
match closely the greatest forces that various
parts of the human body can safely bear in an

t C.own Copyright 19?6. Any views expressed in
this paper are not necessarily those of the Depart-
ment of the Environment. Extracts from the text
may be reproduced, except for commercial purposes,
provided the source is acknowledged. Reproduced by
permission of Her Britannic Majesty's Stationery
Office.

impact. Thus the proportion of impact energy
of the occupant which can be absorbed in the
space available is maximised. These tolerable
loads vary from individual to individual and a
knowledge of this variation is also essential
when considering the effects of adopting any
given design load level on the numbers of
injuries to be expected.

This paper reviews a method of human
tolerance estimation usually followed in the
United Kingdom for determining the loads on
a tcst dummy which are representative of
loads critical for injuring car occupants in
vehicle impacts (injury threshold levels).
There ate various approaches to the problem
of determining injury threshold levels for
different parts of the human body. Anthro"
pomorphic dummies, whilst useful for study-
ing general load distributions on the human
body exerted by various restraint devices,
cannot provide any data on injuries unless the
dummy has been designed to fail at the same
loads as a human being. Such design presup-
poses knowledge of the human injury thresh-
old level. Tests with live animals can produce
data that are of value as a very general guide,
but even the large apes are so different from
man that it is rluite probable that their injury
patterns as well as threshold levels will differ
from those of humans for most impact
conditions. Human volunteer tests can pro-
vide data on voluntary tolerance levels but
cannot be expected to determine serious
injury levels. Tests using cadavers have pro-
vided most of the accepted data for human
serious injury threshold levels with some
correlation with live human volunteer tests at
lower noninjurious impact levels. Such tests
a.re however open to criticism on several
points. The cadavers havc no muscle tone or
muscular reaction. Quite often they have been
embalmed and a disproportionate number of
the cadavers used may be from old people,
those in poor physical condition, or people
who have been confined to bed for some
considerable time prior to death.

In view of these problems, the method
adopted by the Transport and Road Research
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Laboratory (TRRL) is to collect data from
actual accidents and to attempt to interpret
these data to determine injury threshold
levels. Either the vehicle deceleration is de-
duced from the vehicle damage and accident
circumstances and used to specify a test

impact condition on a dummy or an impact

test form is projected into the part of the
vehicle damaged by the injured person. In

both cases it is possible to make measure-
ments on the dummy or test form and to
correlate these measurements with the injury
data from the accidents' Using statistical
techniques it is possible not only to estimate
injury tolerance Ievels for the population as a
whole but also where sufficient accident data
exist to predict how these tolerance levels
vary within the population at risk.

A C C I D E N T  A N D  I N J U R Y  D A T A
COLLECTION

In one system of accident data collection
which has been employed at the Transport
and Road Researcl't Laboratory, only acci-
dents in which at least one person had been
seriously injured and retained in hospital were
investigated [1] . Medically qualified mernbers
of a Traffic Medicine team regularly visited
the various local accident hospitals and inter'
viewed road traffic accident casualties on a
voluntary basis to discover details both of the
accident and of the injuries resulting from the
accident. The vehicles involved in the acci-
dents investigated were examined both inter-
nally and externally and the damage noted
arrd photographed. An attempt was made to
a.ssociate the occupants' injuries with various
internal features of the vehicle by looking for
damage to the vehicle interior caused by the
impact of the occupant.

The sample of road accident casualties is
obviously not representativc of the whole
population of those involved in road accidents
arrd care must be taken when using the
results. Nevertheless, it represents the most
important gfoup of injuries, namely the most
serious ones. The sample of casualties investi-
gated is eminently suitable for the determina-
tion of human tolerance to impact injury.

SECTION 4: TECHNICAL SEMINARS

TEST DEVICES

For assessing occupant protection in vehi-
cles the test device used needs to be not only
sufficiently representative of the occupant for
the impact under investigation but also sim-
ple, robust, easy to calibrate, and capable of
producing reProducible results'

Three human tolerance investigations have

bcen carried out at the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory to date and each used
very different devices which met these re'
quirements in different ways'

The first investigation [ 2] wa-s into the
tolerable load that can be tmnsmitted along
the femw to the hip joint as a result of
occupant knee impact in a vehicle accident.
The device used was a solid metal cylinder
with a hemispherical end of size and mass to

represent the size and effective mass of a car

occupant's knee in an impact (fig. 1).
The second investigation [3] was to deter'

mine tolerable loads on the humatr frame in
side impact accidents to permit evaluation of
the injury potential of vehicle side structures.
For this a special clummy has been developed
(fig. 2). It is essentia.lly a load measuring
device rather than an anthropomorphic dum-
my with sophisticated biokinetic fidelity and
is intended specifically for use in a position

adjacent to the point of impact, to evaluate
the distritrutiorr and magnitude of the forces
acting on the dummy. A specialised dummy
was required for this evaluation because the
anthropomorphic dummies in general use for
assessing the safety of motor vehicles are
usually only equipped to measure accelera-
tions (head and chest and occasionally pelvis).
In side impacts the vehicle occupant may be
scparated from the introducing object by no
more than the thickness of a door' Under
impact loading this structure may collapse
possibly forming creases, which may cause
high local loadings on the vehicle occupant'

Figure 1. Knee imPact form.
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Chest

Abdomen

Pelv is  -

Figure 2. Position of load cells in a side impact
dummy and the posit ion of skeletal  in jury
found in a sample of vehicle occupanrs
injured in side impact accidents.

The decelerations to the thorax and the pelvis
that might result from such forces may in
many instances be of relatively low magnitude
and injury would not occur if flre same level
of deceleration was caused by widely distri-
buted loads. In order therefore to evaluate the
injury potential of a vehicle side structure, a
lmowledge of the skeletal forces as well as the
dummy decelerations is required (fig. p).

In the third investigation which was into
tolerable levels of loading applied to car
occupants by three point lap and diagonal
safety belts [4] a sophisticated test dummy
developed specially for occupant protection
assessment work was used (fig B). This OPAT
(Occupant Protection Assessment Test) dum-
my was developed as a result of a co-operative
contract between the British Government, the
Motor Industry Research Association. and

::t
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Figure 3. OPAT Dummy with "fle$h,, removed.
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Ogle Design Ltd. It was designed to be a

simple robust test dummy capable of giving

repeatable results under similar test condi-
tions yet being sufficiently human like in
performance for use in tests for the develop-
ment of safer road vehicles. The construction
and development testing of the dummy have

been described elsewhere [5, 6, 7]. Particular
attention was paid to the dynamic behaviour
of the chest, including an inertia component
to simulate the dynamic loading from the
chest contents. and a means of load ttansfer-
ence from the arms of the rib cage via the
scapula. The shoulder action and pelvic desigu
have made this dummy particularly suitable
for tests to evaluate seatbelts' This dummy'
while not designed specifically to comply
with all aspects of the pafi 572 specification'
is currently undergoing evaluation for the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion (NHTSA).

Clearly the technique for human injury
tolerance determination described in this
paper is applicable to any suitable dummy or
test device but the dummy used must itself be
calibrated against the accident data.

MEASUREMENTS USED TO COMPARE
SEVERITY OF ACCIDENTS AND TEST
IMPACTS

To relate the accident data to the trans-
ducer readings obtained during the Iaboratory
tests some method of categorising the severity
of the accident is trecessary. The tolerance
level of the hip joint to forces caused in road
accidents by knee impacts with vehicle
fascias. was estimated from the depth and
type of dent in thc fascia. These depths and
types of damage were reproduced in similar
fascias using the kneeform and so the forces
measured could be correlated with the injury
data. In determining human tolerance to
injury in side impacts, the external deforma'
tion of the vehicle side structure was used as a
measure to compare the severity of the
impact on the road with the impact in the
tests. This deformation was reproduced in
both car-to-pole and car'to-car side impacts.

In the case of wearers restrained by seat'
belts there is seldom any reliable indication

on the belt of load levels attained in the

impact. Permanent stretch of the webbing is

an unreliable indicator because recovery
occurs slowly. Deformation of the anchorages
occur very infrequently but when present it

could be used. Rupture of the seatbelt also

occuts very rarely but it then gives a good

indication of the peak load which has been
exerted by the seatbelts on the wearer during
the impact. For the investigation carried out
at the Laboratory it was decided to use

change of velocity during impact as an indica'
tor in order to make marcimum use of the

available injury data. This indicator was esti-
mated using results from impact tests on

similar vehicles at various speeds and with
similar frontal damage and by taking account
of the details of the individual accident events
recorded by the investigation team' Only
accidents with a predominantly frontal com-
ponent were considered' Tests were then
carried out using thc OPAT dummy restrained
by typical safety belts on a dynamic test rig at
various impact speeds with typical car decel-
eration pulses to decelerate the rig. The belt
and dummy measuremcnts ftom these tests
were cortelated with the injury data from the
accident investigations.

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

Where sufficient accident data exist, as in
the case of the knee, thigh, hip, and seatbelt
loading investigations, the proportion of occu-
pants likely to be injured for each value of
loading can be estimated from the results by
relating test loadings to injury in the actual
accidents using a statistical technique known
as probit analysis [8] . This, in effect, enables
the calculation of a probability regression
curve to predict the expected likelihood of
injury at any level of loading for the whole
population from which the sample comes-
The method also permits the estimation of
the probable accuracy of the analysis that is
improved not only by increasing the size of
the sample but also by choosing a particular
parameter representing the loading which is
closely linked to the injury mechanism.

Using these regression curves together with
the distribution of impact severities found in
the accident sample, estimates can be made of
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the effects of design modifications on the
overall injury rates to be expected from the
population represented by the sample.

As an example of this technique, figure 4
gives the predicted incidence of skeletal chest
injury attributed to seatbelts in accidents as a
function of shoulder belt tension measured on
the OPAT dummy in representative labora-
tory tests. Table 1 gives the numbers in the
sample involved in accidents who, on the basis
of figure 4, might be expected to suffer such
chest injury. From figure 4 and table 1 it can
be seen that fitting a seatbelt with a shoulder
belt energy-absorbing device limiting the load
to 7 kN would have very little effect on the
overa.ll incidence of chest injuries because
very few people would be expected to experi-
ence such high loadings. However, if the limit
were set between 4 and 5 kN these injuries
would be reduced by about half. The pre-
dicted effect of various settings of a shoulder
belt load limiter on the incidence of chest
injuries caused by seatbelt loadings is plotted
in figure 5. When carrying out this type of
analysis it must be remembered that the
figures considered here are only those con-
cerning injuries due to seatbelt loadings.
Fitting a force-limiting device may mean that
there is more forward movement of the
occupant in the vehicle and so more risk of

Figure 4. Incidence of skeletal chest injury as a
func t ion  o f  shou lder  be l t  tens ion .

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

injury due to impact with the interior of the
vehicle. If the webbing of the belt is made
stiffer when the force limiter is fitted to
reduce this forward movement then it may
mean that overall injuries due to belt loadings
may increase. This would be due to the higher
incidence of injuries to people at the lower
end of the tolerance spectrum in low velocity
impacts as a result of the somewhat higher
loads developed by the stiffer webbing in
these impacts.

This technique permits consideration of
appropriate load settings for modifications to
the seatbelt consisting of a crash tensioning
device used in addition to a load limiter. It is
important not to set the tensioning loads too
high when these devices are used. For ex-
ample, in all accidents, 4.5 kN was generated
in the shoulder strap" Figure 4 and table 1
indicate that the reduction in these cases of
chest injuries attributed to seatbelts would
remain close to 5O per cent; however, this
saving would be decreased and might well
become a loss because of tJre considerable
additional number of low severity impacts
which would then be included in the sample
because the 4.5 kN load would be generated
in these and there would be about a 1Z per
cent expectation of chest injury for these
extra cases. The ratio of slight to fatal and
serious injuries to seatbelt wearers reported in
Great Britain in 1973 was about 3.5 to 1 [9].
If it is assumed that all the slight injury-
producing impacts would have triggered the
seatbelt tensioner, fitting such a device set to
4.5 kN would have resulted in a net 155 per
cent increase in chest injuries attributable to
seatbelt loadings. There would need to be a
very considerable reduction in injuries to
other parts of the body to offset this, apart
from the additional cost of the device. If the
tensioner had been set to 2 kN then the
figures predict a 20 per cent reduction in
chest injuries due to seatbelt loading and in
addition there would be a reduction in head
injuries due to the reduced forward move-
ment brought about by the tensioner elimi,
nating slack in the belt system.

Finally all these calculations have not taken
into account any possible dependence of the
risk of chest injury on the duration of
loading. Over the range of duration involved
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Table I� Analysis of accident chest injury data and shoulder belt tensions measured experimentally with an
OPAT dummy

Numbers in
sample with
chest  in jury
attri buted

to belts

Shoulder
belt

tension
on OPAT

(kN)

Predicted number of chest
in  jur ies

Change in
velocity
(km/h)

Numberu in
accident
sampre

Predicted
inc idence
of  in jury

l n
accident
sample

l f  shoulder  bel t
l imiter is set at

6kN skN 4kN

26
27
29
30
33
35
37
38
40
42
43
45
46
48
50
51
53
54
56
58
59
61

1
3
1
t
4
2
1
3
5
I
s
3
4
4

t 0
7
4
2
7
4
3
I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
3
2
2
3
4
1
1
0
3
2
0
1

3.1
3.3
3.5
3.7
4.1
4.3
4.5
4.7
4.9
5 . 1
5 .2
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.9
6.0
6.2
6.3
6.5
6.6
6 .7
6.9

6
7
I
I

1 3
1 5
1 7
1 g
22
24
25
29
3 1
32
35
36
39
4'l
45
47
48
52

0.1
0.2
0 .1
0 . 1
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.6
1 . 1
1 . 9
2 .3
0.9
1 . 2
1 . 3
3.5
2.5
1 . 6
0.8
3.2
1 . 9
1 .4
0.5

0 .1
0.2
0 . 1
0 . 1
o.5
0.3
0.2
0,6
1 , 1
1 . 9
2.3
0.9
1 . 2
1 . 3
3,5
2.5
1 . 4
0.7
2 .5
1 . 4
1 . 1
0.4

0 .1  0 .1
0.2 0.2
0 .1  0 .1
0 .1  0 .1
0.5 0.5
0 .3  0 .2
0 .2  0 .1
0.6 0.4
1 . 1  0 . 6
1 . 8  1 . 0
2 . O  1 . 1
o.7 0.4
0.9 0.5
0.s 0.5
2 .2  1 .2
1 .5  0 .8
0.9 0.5
0.4 0.2
1 .5  0 .8
0.9 0.5
o.7 0.4
0 .2  0 .1

Totals 87 ?6 26.1 24.3 1t .8 10.2

Predicted reduction in risk of chest injuries attributed to belt loadings (%) 7.O 32.0  61 .0

in this analysis this effect is thought to be
low.

Sufficient accident data are not yet avail-
able to permit the application of such tech-
niques to the study of human tolerance to
side impacts.

HUMAN TOLERANCE INVESTIGATIONS

Knee/thigh/hip

This investigation was reported in reference
2. Briefly, data were collected from accidents
in which the knees of the occupants had
caused damage to fascias. This damage was
reproduced in the Laboratory on identical

undamaged fascias by impacting with a cylin-
drical knee form with a hemispherical end of
radius 40 mm having a mass of 20 kg. The
deceleration of this knee form was used to
calculate the peak force which was related to
the presence or absence of injury to the hip
joint of the occupant in the corresponding
accident. Table 2 lists the incidence of injury
and the measured equivalent loads on the
knee form required to reproduce the accident
damage for the three models of vehicle
considered. Figure 6 is a plot of percentage of
population likely to suffer hip injury against
knee form load. Figure 7 plots thc percentage
reduction predicted in hip injury against the
Imee form load requirements levels.
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Figure 5. Effect of various settings of shoulder belt
load l imiter on the incidence of chest
injuries attributed to seatbelt loadings.

Side lmpact Loadings

These studies will be reported fully at the
forthcoming Stapp Conference [3]. The side
impact dummy was seated in a vehicle adja-
cent to the site of impact and the vehicle was

Table 2. Knee, thigh, and hip tolerance

Figure 6. Incidence of skeletal hip injury as a func-
t ion of equivalent kneeform load.

impacted either by a mobile banier or against
a pole depending on the circumstances of the
accident to produce comparable intrusion
damage. Estimations of tolerance levels from
these data a-re imprecise because of the

(Predicted incidence of skeletal hip injury in three models of car)

Predicted
inc idence
of  in jury

% (see
F i s . 6 )

Predicted numtrer of injuries

Load
(kN)

Accident
sample

si ze

Number  o f
ske le ta l  h ip
in ju r ies  in

sample

Without
load

l imi tat ion

With requirement for kneeform
load l imi t  o f

6kN 5kN 4kN 3kN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Totals

1
1 3
3

1 0
6
2
1

0
0
0
1
2
2
I

0
0
0.3
7.3

44.O
87.6
99.3

0
0
0
0.7
2.6
1 . 8
1 . 0

0
0
0
o.7
?.6
1 . 8
0.9

0
0
0
0.7
2.6
0.9
0.4

0 0
0 0
0 0.01
0.7 0.03
0.4 0.02
0. r  0.01
0 . 1  0

36 4.6 1 . 3 0.07

Reduction-skeletal hip injury (%l

6 .1 6.0

25 7S 99
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Figure 7. Predicted reduction of hip injury as func-
t ion of maximum permit ted kneeform
load"

variations of vehicle model in the test and
accident cases; however, the two types of
impact considered have some distinct differ-
ences that help in making a first estimate of
tolerance levels for human injury in terms of
output from the load transducers.

The tolerance loads refer to forces meas-
wed on the TRRL dummy when subjected to
situations similar to accidents resulting in
skeletal injury to car occupants, they are not
necessarily the loads that a vehicle occupant
experiences to produce thcse injuries nor
those that any other type of dummy might
record. They are however directly related to
the injury potential of the accident situation.
Although much further accident investigation
and closely comparable car testing are needed
to confirm the distributions of loadings lead-
ing to injury they have been trsed iLS
gUideline targets in the United Kingdom
Safety Vehicle programme.

Seatbelt  Loadings

This work will also be fully reported at the
forthcoming Stapp Conference [10] .

Tests were catried out in which the change
in velocity thought to have occuned in the

SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

accident was reproduced on an impact rig.
Deceleration pulses, seatbelt anchorage geom-
etry and types of seatbelt were typical of
thosc vehicles involved in the accidents.

Only injuries attributed to seatbelt loadings
in impacts with a predominantly frontal
component were considered. Three specific
types of injury were selected: fracturc of the
clavicle, fractured ribs, and internal abdomi-
nal injuries. It was decided to use rib fracture
as an indication of thoracic tolerance level as,
although the consequence$ of such injuries
can range from discomfort if only one rib is
fractured to death if multiple rib fractures
occur, the fracture of even one rib is an
indication that seatbelt loadings are approach-
ing dangerous limits.

Each of these injuries was associated with
the change of velocity estimated for the
vehicle in which it occurred. 'fhe incidence of
the injuries in the accident sample was corre-
lated with the loadings measured in the tests
using probit analysis as described in the
section on side impact loadings.

CONCLUSIONS

The techniques adopted at the Tlaasport
and Road Research Laboratory to determine
humarr tolerance levels by correlating labora-
tory test data with accident injury data have
the following advantages:

1. The tolerance levels are based on a
sample of the population at risk and
the injuries occur on living human
beings involved in accidents.

2. The levels are expressed directly in
terms of measurements made on test
devices such as impact forms or an-
thropomorphic dummies that can
used for assessing new occupant pro-
tection installations either for research
or for ensuring cornpliance with regu-
Iations.

3. Where sufficient accident data exist
the variation of the tolerance level
within the population at risk can be
determined.

4. With this information the likely
effects on the incidence of injury of

' new regulatory requirements or
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changes in design features can be
estimated.

5. Because of the current need for esti-
mates of human tolerance levels these
procedures should be much more
widely used and should be an out-
come of all suitable crash injury sur-
veyB.
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an accident. Sports medicine is not limited to
this. Many scholars work at sports medicine
institutes on biomechanics and physiology
applied to maximum human performance. It
is this study of maximum human performance
that deals with the problems related to the
resistance of the human body to stress.

Sports medicine now covers such areas as
the safety of racing ca.r occupants and the
resistance of the humarr body to impacts that
may be similar to those occuning in a car
crash.

3.

4.

o.

7.

8.

9.

PROF. ANTONIO DAL MONTE
Chair of Sports Medicine of the University of Rome
Inst i tute of Sports Medicine of the CONI
( l tal ian Olympic Gamcs Committee)

Some people might be surprised that sports
medicine can contrlbute to the knowledge of
the problem of car occupant safety. Most
people believe that a sports physician is just
the health officer sitting at the edge of the
sports field ready to intervene in the event of
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The resistance of the human body has been
studied through the use of dummies, corpses,
and animals; nevertheless, these cannot suffi-
ciently simulate the behaviour of the human
organism in the event of collisions. We ex-
pected corpses to behave as live bodies do.
However, the corpses were poorly ossified,
badly preserved, and usually from sick, old, or
very deteriorated subjects, which are much
mote fragile than healthy subjects in auto-
mobile crashes.

As far as the utilization of volunteers is
concerned, it is evident that the tests cannot
be taken to the point where serious lesions
could occur.

Furthermore, in Italy it is forbidden by law
to use human subjects (even volunteers) for
experiments that might prejudice in any way
the physical integrity of the person. The only
source of information originates from the
analysis of actual incidents. Needless to say,
some of the harmful events that take place in
the various sports fields are particularly suita-
ble for study, especially on account of the
fact i,hat they occur on healthy subjects
whose anthropometric and constitutional data
may be considcrcd sufficiently concentrated
from a statistical viewpoint and particularly
pertinent to the automotive population. In
most cases, we deal with young subjects,
rarely exceeding 30 years of age, in good
physical condition, and in a good state of
muscular efficiency.

At this point I would like to examine, in
depth, the response of the human organism to
harmful events and to impacts having almost
equal chuacteristics and intensity, whose
results are absolutely different.

I will use a few examples to clarifu this
point. In offshore motorboating competi-
tions, the pilots-usually three to a boat-
drive and stand side by side. Therefore, the
stress caused by the wave-motion that is
usually represented by strong vertical oscilla-
tions, produces absolutely identical accelera-
tions in all three pilots (who are housed in
identical binnacles with suitable safety pad-
ding). During offshore compctitions there
have been cases of pilots suffering from
bilateral fractures of the femur; one pilot
suffered a rupture of the acetabulum, whereas

the nearby pilots-exposed to the Bame
accelerations--uffered no injwy at all.

There have been cases of "wedge-shaped"

fractures of the spinal column and, specifi-
cally, in the back section between the eighth
and the twelfth vertebra. It must be pointed
out, however, that the impacts that have been
so traumatic for some people have produced
no injuries at all in the people sitting by their
side. Incidentally, the impacts caused by wave
motion from the consequent accelerations
suffered by the hulls have not caused any
structural yielding or damage to the boats-
only to the people.

Another example oeeurred when the first
ejection seat/parachutes were made for "Ma.r-

tin Baker"-type fighter plane pilots. At the
moment of the ejection, which was achieved
by means of an explosive charge, a high
percentage of pilots suffered fractures to the
upper part of the spinal column, between the
eighth and the twelfth vertebra. The percent-
age of fractures among all pilots who para-
chuted was 45 percent. It is particularly
interesting to note that the remaining 55
percent of the subjects, even though bound to
the same Wpe of ejector and, therefore,
exposed to the same acceleration, suffered no
injury whatsoever. This is just more proof of
the differing respon$es of the human body to
the accelerations.

We may presume that the reason for the
fracture of the spinal column was the exces-
sive elasticity of the seat, because of the
rubber lifeboat that was folded up to be used
as a cushion on the pilot's seat. At the time of
ejection, the seat would rapidly push up the
cushion that would reach a certain speed prior
to reaching a pilot's buttocks; the energy
gained by the seat was applied to the rest of a
pilot's body. The safety boat was moved and
the pilots tJren sat directly on the seat to
eliminate the possibility of fractures of the
spinal column. An example that more closely
resembles a problem of car impacts concerns
circuit pilots who steer in a prone position,
with the thoracic cage leaning on a special
cushion. In this position, the accelerations
and the impacts follow a chest/back direction,
just as they do in a frontal motor vehicle
crash. Using this steering technique and faced
with the same conditions some pilots have
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suffered rib fractutes whereas others received
no injuries.

In the field of sports, instarrces have been
witnessed in which individual responses to
accelerations arrd impacts of similar character
have been completely different.

The response varies according to age, sex,
race, corporeal composition, and genetic con-
stitution. Another aspect involves people who
havc practiced the same sport for many years
and who have, therefore, been exposed to
similar impacts having the same intensity. As
people get older, the seriousness and types of
injuries are bound to vary. For instance, in
identically intense impacts, fractures are more
frequent in older subjects and sprains and
dislocations are more frcquent in the younger
subjects who often emerge unharmed from
impacts that would be quite harmful for older
subjects.

One puzzling element in the evaluation of
the results attained in the study of the
resistance of the human body to impacts is
represented by the methodology being used
and by the units of measurement; there is a
wide range of both. This has produced diver-
gent lines of thought and confusion. The
points of view of researchers in the evaluation
of thoracic cage behaviour in collisions is
quite typical. Deceleration was once used as
the unit of measurement; at prcsent, the rib
deflection method is more widely used. Both
methods present advantages and disadvan-
tages, however, it must be borne in mind that
the deflection measurement is strongly in-
fluenced by age.

During the life span of a human being, the
thoracic cage composition, initially, is basical-
Iy cartilaginous with a high elastic com-
poncnt. Progressive ossification of the ribs
reduces the elasticity and makes the rib cage
stiff. Given a certain impact, a child might
suffer very serious injury to the inner organs
and the major vessels, with a high deflection
of the thoracic cage that would not injure the
ribs. In the same impact, an older subject
could suffer a series of rib fractures without
the corresponding injury to the inner organs.

As far as thoracic cage injuries are con-
cerned, different responses also result from
the various surfaces involved in impacts. It is,
therefore, clear that these different types of

reactions must condition and serve as a
gUideline for the construction of the means of
containment for human bodies within the
vehicle.

At this point we might conclude by saying
that we are in the dark about the human
body's resistance to impacts. The results
obtained from the tests are discouraging in
terms of practical application.

However, the picture is not so grim. Bio-
mechanical studies have offered significant
contributions to the knowledge of how the
human organism behaves during impacts. We
have, nevertheless, witnessed a multiplication
of the phenomena being studied and a differ-
entiation and personalization oI the measure-
ment techniques (a frequent occurrencc in
scientific fields). The cognitive process has led
to an innumerable series of results that often
clash with each other instead of leading to a
simple equation with a final result. We might
say that if an equation is found, it is one in
which the unknown, that is to say the x, is
the predominant figure with very few steady
points. We have reached the point where we
have to be realistic and logical. We must begin
a process by which one starts cutting off all
the dry branches, that is to sfly, those
methods that are superfluous.

This phase of critical re-examination is
absolutely necessary because, should we ex-
perimentally evaluate all the possible re-
sponses of thc human body to different types
of impacts and should we try to correlate
such response$ with all the various tests
designed to test the vehicle (both a$ a
structure and in relation to the occupant
containrnent means), while verifying, on a
statistical basis, all the data obtained, it is
highly probable that the entire production of
vehicles would not be sufficient to guarantee
the exactncss of the tesults. should it be
sacrificed in crash tests.

On the other hand. it seems that until now
no serious consideration has been paid to
some of the brilliant results attained in the
sports field through the use of simple safety
means that were enforced by sports regula-
tions as soon as they had been proposed. The
sports' legislative bodies, in fact, have not
waited to obtain the results of biomechanical
enquiries, nor could they do it, given the



problems that puzzled and are still puzzling
those competent in the field; but they have
availed themselves of what was available on
the basis of mere common sense. In this
instance, I refer to the results that were
obtained in motor sports where it has been
possible to apply and impose a limitation of
the human body mobility within the vehicle.

At present, in the categories of stock car
races (batch-produced cars coming from the
United States and Europe), the only manda-
tory requirements set forth by the regulation
are the use of particular cfficient safety belts
and an additional bar frame to strenghten the
interior of the car.

Through a brief and incomplete survey on
the number of injuries that have occurred in
relation to the seriousness of the impacts, it
ha.s been possible to make a big step forward
in the pilot's protection by using very simple
means.

In the batch-produeed car raees there have
been frontal collisions, ctashes against the
guard rail, Iateral impacts, pile-ups, and so
forth. Notwthsta.nding the very dramatic dam-
ages suffered by the vehicles and the conse-
quent deep distortion of the structures, the
lesions suffered by the pilo[s have been less
than expected and far less than those that
could have occurred in collisions of the same
intensity, on the same automobile models had
they not been reinforced with bars and had
thc vehicle occupants not been secured with
the safety belts.

There is another aspect of the problem to
be kept in mind--in sports such as motorboat-
ing or motorcycling where it is not possible to
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enforce the same system to protect the driver
(namely, the driver cannot be bound to the
vehicle), the safety level in accidents has not
changed for the better in the last few years,
but has remained more or less the same.

Human body containment systems, such as
safety belts, have reached a level of perfection
that may be considered to be optimum. This
is evidenced by parachute descents where it is
possible, in competitions, to delay the open-
ing of the parachute. The decelerations caused
by the opening of the parachute have an
extremely high intensity, but tJre containment
belts have been perfected to the point that
they do not cause any injury whatsoever.

In conclusion, we must say that it is
impossible not to agree with the Mackay
report submitted in Brussels dwing the auto-
mobile symposium organized by the
European Community Commission. He said
that we have not yet reached the maturity to
impose final regulations but that this is the
time to deal with the problem through transi-
tory safety regulations until we have a better
and deeper knowledge of biomechanics. We
have, therefore, come to the point when the
answers must come from common sense and
from the few reliable data available rather
than from the largely incomplete and contro-
versial knowledge provided by biomechanical
studies. We have probably asked too much of
biomecharrics: we have asked for the solutions
to impossible problems, and we have asked
for reliable an$wers to problems whose ele-
ments consist of a series of variables, when
nothing is more variable and unsteady, in
tetms of behaviour patterns, than the humarr
machine.
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Prediction of Thoracic Injury Using
Measurable Experimental Parameters
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ABSTRACT

Researchers all over the world have eon-
ducted over 100 simulated car crashes in
which cadavers have been restrained by vari-
ous types of safety belt systems. The large
investment of time, effort, and funds associ-
ated with these research investigations war-
rants an analysis of the resulting data from a
global viewpoint to identify injury trends and
possible design criteria for near-term applica-
tion. Such an attempt has been made and is
discussed.

Large variations in test instrumentation.
test conditions, and belt system configura-
tions utilized by the various researchers
limited the analysis to those measured engi-
neering parameters and observed injury evalu-
ations that were common to all the experi-
ments.

This very minimal set of event descriptors,
when subjected to an analysis, has shown
injury (defined in this context to be the
number of observed thoracic fractures) to be
a statistically significant function of the maxi-
mum upper torso belt force, cadaver weight,
and cadaver age at death. Implications and
consequences of such results are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The seatbelt system is the most commonly
and widely utilized automotive crash protec-
tion system in world use today. Its use is
currently mandated in numerous countries
and municipalities, and there are significant
pressures to increase this sphere of mandatory
use.

This study represents an initial effort to
derive and evaluate a simple, nonequivocal
measure that can readily assess the crash
protective qualities of a candidate belt system
and to provide a simple and justifiablc dynam-
ic test criteria for protection standards

generation. It should also provide both manu_
facturers' and standards' monitors with a
simple, inexpensive, and valid method for
determining the compliance of a system with
the mandated performance requiremen ts.

Fortunately, there is a large body of test
data devoted to the performance and protec-
tive capabilities of belt restraints in crash
situations. Some of these tests have utilized
human volunteer subjects, but the majority
have utilized unemhalmed cadavers. The ca-
davers were used because it is assumed ilrat
the nature and intensity of injuries produced
in a cadaver will be similar to that produced
in a living subject under the same conditions.

This effort has collated all currently availa-
ble cadaver test data and subjected them to a
statistical analysis to determine if any mean-
ingful relationships exist between any of the
measured engineering parameters, such as
forces, accelerations, deflections, and the
physiological consequences (that is, injury) of
each test event. It a_lso analyzed the resulting
relationship to determine possible strategies
for further tests and/or to identify prelimi-
nary system design criteria for near-term
applications.

In no manner whatsoever should the result
of this effort be construed to be a final
product. It is intended to be an assessment of
a continuous process at a specific point in
time that can hopefully provide guidance in
the design of present and future belt systems
and stimulate avenues of future experimental
testing.

The following section identifies the sources
and types of information now available on the
performance testing of belt systems. This is
followed by: (1) a discussion of the scaling
technique employed in this analysis, (2) the
actual analysis of the data, and (B) a discus-
sion of the results of the analysis and some
potential applications.

DATA

A perusal of the literature reveals the
magnitude of the effort devoted to evaluating
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Table 1. Data available from various sources of seatbelt tests

Source

Data type
Cromack Patrick Fayon $chmidt HSR I Calspan Common

AnthropometrY;
Age
Weight
Sex
Height
Chest circumference

Test data:
Sled X
Sled AV
Sled stopping distance
Maximum laP bel t  force
Maximum upper torso bel t

force
Chest X
Chest  Sl  or  HIC

In  j u r y :
Thoracic bone fracture
Internal  organ
ACI  H
o l c
AIS thorax
osl

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

x

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X X
X X

X X
X X

and testing belt restraint systems with ca-

daveric specimens. Well over 100 tests have

been performed.
The reported efforts of Cromaek et al. [1];

Patr ick et al .  [2] ;  Fayon et al .  [3] ;  and
Schmidt et aI. [4, 5] constitute the majority
of the available data, These data are supple'
mented by efforts of the Highway Safety
Research Institute (HSRI) [6] and the Cal'
span Corporat ion [7] .

Since each of these research efforts was
motivated by different sources, the experi'
mental J:rotocols governing data acquisition
varied considerably, and, as a result, the data

that are measured and observed consistently
throughout all the tests is a rather small

subset of the total collected. Table 1 demon-

strates this paucity of common data in all
three major data area.s: anthropometric des-
criptors of the subject, engineering parameters
measured during the test, and assessments of
the injuries resulting from the test' The final
consistent data set is presented in the
appendix and consists of test source; age' sex'
and weight of the subject; maximum upper
torso belt force experienced by the subject
during the test; and the number of obserued
fractures in the thoracic area resulting from
the test (this is the sum of all rib, sternal, and
clavicular fractures). Table 2 gives the means,
rtrnges, and standard deviations of the final
data base.

No attempts were made to isolate the data
ba.se frorn individual restraint system designs,

Table 2. Data summary

Var iab le Min imum M a x i m u m Mean STD deviation

Age (years)
Weight  ( lb /m)
Torso belt force (lbf)
Normal ized bel t  force
Number of fractures

1 2
79

472
524

0

82
226

2203
2466

32

48.4
147.1

1 358
r486

I  1 . 3

1 5 . 2 1
25.O7

368.9
350.1

7.35
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such as 3-point, 2-point plus knee bar, or
systems with energy-absorbing elements. No
adjustments were made to account for any
geometric variations between the various belt
systems, nor were attempts made in any way
to normalize the testing conditions to a
common ba^se; all deceleration profiles were
accepted.

SCALING APPROACH

It became obvious early in this effort that a
scaling approach must be utilized to somehow
normalize the large variability in the test data
caused by differences in cadaver weight and
stature. Because the ma:rirnum upper torso
belt force is the only common engineering
test parameter available for tJris analysis, and
$everal investigators [8, 4] have not un-
covered significant relationships between
absolute force applied to the thoran and any
injury measure, it was decided to scale this
parameter. The concept described in Whitaker
t8l and successfully applied in scale model
simulations of automotive crashes [g] was
utilized. It assumes linear relationships be-
tween the three fundamental physical units of
any model arrd its prototype. That is,

Lp = h, L* (Length)
Mp = trr M* (Mass)
Tp = trr T* (Time)

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

Then, assuming both density and modulus of
elasticity to be identical in the model and
prototypc (a requirement needed to use the
identical materials in each), the following
relationships between the various l,'s are
derived:

pM = pp (z)

where pi has units of (Mi) (Lf3 ): Mass/
Volume.

Combin ing l in to2g ives

V - = M e =
LL Li

and then tr? = I,

or trr = 1;zr
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that is to say, the length scale factor must be
the cube root of the mass scale factor.

$imilarly, when enforcing

E t  = E p (6 )

Force/where E
Area

Substituting (1) into (6) yields

H=X+=Ir++',!- ft)' l 'mLfir ToLi 13r I?Lfi

results in

L3 ),r = 1,2 (g)
Substituting (4) into (8) yields

1 3  I '  = I i

establishes th e following

trl If or trr = trr. (9)

This requires that time scales with the same
ratio as length. To maintain the above as_
sumptions requires that force scale as.

Fo =  L f  F-  (10)

since Fo = trFF*

where F has units of ML/Tz

then

r - = 5 - M p L p / T i l -"r  
Fm M_L- lTi"-

).i M,"Ir Lmi^? Til
MmL_/Tfrn

has units ",(**) (+)

-  \ 2- r \ 1 .

trz M*

Because the test data did contain the mass of
each subject, L, is calculated as (165/Ms)1/B
where 165 is the mass to which all experi_
ments are being normalized. A new variable
designated the "normalized belt force,' (NBF)
was generated by the following relationship

NBF=,""[#J*(s)

(4)

(5 )

( 1 1 )

where TBF = manimum upper torso belt force
M" = mass of test subject

Ti Li,
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:I ' 165 = mass to which experiment is
being normalized

This scaled parameter is generated and used
with full knowledge that the fundamental
assumption of this scaling technique (each
test subject must be an exact geometric scale
model of the prototype) is violated. However,
an empirical analysis of the existing data
suggests that while the data do not conform
in the strict sense, they do conform in a
general sense, that is, the assumptions are
violated but not seriously. This analysis,
utilizing the same regression techniques (to be
discussed in the next section) as in the final
analysis but on the logarithm of each variable,
arrived at the following relationship between
the number of fractures and age, ma.ss, and
torso belt force.

log (NF + 10) = -1.0298 + .637
ros (AGE) +n#i"ftflt[) (12)

This relationship minimizes the deviation of
the logarithm of the dependent variable (NF)
in the least squares $cnse. Taking the antilog
of (12) yields,

N F + 1 0 =

.0933
(AGn1'oez (Ter1.zza
- 

(MASS)'�EE-
(13 )

Upon examination, the exponential relation'
ship between TBF and MASS of (1-3) can be
rewritten as follows,

(rsr,).zzs = [ tffiFf l 'ttt ,rn,
( M AS s L - * 

- 
L ( MA ss ) s--zoj

and it can be noted that the quantity in
brackets differs only slightly from the quanti-

W derived in the above discussed scaling
approach, that is

- 1 ? -

TBFLffiJs

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The final consistent data set, including the
scaled variable NBF and another variable
(TBF/MASS), was subjected to a multiple-
step linear regression algorithm contained
within the McDonncll Douglas Automation
Company's Conversational Statistic Analysis
package. This routine selects the most impor'
tant independent variable first and works
towards the least significant. The significance
is determined by the degtee to which a
variable accounts for variation of the depend-
ent variable (in this case the number of
fractures) in the least squares sense. Table 3 is
the correlation coefficient matrix for the
individual variables.

Allowing the algorithm to select the "best"

linear combination of independent variables
to predict observed fractures, equation (15)
resulted.

NF =  -18 .66  + .00955 NBF +  .327 AGE (15)

with R = .775
STD ERROR = 4.786

, f  rat io =79.27

The addition of any other additional variables
to the above equation was not statistically
justified.

With the introduction of the additional
independent variable suggested by the empiri-

Table 3. Correlation matrix for individual variables

Var iab le Age T B F N B F TBF/M

Age
Torso bel t  force (TBF)
Normalized belt force
TBF/Mass
Number of f ractures

- .068
.429

-.098
- .281
- .068

- . 1 2 9
-.087
- .061

.635

.812

.728

.299
. g l 5
.392 .363
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cal log analysis, NBF X AGE, the following
relationship was determined a,s ilre most
effective in reducing the absolute error be_
tween the observed and predicted injury level.

NF = -3 + .0002 x (NBF) X (AGE) (16)

with R = .77G
STD ERROB, = 4.72
f ratio = 157,4

The two derived relationships are essentially
equivalent both from the statistical view-
points of their resulting multiple correlatjon
coefficients and standard emor of predictions.
Each is also overwhelmingly substantiated by
the f-ratio test that implies that when f P
9.0, there is a greater than gg-percent con-
fidence level that the independent parameters
should be included in the expressions.

Detailed examination of each function indi_
cates that equation (16) is better behaved in
the low belt force, low age ranges than
equation (15) and, therefore, is the preferted
function. It will be the one referred to in the
following discussions. Figure 1 demonstrates
the accuracy of the derived function by
comparing directly the predicted ancl observ_
ed number of fractures of each and all
experimental points. Were the function 100_
percent accurate, all points would fall on the
45-degree line. Figure 2 consists of contour

Figure l� Comparison of predicted versus observed
number of thoracic fractures.
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N O F I V A L I Z E D  B E L T  F O R C E

Figure 2. Contour plot of the number of fractures
versus age and normalized belt force.

plots of a constant number of rib fractures as
a function of the two independent variables.
age and normalized belt force, and demon-
strates the greater susceptibility of the elderly
to injury when exposed tci an identical crash
intensity.

Determination of whether the resulting
function possesses adequate predictive capa-
bility is an extremely difficult problem. How_
ever, by comparing the predictive ca1:ability
of equation (L4) io that of another proposed
thoracic injury criterion, a relative measure of
performance can be established.

Neathery ct at. [10] found that the percent
of thoracic anterior-posterior compression
(P/D) and the age of the subject were suffi-
cient and statistically justifiable variables for
the prediction thoracic injury (in the sense
dcfined by the Abbreviated Injury Scale
(AIS)) dwing blunt chest impact. The result-
ing function had a multiple conelation coeffi-
cient of .875 and a standard error of .gBE.
For comparison purposes, an analysis of these
same data was repeated to determine how
predictive P/D and age were of their observed
thoracic fractures.

NF = -30.47 + 78.6sfi + .186 acn (17)

with R = .76
STD ERROR = 5.26
f - r a t i o = 1 Z . B g

This is slightly inferior but esscntially
equivalent to the present analysis. It must be
understood that the antithesis of the now
identified function is as predictive of AIS as is

U f

g U
r {
- [
U Y
F ( Jg <
- E
i l o
d F

O B S E R V E D  N U M B E R  O F
T H O F A C I C  F F A C T U R E S
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Neathery's function, but it cannot be verified'
However, this aspect will be pursued if and
when injury data defined in terms of AIS
become available.

The success of any empirical process de'
pends on two primary elements: the quality
and completeness of the available data, and
the power and versatility of the process that is
being utilized to form the relationship be-
tween the selected dependent variable and the
independent variables. In this particular analy-
sis, the large variety of test crash pulse
utilized, the variety of belt system configura-
tions employed (2-point, 3-point systems with
a variety of anchor point locations and
energy-absorbing characteristics), and the
absence of any detailed anthropometric meas-
ures of the test subjects are all factors that
contribute to the resulting function's per-
formance. AJso, the regression technique that
was employed could only generate linear
functional relationships, and were it not for
the prior application of the scaling technique
discussed, the performance would definitely
be less than what was achieved.

Howevero if the predictive level achieved by
this relationship is deemed adequate by a
user, the large variety of conditions and lack
of specific test details now become an asset-
They arllow a user to utilize this relationship
in a much larger set of potential applications'

DISCUSSION

The function put forth in the previous
section predicts the number of thoracic frac-
tures as a function of three independent
variables; the weight of the subject, thc age of
the subject, and the maximum upper torso
belt force to which he is exposed. Applying
this relationship to the design of a belt
restraint system requires a knowledge of all of
the variables, and the following discussion is
intended to demonstrate the responsibility
that is assumed when applying this simple
functional relationship.

ln its most fundamcntal form, the function
is,

Numtrerof f ractures =-B +.0002 (18)

t-. ̂-ti
GBF)L#J (AcE)

Table 4. Fatal accident involvement rate

Male  FemaleAge

14 .062 .038
15-24 .277 .073
25-34 .134 .036
35-44 .O71 .023
45-54 .063 .025
55-&1 .061 .O27
M 74 .038 .O17
74-84 .0?0 .025

where one independent variable, upper torso
belt force, is at the control of the system's
designer and the other two parameters are
descriptors of the population for which the
system is intended.

Assume now that other processes have

determined that maximum benefit would be
gained if one were to design a seatbelt system
to produce the minimum number of thoracic
fractures in a population representative of the
population now being killed on our Nation's
highways. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration's Fatal Accident Re-
porting System t11l indicates involvement
rates as a function of age and sex as shown in
table 4. Typical weight distributions for the
male and female populations [12] are shown
in table 5.

The simplest and most straightforward
application of this injury relationship is to

assume that all members of the tatget popula-
tion will be exposed to the same maximum
upper torso belt force and that average
number of fractures that the population

Table 5. Weight distr ibution

Percentile Female Male

58 102 124
10b  107  130
2 0 b  1 1 5  1 4 0
30b 122 145
40b 128 157
50€ 135 164
60b 143 173
70b 152 182
80b 165 193
90b 182 208
95a 197 215

sData point$.
b l  nterpolated data Point '
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would sustain is a measure of the system's
effectiveness. Figure 3 is the result of such an
analysis and shows that the lower the maxi-
mum belt force, the lower the resulting
average injury.

Several factors prevent setting an extremely
low level for the upper torso belt force. The
primary factor is that the heavier portions of
the target population will translate excessively
relative to the compartment and involve their
heads and possibly their thoraxes in an impact
with the windshield or dash.

To address this phenomenon, a more de-
tailed analysis was performed. This required
additional assumptions of crash conditions
under which the system is to perform. Once
again, it was assumed that other processes
have determined that a 30-mi/h frontal barrier
crash is the most representative crash condi-
tion and the belt system is effective in a
vehicle of the subcompact category. A Honda
Civic was selected as typical of this type of
vehicle. Figure 4 shows a typical displace-
ment-time history of the passenger compart-
ment as this vehicle undergoes a 30-mi/h
barrier crash.

A small mathematieal simulation, shown in
figure 5, was devised. It contains a rigid torso

Figure 3. Average injury of target population as a
function of belt force vield limit.
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Figure 4. Displacement of Honda passenger com-
partment with respect to barrier during
30-mi/h frontal barrier crash.

Compartmenl

G
d

Compar tmen l  d isD lacernent

Figure 5. Schematic of belt characteristic evaluation
model .

mass (an appropriate proportion of each total
body mass) that is attached to the decelerat-
ing vehicle compartment by a belt element.

Figwe 6 shows the force dcflection pro-
perties assumed for this element. It allows (a)
that the passenger can translate 2 inches

At)pruximated by:
D ' 2 2 . 7  S i r r  ( 2 2 . 1 6  t ) ;

0 , : ; , t d . 0 6 7
D- 22.67-26?7 lt .O6tl

V t -:, .067

. 0 1  . 0 2 . 0 3 , 0 4  0 5 . 0 6 . 0 7  0 8 . 0 9
T I I V E  ( s )
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U
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l
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E
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I
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B E L T  F O R C E  Y I E L D  L I I V I T  ( I b f )
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Figure 6. Belt $ystem force-deflection characteristic.
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relative to the comparhnent before any belt
force is generated (an effort to account for

belt slack), (b) that the bclt system strokes at

a constant predetermined load, and (c) that

after 12 inches of total torso stroke relative to

the compartment, the torso belt force level
increases linearly to an I 000-pound force at

15 inches of stroke. (This is the penalty

imposed for excessive compartment transla-
tion and is meant to be representative of all

the increased injury consequences due to it.)
The model was run under the 30-mi/h

hrarrier crash condition for each age atrd

weight classification in the target population

for each of 10 different yield levels of the belt

system. For each yield limit' the average

number of thoracic fractures was calculated
utilizing the involvement rate tables. The
results are presented in figure 7. They demon-
sttate that there exists an optimum load level
at which the belt systems should stroke to

minimize average overall injury. Above this

optimum load a design does not fully utilize

the interior stroke and presents a higher load

to all members of the population, and below

this level the heavier population utilizes all

Figure 7, Average injury of target population in
30 mi/h frontal barrier crash with 12 inches
of internal stroke available as a function of
belt  force yield l imit .

SECTION 4 :  TECHNICAL SEMINARS

the interior stroke and acquires additional
injuries.

Additional parameters can be studied utiliz'

ing this approach. As an example, the above
exercise was reiterated where all conditions
were identical except that the belt system
now had 3 inches of initial slack. The conse'
quences of this change are also shown in
figure ? and demonstrate the difficulty a
system designer faces when attempting to
make a belt system both comfortable and
operational.

CONCLUSIONS

The efforts to assemble and analyze data
generated in the more than 100 cadaver
seatbelt crash tests were successful and did
result in the development of a meaningful
relationship, which shows that injury, defined
in this context to be the number of thoracic
fractures, is a function of the maximum upper
torso belt force and two rudimentary anthro'
pometric descriptors, age and weight-

The scaling relationship, NBF = TBF (165/
M*t", proved to be a successful technique in

normalizing the observed upper torso belt
force for the variation in the mass of test
subjects.

The resulting injury relationship can be
utilized to define the optimum characteristics
of a seatbelt system provided that the crash
conditions under which the system is to be
used and the target population that the
system is to protect can be identified and
quantified.

The essential engineering parameter neces-
sary to correlate the performance of a belt
system to thoracic injury is the easily meas-
ured upper torso belt force.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this study, the following
recommendations are presented to stimulate
further and more fruitful efforts:

I Because injury was defined for the purpose

of this study as the number of thoracic
fractures, an analysis of the same data
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should be life-threatening injuries to inter-
nal organs in the young population, where
skeletal damage is not so prevalent.

r Continued research with cadavers is needed
to directly address the hypothesis pres-
ented here. Such design aspects as system
geomet4/, load onset effects, and total
trajectory control should be investigated
and be incorporated in a predictive func,
tion should they prove significant.
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Source Weisht Age TBF N B F Number of
fractu res

APPENDIX.  AVAILABLE CADAVER/SEATBELT TEST DATA

Schmidt M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M

143
1 1 4
97

103
79

1 5 0
97

190
99

1 8 3
200
1 i l

33't2

70
73
57
59
82
39
7 1
32
75
62

778

1 621
991
881
926

1  1 0 1
1 389
1 214
1 767
1  1 0 1
1 677
r 632
1 677

783
268
255
267
798
480
725
606
M7
565
435
755

6
2

24
1 3
1 0
23
28

5
1 8
s

1 S
22
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APPENDIX.  AVAI LABLE CADAVER/SEATBELT TEST DATA.-Cor. .

Weight Age N B FTBF Number of
fractu res

20
1 S
I

l 4
l 0
1 2
1 8
1 7
1 9
25
1 6
5
4

1 5
I

22
1 2
2
I

1 3
21
4
7

28
I

23
1 0
7

1 /
I

1 t
1
6
6

1 4
3

r3
3
2
7

1 3
o
5
I
5

1 2
1 0
1 0
3
3

26
I

1 4
1 3
1 3
I
6

1 475
1 827
1 625
1  6 1 6
1 565
1 773
1 676
1 355
1 503
1 389
1 340
1 739
1 878
1 787
1 521
1 698
1 683
1  7 1 7
1 435
1 740
1 670
1 723
r 984
t 585
1  7 1 4
1 561
1 703
1  6 1 6
1 389
I  2 1 6
1 404
1 382
1 5 1 1
1 326
1 503
1 689
1 459
1 563
I 030
1 487
1 046
1 803
1 458
1 242
1 1 1 1
1 196

997
1 098
1 140
1 140

959
1 002
1 086
2204
2288
1 035
1 447

r 632
1 677
1 742
1 544
1 720
143r'.
1 333
1 49S
1 587
1 324
1 280
1 499
1 544
1 807
1 584
1 544
1 697
1 412
1 4S9
14 i l
145/.
1 632
1 499
I  J O O

1 477
1 697
r 544
1 544
r 389
1 059
I 059
r 598
r 256
1 256
1 258
1 258
1 648
1 551

888
1 223

8 1 8
1 293
1 553

982
r  168

935
s28
s89

1 003
1 003
u3

r 0 s
s22

1 753
2 203

989
1 573

1 9 2
145
183
l g
190
1 2 0
117
192
179
1 5 2
154
1 3 ?
123
172
172
143
1 6 7
1 2 3
1 7 6
1 2 6
134
1 5 2
1 r 0
137
1 3 2
1 8 7
139
r54
1 6 5
r34
108
205
r 2 5
1 5 2
1 2 6
106
r98
1 6 3
132
123
1 1 4
1 6 3
174
1 1 6
179
1 1 4
148
141
1 3 6
1 3 6
136
179
1 2 9
117
156
154
187

53
40
3S
34
4E
37
52
65
45
65
36
35
22
49
33
67
42
1 9
6r
55
75
30
44
79
1 6
59
22
25
58
38
54
24
24
35
55
21
26
22
38
38
38
22
32
34
48
50
55
56
37
37
76
45
5B
62
52
60
50
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APPEND I  X,  AVAI LAB LE CADAV ER/SEATB E LT TEST DATA.-Con.

Sex Weight Age TBF N B F Number  o f
fractu res

Fayon M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M

132
121
154
154
1 g
163
132
106
1 3 6
r 3 9
1i l
1 r 0
r50
132
1 8 9
1 1 0
145
13S
1 3 9
132
l 8 2
122
1 5 3
1 4 8
154
226
1 5 8
192
2 1 6
137
179
122
1 3 5
156
1 1 5
1 6 2
125
174

57
60
33
53
57
57
43
55
57
48
53
51
57
5S
60
60
53
64
46
34
53
58
4 1
57
32
56
50
61
58
6 1
64
E2
46
74
69
44
65
51

1 483
1  1 0 1
1 596
1 506

775
1 978
1  9 1 0
1 506
1 461
1  4 1 6
1 303

472
1 169

8il
944
831

1 258
1 236

966
899
560
710

1 140
1 020
1 560
1 790
1 930
1 930
1 650
1 595
1 495
1 325
1 781
I 250
1 330
2200
2 050
1 200

720
354
671
576
8 1 1

1 l
1 8
1 0
22
7

1 9
1 3
27
1 9
1 1
1 0
0

1 3
1 t
2
2

1 3
1 4
2
0
0
1
0
7
0

1 4
1 4
1 5
1 1
1 l
1 2
I

l 6
1 2
23
1 8
32
I

Patrick

1 994
2 216
2202
1 66?
1 587
1 364

6 1 8
1 245

990
862

1 08S
1 371
1 385
1 082
1 043

524
868

1  1 9 8
1 0s6
1 633
1 451
1 981
1 744
1 378
1 805
1  4 1 5
1 620
2 035't 297
1 6S2
2 227
2 466
1 158

Cromack

HSRI

Calspan


